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The P1·ehisto1·ir: Ton~bs of Kno sos . By RTHUR J. E vA , E q., Litt. U., 
F'.R . . , F' .. A. 

Read 19th J anuary, 1905. 

I.-THE CE:.\ m'l'ERY Oli' Z AFER P AP01JRA : wrr ff A CoMPARATIVE O'I'l<~ 0 1 A 

CHAMBER- Toru:n A'r MrLA1'0~ . 

§ 1. Th e 'l1ypes of 1 epulture. 

ABOUT 600 metres ch1 e north of the prehi toric P alace of Kno o begins the rise 
of a flat-topped hill, here tra-ver ed by a long line of Roman walling, from which 
the neighbouring hamlet, ole survivor of the ancient city, gain it name of 
Makryteichos. 'l'he hill it elf is known a Zafer Papoura (Tov Zacp€p 7J 1ra1rovpa) 
and on it lower lope there had already been brought to li ·ht .remain of houses 
belonging to the xtensive Minoan town, the " Wide Kno o " of Homeric 
tradition, which seems to have extended on every side of the Palace. 

That t his hill might contain a Minoan cemetery wa r n iered the more 
probable by Mr. Hogarth's cli covery in 1900 of eight isolated tomb along a low 
cliff-edge on its further side." Seven of the e tombs contain d Geometric inter
ments, but their chamber shape and rock-cut entrance pa age or d1·omos showed 
that they had originally belonged to an earlier period. "ome cattered relics of 
;their original content were in fact found, such as bronze knife-blades b and a 

a Annttal of the British School £tt Athens, o. vi. p. 82, seqq. 

° From Tomb 4. 

a 



2 The P1·ehisto1·ic T01nbs of Knossos. 

bronze tripod," of a form identical with one found at Enkomi m Cyprus, in a 
Late Mycenrean connexion. The remaining tomb,b a vaulted chamber 8 feet 
square, approached by a d1·omos 16 feet long, contain d disturbed remains of ite 
original Minoan contents, without any Geometrical admixture. Parts of a male
skeleton were scattered on the floor just within the tomb. Fragments of five 
painted Mycenrean vases, including a large squat a1·yballos in greenish ware with 
black spiraliform ornament, were found in the tomb, and parts of two bronze 
depilatory tweezers. Hardly covered by the earth, just outside the entrance to 
the d1·omos, lay another skeleton accompanied by a bronze mirror and a small 
object in blue paste with rosettes in relief. 

Mr. Hogarth earched in vain for more Minoan tombs along the cliff face 
to the south,c and these indication of early interments remained isolated till in 
1904 the r newed explorations, made under my direction in quest of a burial place 
in connexion with the prehistoric town, led to th discovery of an extensive 
cemetery on the ea tern lope of the hill. The credit of finding the first tombs 
here was due to my mender J oannes Papadakis, and the successful tracing out of 
the ramifications of the necropoli wa mainly owing to the extraordinary jleti1· of 
the foreman Antonio Gr goriou, who had also worked here for Mr. Hogarth, and 
who e life-long application to thi congenial pursuit on early Oypriote sites has 
made him probably the mo t expert tomb-hunter of the Levant. 

I was fortunate both here and on the site of the Royal Tomb subsequently 
explored in having the expert assistance of Dr. Duncan Mackenzie in dir cting 
the works, and have al o had at my di po al his daybooks of the excavation . 
The object illustrated below were for the most part drawn by the Dani h artist 
Mr. Halvor Bagge. 

The eastern lope of the hill along which the cemetery extends i composed 
of oft rock, a kind of rotten lime tone, locally known as kouslwu?·as, in most 
place covered with a very shallow deposit of surface soil. Wherever there had 
been an anci nt shaft or the cutting of a tomb-pas age this depo it was naturally 
deeper, and it was thus pos ible in many cases to locate the graves from the 
occurrence of certain herbs with exceptionally long root . 

In all a hundred tomb were opened. Of tbe e a mall proportion may be 

a From Tomb 3. 

b Op. cit. p. 2, o. l. The tomb had been originally clo ed by a door o£ dry walling. 
c Mr. Hogarth concludes (op. cit. p. 5) : "The native diggers seem never to have found grave 

earlier than Geometric; and after a two months' search I £ear I leave the solution o£ the Knossian 
cemetery problem but little advanced." 
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brought within the limits of the period when the great neighbouring Palace still 
existed as a royal abode and was exercising a dominant influence. But the bulk of 
the tombs unque tionably belong to the age immediately ucceeding thi , when the 
Palace itself was in ruins or wa at mo t partially inhabited. In the main there
fore the remains here brought to liaht illustrate what I have elsewhere found it 
·convenient to define as the Third Late- inoan Period, though, a will be pointed 
out below, they do not seem to reach it low r limit. 

The tombs, which in thi cemetery all contained keleton interm nt , were of 
three main cla ses : (a) Ohambm·- Tornbs excavate l in the soft rock with a pas age or 
cl? '011WS leading down to them; (b) 1 haft-G-raves, each with a le er cavity below, 
roofed over with stone lab and containino· the extended skeleton ; and (c) Pit
caves or oblong pits givino· acce s to a walled cavity in one of th ir la.rger sides 
below, within which was the interment. From the character of their content it 
appears that all the e three forms of sepnlture w re in u e cont mporaneou ly. 

( c~) The 'ham be r-To1nbs. 

Rock-cut tombs of thi cla , a1 preached by a cl?'011W , are ufficiently well 
known both in Crete and in Mainland Greece. In contra t to ome previously 
known Cretan tomb of this type that xhibit a round," hor e- hoe,b or oval 
ground plan, the shape of these g nerally howecl below an approach to a square 
outline, the upper part forming a low cupola or ar h . This quare form, which 
was preval nt in the contemporary cemeteri of ainland Greece, c is al o well 
authenticated on oth r Cretan site . 

It is foun l in the ea e of built tombs at Prae o ,ct and at lea t on xample 
·of a square rock-cut chamber occurred at Phae to . • In 1899 I already had the 
opportunity of exploring a chamb r -tomb of r ctangular ou line at Milatos m 

" E.g. the chamber-tomb of Anoja :i\Ie. aritika de cribed by Or i (Mon. Ant. i. (J 90), 6) . 
b At Prinies, . Taramelli, Ricerche curcheologiche C1·et si: Mon. Ant. ix. (1 99), 49; Palaikastro, 

Bosanquet, B. S. A. viii. 304; Milato , Orsi, op. cit. 10 ; Prae os, Bo anquet, B. . A. viii. 251, 252. 
c Thm;e, for instance, of the J~ower Town at :i\Iycenae, cf. T ountas, 'Erp. 'Apx. 1 9, p. 121 seqq.; 

·OL 86) .. ctfLO' dvat ds ro r.A.€iurov Hrpaywvot (p. 12 ). Of. 'Erp . 'Apx. l 91, p. 2 seqq. The round form is, 
however, al o found . See Tsounta .. and Manatt, Jfycenman Age, 135. 

d Bo anquet, B. S. A. viii. 245, 246. 

c Savignoni, N ec1·opoli di Pha.estos, 31, fig. 17. This tomb was, however, of an exceptional 
·character, since it included a econd chamber of pentagonal form. 

a 2 
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Crete, the plan and arrangement of which is given below for purposes of com
parison.a 

It is true that in many cases the corners of the chambers are rounded, and' 
in some of the smaller tombs a more circular outline is observable.b That the 
round or elliptical form of chamber-tomb is typologically the earlier must be 
regarded as certain. It is the natural form of the artificial cave dwellings of a 
far more primitive age, of which these sepulchral abodes are simply the survival. 
Large, built tholi of this class, constructed of rough stones, were, as we now know, 
used as o suaries in Crete at a much earlier period.c 

In the case of the built tombs or tholi of Mycenrean Greece, the rounded 
form is still generally a lliered to. In Crete, however, the square outline is found, 
as at Praesos, also in the built sepulchral chambers, and a still more striking 
example from the neighbourhood of Knos os will be described below. 

The chambers of the tombs of Zafer Papoura were in each case entered by 
a doorway, generally blocked by a double or threefold walling of rough stones. 
This door was approached by a rock-hewn drO?nos or passage somewhat wider 
than the doorway, and loping down to it with steps at intervals. (See figs. 1 a, b, c, 
Grave No. 92.) The d?·omos was continued below in many cases as a tunnel, and 
its walls sloped inwards so as to form a section like the galleries in the walls of 
Tiryns. The sides of the doors were also lightly battered in the same way. 
Fig. 2 gives a view of the entrance passage of Tomb 92, the open door of 
which was immediately approached by step . These lie beyond the end of the 
slope visible in the illu tration. 

The entrance to the dromos was in almost all cases from the east, but this 
orientation was practically nece sitated by the fact that the slope of the hill wa 
here throughout in an easterly direction. The tombs found on the other side 
of the hill opened, as naturally, on the west.. Neither can it be said that there 
was any fixed arrangement as to the interments within the chambers. The 

a See below, fi gs . 104a and 104b. 
b See below, fig. 84. 
c One of these was excavated by Professor Halbb err at Hagia 'l' riada in 1904. See "A!Ienw?·ie del 

?' . l nstituto L omba?·do, 1905. Others have now been brought to light by the Cretan Ephor of 
Antiquities, Dl'. tephanos X anthoudides, at Kuma a. The obj ects contained in these primitivc

tholi belong to what I have elsewhere defined as the Second and Thir d Early-Minoan Periods,. 
whieh precede the great age of the Cretan Palaces. There can be no doubt that the Hagios 
Onouphrios deposit ( O?·etan P ictogmphs, etc., Quaritch, London, 1905, p. 105 seqq.) represents the
contents of an ossuary tholos of this early class. 

1 
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skeletons found on the floors, in a more or le 

a 

extended position, ometimes had 

() 

F ig. 1. Chamber-Tomb (No. 92) . Plan (a), 
e Lion E.-W. and .~: .- . ( b), and fas:ncle (a) . 

their heads near the inmost wall, ometimes towards the door, while at time they 

lay at right angles to the entrance. 
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From one to three keletons lay on the floors of these chamber-tombs. In 
other cases, according to the well-known Cretan practice, the bones were con-

Fig. 2. Entrance pa sage of Tomb 92. 

tained in terra-cotta chests, known as larnalces .n Fig. 3a shows one o£ these m 

a These sepulchral che"ts were first de cribed by Paolo Orsi (from materials supplied by 
Federico B albherr) in his Urne F1meb1·i C1·etesi (Mon. Ant. i. 1890). 
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position, through a broken doorway of Tomb 93. A fuller view of this la1·nax 

is given in fig. 3b . 

. !fig. 3a . L anwm or clay arcophagu een iu position through the broken doorway of T omb 93. 

At times, again, the two usages of the simple deposition of the body on the 
floor of the tomb and of its enclosure in a clay chest had been pract ised side by 
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side. In one instance (the large tomb o. 14) the bones had o en placed in a 
shallow pit dug in the floor of the chamber. 

The la1·nalces of these Late-Minoan graves, like the alternative clay bath " 

-
Fig. 3b. Clay snrcopbngu or larnax from Tomb 9:i. 

• Orsi, Ume Fm~eb1·i 01·etesi, Tav. ii. and p. l l. 
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or store jars," al o u ed as receptacle for the carp e, reproduc the ordinary 
chests of hou ehold furniture,b and w re not, a has been ugge t cl, miniature 
copies of primi ive hou e .c· They are in fac , as I have el ewhere pointed out,'' 
little more than tran lations into painted clay of the wooden che t tl1at played an 
important part in th furniture of contemporar Egyptian hou , c nd which also 

.Fig. 4. Hemniu of crouched keleton in laruaz from Tomb 0. 

:Lt time erved. a funereal purpo e. The painted de igns of the 
very frequen ly tand them elve in a £lial relation to tho e 
che ts, ceiling , or wall painting . Thu we find on the painted 
No. 100 the conventtonalised papyru::5 tnft and linked pim] 

r tan arcophaai 
en on Egyptian 
lanwm of Grave 
al ernating with 

• Mn.riani, Anlichita 01·etcsi (.Jfon. Ant. vi. ~03) . Cf. too ihnerican Joun~al of Anhreolngy, v. 
(1901), 304 . 

. Xanthouclides, 'F.p. 'Apx· 1904, p. 12 ._;eqq, ha ri"'htly insi tecl on this fact. That ome 
were made. pecially for. epulchral purpo. e i , howcn•r·, hown by the hole below for drainage. 

c Tsouuta , 'Ep. 'Arx· l '91, p. 7 seqq.; P errot, Gdlce Primitive, p. o7 seqq. 

d The Palace of Knossos in its Egyptian R elations (.A.rch. R eport of Egypt Expl. Fund, 1901) , 3. 

b 

, 
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flowers according to the Egyptian fashion. On a. clay sarcophagu from Ligortino " 
we recogni, e the typical Nilotic motive of waterfowl cha ing butterflies among 
marsh plants; and the sacred griffin, also seen on Egyptian chest , reappear . on 
the larnam of Palaika tro,b with a derivative Nile plant rising in front of him. 

The narrow capacity of the e clay chests has given ri e to the idea that 
they were imple ossuaries, and that the bones had been placed in them after the 
decomposition of the flesh. Where, as is sometimes the ea e, more than one 
skull occurs inside the chest, there may be some warrant to thi idea, but evid nee 
like that afforded by the la1·nam found in Grave No. 80 below, shows that the 
body of the deceased wa actually towed away in the clay receptacle. 

Fig. 4, which reproduces a photograph of the interior of thi che t imme
diately after its extraction from the sepulchral vault, how that the body had 
been originally laid on it back, with the knees drawn up. 

Fig. 5. Section of larnaa: from A rtsa, howing po ition of skeleton. 

Thi. is still more clearly demonstrated by a la1·na ,c found by Dr. Xanthoudides 
at Art a,c a Cretan village about two hours cli tant from the ite of Knos os. In 
thi exceptionally well-preserved burial the keleton wa found lying on its back 
a in the above instance, and with the knees still re ting against the end wall of 
t l1e clay chest, as shown in fig. 5. 

• The Palace of Knossos in its Egyptian R elations (.A.rch. Report of Egypt Expl. Fund, 1901), :3. 
b Bosanquet, B. S. A. viii. 297 eqq. and pl. xviii. The introduction of these Egyptian elements 

does not, however, detract from the religious significance of the indigenous feature , such as the 
sn.cral horns and double axe , of this sarcophagus. Minoan religious art was accretive, and in 
Crete, as in contemporary Syria, such hierat ic forms, taken over from the land of fixed and 

immemorial religious tradition, became part of its common stock. 
c 'F.cp. 'Apx. p. 6 seqq. and fig. 1 (reproduced in fig. 5 above). 
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(b) The Shajt-G1·aves. 

'fhis type of tomb, of which twenty-eight examples were found, recall in its 
o·eneral plan the shaft-graves of the Akropoli enclo ure at Mycenae. In both 
cases the acce s is by mean of a haft or pit leading down to th labbed covering 
of the actual sepulchral cell. The cell here, however, is a simple cavity in the rock 
made omewhat narrower than the shaft above so a to leav a l dge for the 
support of the cover ing labs. In th royal shaft-graves of Mycenae this ledge 

Fig. 6. P lan of Grave Xo. 27, showing covering 
slabs and ledge at ide. 

---- - · 80cmc -l--

"' ~ 

Fig. 7. Plan of Grave No. 26, howi.ng covering 
slabs and ledge at end. 

was supplied by means of an artificial walling, and the slabs them elve rested. 
on substantial beams. In it simple t form, a pit leading to a grave covered 
with rough stones, this type is already found in the early Copper ge cemeterie 
of Cyprus. 

The depth of the shaft proper, in the graves of Zafer P apoura, when the 
surface wa not denuded, ranged from about 2 metres to 3-! metres. The epulchral 
cell went down about a metre below thi depth, and were made just large enough 
to contain the extended body. In many case a ledge was cut in the ide or end 
of the haft to aid in the descent below. The covering blocks varied in character. 
(See fig . 6 and Sb). Sometime they were quite rough stones; in other cases tbey 

b 2 
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were car fully hewn and squared. The best executed labs were found m Grave 

·Fig. Sa . ection of Shaft-Grave (No. 33) 

No. 44, which contained two fine swords. There were four of the e slab. m this 
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Fig. SI!. Plan of Shaft-Grave (No. 33). 

taining a late tirrup-vase, upon 
the upper surface of which were 
the deeply cut ign hown in fig . 9. 
The e igns might ea ily be taken 
by those not intimately acquainte 1 
with the hi tory 
of such marks in 
Crete as charac
ters of the Minoan 
script, giving the 
name of the per
son here interred. 

:l!'ig. 9. Inci eel signs on 
'lab of GraveN o. 25. 

A a matter of fact the two signs 
in que tion belong to the regular 
eries of mark on block from the 

earlier Palace at no os, b and to a 
period therefore long anterior to 
that of the grav which the block 
had helped to cover. 

At time the pit above the slab 
was found partly filled with large 
tone , but nothing r embling a 

gravestone wa ii covered above. 
It is, however, highly -probable that had uch exi ted they would, from their 
superficial position, have been removed or broken up. 

a The dimensions of these were: o. l, 1·35 long by ·57 wide by 27 thicl"; o. 2, 1·20 long by 
·55 wide by 27 thick; o. 3, 1·27 long by ·56 wide by 27 thick; o. LJ,, 1·19 )onO' by ·50 wide by 

33 thick. 
b They belong to a class of signs which in the later Palace are seen only on re-used blocks, 

They are also fonnd at Phaesto . (L. Fernier, Seam della Mi ssione Italiana a Phae to , 1900-1901. 
p. 90, No . 9 and 15). No. 1 also occurs in the pictographic script. 
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':l_lhe exceptionally rich Shaft-Grave No. 36 pre entecl the peculiarity of having 
part of the funeral furniture above the lab . The r main, of the skeleton, 

Fig. 10. ection of Shaft-Grave (No. 36) 
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with personal ornaments and two swords, one of them gold-mounted, lay in the 
sepulchral cell below, while above the roof- lab had been placed three bronze 
ves els, a mirror, and two pear-head . The rea on of this exceptional arrange
ment was probably the impo sibility of fitting all these belongings into the 
receptacle below. A section of this tomb i given in fig. 10. 

Another abnormal variety of thi class of interment i upplied by o. 34. 
In this case there was the usual pit with the slabs below covering the sepulchral 
cell, but immediately below them was a plain clay lamam, which formed the actual 
receptacle of the bones. 

(c) 'l'he Pit-Caves. 

The graves of this cla s consist of a pit provided with ledge to facilitate 
descent, at the bottom of which is a low walled-up arch giving access to the 
sepulchral cell. This inner cave-like r ceptacle was genera.lly ecured by a double 
walling of rough blocks, and was just long enough to contain an extended keleton. 
Although thus approached on a different principle, the inner cell in ground plan 
resembles that of the shaft-graves. 

A typical example of a pit-cave will be een in fig . l J a, llb, and ll c, 
r epre enting the ground plan and sections of Grave .r o. 66. 

The depth of the pit leading down to the walled cavity varied from about 
2-! metres to nearly 4-! metres. Owing to the greater diffi01:uty of acce s to the 
sepulchral cell, as compa1~ed with the imple shaft-grave, the sy tern of ledges 
along the pit sides was much more d eloped in this class of tomb. A hallower 
form of the same clas (No. 7) is hown in fig . 12c~ and 12b. 

Although built tholos tombs approached by a circular pit or w 11, of very late 
:Minoan date, are een in the cemetery o£ Oourte , a the present type of pit-cave is 
altogether new among contemporary epulture either in Crete or in :Mycemean 
Greece. 

There is, however, sufficient evidence of it high antiquity in the Mediter 
ranean area. Under a more I rimitive a pect ·epulchral cavities approached by a 
pit are een in the early cemeteries of Oypru , b such as Hagia Paraskeve, and 

a A Taramelli, Notes on the N ec?"Opolis of Oom·tes (American Joumal of Archooology, v . (1901), 
294 seqq. and 297, 29 (figs. l and 2). 

b These early Cypriote pit-caves " ·ere fir t described by Diimmler, Mitth. d. d. arch. I nst. 1'11 

.~:tthml, 1 80, p. 210 seqq. For numerou. examples see Ohnefal ch-Richter, Kypros, etc. pl. clxvii .
clxxv. 
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they r ecur on the Syrian mainland. Tombs o£ thi class, de cribed a Punic, are 

Fig. lla. Plan of Pit-Cave ( o. 66), 

also found in Tuni ia." An allied type is w 11 represented m south-w tern 
Sicily b and in the nejghbourhood o£ P alermo.c In this case the pit is circular 

n I have seen tombs of this cla s near Beja (Vacca). The pits were square, the side cavities 

had in several cases been enlarged for later use. . Some of these tombs were excavated by Captain 

Yinceut (Bulletin de l'.dcademie d'Hippone, xvii.) . 
b See especially L. Mauceri, Annali, etc. 18 0, 1 seqq. (Di tricts of Licata and Canicatti). For 

the identity of the early ceramic types of south-western Sicily with those of the south-east, see 

Orsi, Bull. di Paletnologia, 1 95, p. 0 seqq. and cf. 1897, p . 1 seqq. 
r. Salinas, Notizie degli 8cav·i, 18 0, p. 357, n.nd tav. x. These tomb were on the extensive 

plain of Ciachia, and as Colini (Bull . di Paletn. 1904, p. 176) points out, the well form of access was 

here conditioned by the flat character of the surface. 
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and there are at times two or even three side cavities. The ceramic contents of 
the e tombs belong to Orsi's First Sikel Period. Well-caves of thi kind also 
frequently occur in the district of Syracuse during the succeeding econd Sikel 

Fig. 11 /J. Longitud inal section of Pit-Cave (No. 66) . 

Period," contemporary with the Late Minoan, and reappear in Apulia among what 
may well have been a population of the ame Sikel stock.b 

• Colini, loc.. cit. 

ee G. P an·oni, Un vilaggio siculo a ~Iatem nell 'antica Apulia (JJf on. Ant. 1 9 , p. 417 seqq. ; 
cf . figs. 24, 25) . 

(' 
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In localities presenting natural cliffs or steep slopes the simpler kind of 
artificial cav-e with an entrance passage more or less on the same lev-el was the 
natural type for the dwellings of primitiv-e troglodytes, as later for the abodes of 

' 
---------- l-39m. ------~--

Fig. llL-. Transverse section of Pit-Cave (No. 66). 

death. It is this type that we hav-e represented in the chamber-tombs described 
abov-e. But on more lev-el sites a similar result was attained by the more laborious 
process of first digging a pit and then exca-vating a small chamber in its side. 
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The present class of tomb originates therefore in the ame troglodytic instinct that 
produced the chamber tombs an l tholoi, and the pit here is the equivalent of the 
d'romos. The cavity itself, being less easily acces ible, would tend from the first 
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Fig. 12a. Plan of Pit-Cave ( '"o. 7) . 

to be smaller than that of the other class, and in the present sepulchral type it is 
reduced to a mere cell. 

Considerations like the above lead to the conclusion that the differences of 
sepulchral type visible at Zafer Papoura are ultimately due to topographical 
causes. It must at the same time be ob erved that the three distinct forms of 

c 2 

• 
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graves that we see here represent fixed and thoroughly developed types that 
must have had a long independent history, and are not merely light modification 
of a single prevalent forw, due to local convenience. As a matter of fact the 
character of the ground at Zafer Papoura does not vary sufficiently to explain 
the divergence in the types of graves. It is trne that the tombs of the different 
clas e are to a certain extent di tributed in groups, the south-east part of the 
area being for instance exclusively occupied by chamber-tombs, while some 

----------·-·r·· ············- ·······-··---··· 
···-·· -·- ······-

' 

Fig. 12b. Longitudinal section of Pit-Cave (No. 7). 

clusters of shaft-graves and pit-caves occur together in the northern section . (See 
plan, fig. 108.) In this latter area, however, chamber-tombs are also found, and 
in one ea e a shaft-grave has been dug above and partly into a slightly earlier 
chamber-tomb, while chamber-tombs of somewhat later date have in two instance 
invaded pit-caves. 

There was then no inherent reason for this divergence of type to have 
produced itself on the present site. We must rather suppo e that we have here 
to deal with three principal groups of families or clans who in the course of their 
pa t hi tory had had to deal with different topographical conditions. Some, it 
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appears, must have come from a flatter country. Whether their different ante
cedents ultimately imply in one or the other ea e an immigration from over sea i 
a que tion impossible to answer with our pre ent data. It i c rtain, a will be 
shown in detail below, that all three type of interment were practised at Zafer 
Papoura contemporaneou ly, and that the culture presented by the contents of 
grave of the different kinds is of an uniform and purely Minoan stamp. 

Unfortunately the character of the soil has left littl e material for craniological 
observations. 'The bone were mostly in a very decayed state, and it was often 
with the greatest difficulty that sufficient data could be made out even to deter
mine the sex o£ the keletons." Even in cases where the bone had been placed 
in clay sarcophagi these had been generally o broken and choked by the falling 
of the rotten 1.-ott ·lcou1·as rock that very littJe remained in a ufficient state of 
preservation for comparative purpo es.b 

§ 2. The Gmves of Zajet· Papot6m and thei1· contents. 

No. I.-This arave was of abnormal form, and seems to have b en a double 
haft-grave. It is ituated on a steep bank, and much of the original depo it 

above it had probably di appeared. There are two compartment , divided by a 
lry walling. '.rhe bottom of that to the west wa 60 centimetre higher than the 
other, but owing to the lope it lay at about the same distance, 1·65 meters below 
the surface. This compartment (A in plan, :fig. 13) was found completely empty. 
B, however, had its original covering of rough slabs, sloping up w t towards the 
companion grave. Beneath these lay the much-decayed remains of an extended 
keleton, with it head to the south. By the head were the two va es a (see 

:fig. 11 , l a) and b, and near the left forearm and hand two bronze knives and a 
stone hone. 

l a. Plain ewer: height 25 centimetre . (See fig. 11 , la.) 

• Some of the legs for instance may have be n more bent than is shown in the rough indications 
of skeletons in the plans of tombs given below. These indication , it should be ob erved, are only 
intended to have a diagrammatic value, the skeletons being in almost all case r educed to too pul
verised a condition to admit of any exact delineation. 

b Mr. C. H. Hawes, who ha been carrying out extensive craniological ob rvations in Crete on 
behalf of the Briti. h A. sociation, has kindly consented to examine the skulls from thi cemetery and 
from the Royal Tomb. 
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A 

( .BoUo:n., of A 60 c;m,. below lJr,r;a of E.) 

Fig. 13. Plan of double Shaft-Grave (No. 1). 

lb. Stirrup-vase : height 19 centi
metres; brown decomtion on pale buff 
(Fig. 14.) 

le. Bronze knife : length 12 centi 
metr s. (As 51f, £g. 113 .) 

Id. Bronze knife : length 11 ·8 centi
metres, with undulating edge . (Fig. 15 .) 

le. Flat oblong hone of gray stone. 

Fig. 14 . p,,iuted stirrup-vnsc from Grave 
N0. 1. 

No. 2. Small Shajt-Gmve, with 
covering slabs. - Scanty remains of 
bones; head, east. About the middle, 
near the position of the right hand, 
was a small gold ring, glass and clay 
beads, and small serpentine pendant. 

F ig. 15. 
Bronze knife 
from Gnwe 

No. 1. 
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2a. Gold ring, the bezel broken. 
2b. Bead of yelle>w translucent glass, with rounded section and large central perforation. 
2c. Globular ribbed bead of blue paste (kyano ) . 
2d. Plain globular beads of clay. 

2e. Green serpentine pendant of globular form, with perforated stem. 

No. 3. Shajt-Gmve.-Rectangular pit, 1'25 metres wide and about 1·90 metres 
long, in which at a depth of about 2·15 metres is the actual grave, with a roofing 
of rough limestone slabs. 

The grave (1·60 metres long, 60 centimetres wide, and 55 centimetres deep) 
contained remains of a skeleton with the head to the outh. At the feet were a 
bronze knife and a razor. 

3a. Bronze knife (29·5 centimetres long) . For type see £g. 113, 64c. 
3b. Bronze razor (19 centimetre long, 5·5 centimetres broad at end) . 

.Fig. 16. Plan of Shaft-Grave (No. 4) . 

No. 4. Shajt-01·ave.-Mean depth from the m·face of the baft to the bottom 
of the grave 3·'10 metre . The depth of the actual grave beneath the covering slab 
was 45 centimetres. The edges of the covering slabs were carefully quared. 

The grave (length 1·84 metres, width 60 centimetres) contained remains of 
a much decomposed skeleton, with the head to the east. By the left ide of the 
body were two razors of different types and a knife. (See plan, :fig. 16.) 

4a. Bronze razor : 20 centimetres long, 5·3 centimetres broad at end. ( £. £g. 33.) 
4b. Bronze knife : 36 centimetres long. (Cf. fig. 113, 4b.) 
4c. Leaf- haped razor of bronze. (Cf. fig . 113, 64c.) 
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No . 5. Shajt-G1·ave.-Depth from surface 3·40 centimetres. The grave (1 ·40 
metres long, 55 centimetres broad), covered with roughly-hewn slab , contained 
remains of a skeleton with its head to the east. By the head was a small painted 
vase (a), and near the right hand a plain cornelian bead. 

5a. Small two-handled beaked jug (9·5 centimetres high), with painted decoration dark 
brown on buff. (See fig. 117, 5a.) 

5b. Plain cornelian bead of sub-cylindrical form. 

No. 6. Pit-Gave.- The tomb had been di turbed and the bones were much 
pulveri eel, but their remains seemed to indicate that the head had been south. 

Fig. 17. Plttu of Pit-Cave ( o. 6). 

The depth of the pit from the surface was 2·50 metres, and a ledge to facilitate 
descent had been made on its ea t side . 

I t seems as if any weapons or implements of bronze that may have been 
placed in the tomb bad been carried off by those who broke into it. The arrange
ment of the existing contents of the grave is shown in fig. 17. 

6a. Three handled vase with painted designs. Height about 28 centimetres. Upper 
parb broken . (Fig . 117, 6a.) 

6b. Small beaked va e with one handle, 7·5 centimetres high. (Fig. 117, 6b .) 
6c. Plain clay bowl. 
6cl. Two-handled bowl. 
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No. 7. Pit- Oc~ve (for plan, see figs. 12a, 12b).-Skeleton, much decayed, head 
to west. About the neck was a necklace of embo ed gold beads (c). Near the 
middle was found a gold-plated ring (d), the device of which wa a Sphinx . Near 
the right arm wa a bronze knife (a), and by the left shoulder a bronze mirror (b). 

~~: '~''lti..-tl ,1/nl/J±lh.. - / ~>-G;r••l\\tmlllt'.IU'II1tl"~~dl~~/lj_L• ~ 
I 

I ' 
Fig. 19. Bronze knife with solid handle, from Pit-Cave ( o. 7). 

Lower down t.he left arm was an ivory boat (e) and a three-handled vase, and two 
l)ede talled cups were ranged along the south margin of the grave near the head 
{j, g, h) . 

7 a. Bronze knife with solid handle, length 19 centimetres. (Fig. 19.) 

d 
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7b. Bronze mirror (diameter 13 centimetres) with two perforations for attaching handle . 
7c. Gold necklace of forty beads with triple perforation, showing double argonaut design 

in repousse work (fig. 20, and fig. 119, 7c). Another similar necklace was found in 

Fig. 20. Gold beads of a necklace from Pit-Cave 
(No. 7). (~.) 

Grave 36. Similar gold necklaces were found 
in the chamber-tombs near Phaestos ( avignoni, 
Necmpoli di Phaestos, p. 99, fig. 58), and others 
were obtained at :l\fycenae from the tombs of 
the lower town (Tsountas, 'Ecf:>. 'Apx. 1 88, pl. 
ix. 4), in some cases showing eight tentacles 
instead of six (Karo in Daremberg et Saglio, 
Dictionnai1·e des Antiquites, art. Monile, fig. 5125, 

and Savignoni loc. cit.). Another from a contemporary tomb at Argos is published by 
Vollgra:ff (Bull. de. Co1·r. hell. 1904, p. 383, fig. 15). A mould for a similar bead, said 
to have been founfl in Asia Minor, is in the Berlin Museum (Furtw. u. Loeschke, 
Myk . Vasen , p . 34, fig. 22). The design has frequently been misunderstood by those who 
have described it." As stated above, it is essentially a duplicated argonaut (a1·go 
a1·gonauta), though it has been crossed by the octopus idea, and in some varieties the 
number of the tentacles is, in consequence of this, raised from six to eight. The argonaut 
by itself, representing the half of the present design, with three tentacles, occurs on gold 
plates and glass paste bead from Mycenae (J. H. S. xxiv. 324, fig. la; and 'Ecf:>. 'Apx. 
1887, pl. xiii. 2, 3), and also on the mould found by Schliemann (Mycenae, p. 107, fig. 1G2) . 

The argonaut, which at Knossos i a favourite motive of the 
beautiful faience fabric of the close of the Third Middle-Minoan 
Period, was taken over, probably from this source, together with 
similar rockwork on to the painted ware of the succeeding Palace 
Style. It also appears on wall-paintings, e.g. in those of the room 
by the Megaron at Mycenae. 

7 d. Gold-plated ring with bronze core. On the bezel is a . 
• repousse design of a winged Sphinx to left (fig. 21, and fig. 119, 7d) . 

Fig . 21. Gold-platetl ring 
showing Sphinx, from Pit-Cave 
(No. 7) . 

Diameter of hoop of ring 22 millimetres. 
7 e. Ivory boat: original length about 25 centimetres (fig. 22) 

The upturned end recalls the Minoan boat on a seal.impression 
from the Temple Repository of the Palace at Knossos (R ep01·t, p. 58, 
fig. ::!6). The two holes at either end of the hollow part of the boat 
pos ibly served for a lid, and the flat surface of the raised rim cor
roborates this view. In this ca.se we have here a casket similar to 
the well-known duck-shaped boxes of Egypt. 

7f. Pedestalled cup with two handles. Height 16·5 centimetres, 
diameter of cup 15 centimetres ( ee fig. 118, 7 f). It is of plain clay originally covered 
with a kind of black varnish which seem , however, to have been imperfectly fixed . 

a Vollgra:ff, however, loc. cit. has recognised its true signification. 
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?g. Pedestalled cup with one handle, o£ plain clay. Height 12 centimet.res, diameter 
of cup ll·8 centimetres. 

Fig. 22. I vory boat, perhaps 11. ea ket, from Pit-CaYe (No. 7) . 

7/t. Painted ((amphora" with three hand les, brown deign on pale buff. Height 29 centi
metres. (Fig. 23 .) For the upper band com
pare the amphora from .A.rgos (Bull. de Con. 
hell. 1904, pl. xiv.). 

No. 8. Ohambe1·-Tomb, approached to 
east by a cl1·omos with steps and a slopjng 
descent. The door had been broken in, 
and the remains of a la1·naw and a Roman 
pot were found in the d1·omos} an indication 
t hat the tomb had been robbed in Roman 
times. The chamber contained the remain 
of four plain la1·nalces, all robbed, two of 
them on the floor and the others arranged 
crosswise above. From the po ition of 
the two lower chests it is evident that the 
larnaw that had been taken out had 
originally been laid be ide them as shown 
in dotted lines on the plan, fig. 24. 
L a1·nalces were found arranged in a 
similar way in double tiers in chamber-

tombs at Ligortino and Phaestos. F ig. 23. Prtinted "amphora" frvm l'it Cave (No. 7). 

d2 
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No. 9. Ohambe1·-Tomb, with stepped d'romos about 5 metres long, slightly 
increasing in width, from 80 centimetres to 1 metre, as it approaches the door . 

• -A 

fin.clin.c) 

· 4 · 50 m- -- - ··St 'P• ········· -A 

Fig. 24. Plan of Chamber-Tomb (No. 8), with section of entrance passtLge. 

(See plan and sect.ions, figs. 25a, 25b, 25c.) The walling of the entrance had 
been broken open and parts of a la1·naro, a charcoal holder (cf. :fia. 46), and a plain
handled vase were found out ide. 

Inside the chamber to the left was another la1·naro, which, however, had been 

5 l1'\ .-- -- -- - - - --- - .... -- ---- -- -

Fig. 25a. Plan of Chamber-Tomb (No. 9). 

broken into, the lid being smashed, and near the right wall of the chamber was a 
small painted stirrup vase (a) (see fig. 114, 9a) 9 centimetres high and 12 centi· 
metres in diameter, and a plain spouted bowl (b) (fig. 11 , 9b), with a round fl.a 
knob on either side. Some stone spindle-whorls were also found. 
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The la1·na,rc (fig. 26a) exhibited the peculiarity of being divided into panels, that 
at one end provided with cro s pieces, clearly indicative of a -woodwork model and 
recalling the sides of the gypsum throne found in the Palace of Knossos. On 
carefully cleaning the chest faint traces of painted de igns appeared on the two 
principal faces and at one end. At the end are simple waved lines, but on either 
face are traces of more elaborate designs in red. On one side nothing can be made 
out but the four-spoked wheel and part of the frame of a chariot, going left, in 

/'·~~~~~~~~~~~~~/.n7r~ 
/ 
//// ///// // / 

.LoWJitudi"Yl£d, Beo"tioYI/ of CJwr.:niber B-B 
( U_pyer p <X-YD of wCNUiYUJ :reslore,rZ.) 

F ig. 25b. Chamber-Tomb (No. 9). 
Fig 25c. Chamber-Tomb (No. 9). 

the panel nearest to the left end of thi face . The left panel of the other side 
shows traces of a bear lless man throwing a lasso which twists round the curved 
horns of a Cretan wild goat. Hi, other hand seems to seize the goat's hind 
quar ters, and in front of the animal is anoth r man, the upper part much effaced, 
who apparently gra ps it neck. The horns o£ another " agrimi " are visible 
behind the first. On the partition between this and the next panel are palm 
trees. The subject of the panel to the right is quite obliterated. Below, along 
the whole length of the la1·nax, rnns a series of egg patterns, perhaps conventional 

indications of rocks. The drawing is altogether of the rudest kind. 
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No. 10. Pit-Gave ("The Hunters' Grave ").-The shaft of this had been 
subsequently cut into by a chamber-tomb (No. 10, u). This later tomb, which was 
approached on the east by a dramas 3 metres long, had been broken into. The 

Fig. 26 7. Painted lam uc or cll\y sarcophagus from Chamber-Tom') (No. 9). 

walling of it entrance had been removed and part of a la1·nax lay outside in the 
dramas. Inside the chamber to the left lay another plain larnax with a broken 
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cover containing a fairly preserv-ed skeleton, he kull of which was at it western 
end. To the right was a fragmentary stirrup -va e with a pattern re embling that 
of fig. 117, 21a, and a plain pouted 
bowl. 

The walling of the epulchral rece s 
belonging to the pit-cave, into the haft 
of which this chamber had cut, was foun i 
intact. A much decayed skeleton lay 
within with its head north. The kull 
wa exceptionally thick, and seemed to be 
that of a man. A bronze razor (a) and 
knife (b), of the ordinary type , had been 
placed near the feet, and a mall spouted 
va e (c) by the head. On the inner 
margin of the grave, beyond the leg 
bones, but at a higher level ( 40 to 60 
centimetres above the floor), were fifteen 
small brom;e arrow-head of two type , (d) 
and (e) (see fig . 2 ). These arrow-heads 
are from 4·5 to 4·7 centimetres long, an l 
are identical with those more recently 
found in a magazine west of the Palace." 
From their small size they may most 
probably be regarded as arrow of the 
chase. We have here a hunter' · grav . 
(See fig. 27.) 

lOa . Bronze razor with remams of it 
wooden handle; blade 20 centimetres long 
(cf . fig. 63) . 

lOb. Bronze knife, 23 centimetres long 
(cf. fig. 113, 51 c) . 

lOc. Small painted vase with high beak, l<'ig. 26b. End of a pRinted la•·,taw from Chnmber
Tomb (No. 9). 

a Knossos: Repo1·t, 1904. B. , . A. x. 61. Eight similar arrow-heads, varying in length from 

3· centimetre to 1·8 centimetre, were found .in a tomb at Phaestos ( av:gncni, N ecropoli di 
Phaestos, 41, fig . 21) . In a tomb of the Lower Town~at Mycenae, Dr. T(ountas found twenty similar 

arrow-heads in two bundles of ten each (Mycentean Age, 206) . 

• 
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about 8 centimetres high. (For shape see fig. 117, 6b.) It presents a wave-like decoration 
round the upper part of its body. 

IOd, e, f. Bronze arrow-he~tds. (Fig. 28.) 

E 
Fig. 27. Plan uf the Hunter's Grave (No. 10). 

No. 11. Small Ohambe1·-Tomb.-The door of this tomb was found intact, 
approached by a short descending d?"omos . The chamber, however, seems to have 

been plundered by mean of a hole through its vault, 
since no sma11 objects were found inside. The arrange
ment within was, however, interesting. To the right of 
the entrance was a plain la.nLax with a gabled cover a 
good deal broken, but containing remains of a skeleton 

Fig. 28. Bronze arrow-heads from with the legs drawn up and the shin bones being 
the Hunter' Grave (No. IO). in a nearly upright position. Other examples of this 

crouched attitude will be described below. The bead was at the eastern 
end of the clay sarcophagus. To the left of the la1·nctx wa a heap of bones 
simply laid on the floor of the tomb. They were much decayed, but part of 
a skull, apparently a woman's, was preserved. We have here therefore a com
bination of the simpler form of burial with that within a sarcophagus. (See 
plan, fig . 29.) 

No . 12. Ohambe1·-T(Imb.-'rhe entrance to this tomb, approached by a 
d1·omos 4-! metres long, was found with its original double walling intact. The 
doorway was 1·33 metre in height, in width below 52 centimetres, gradually 
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narrowing towarrts the top. The chamber itself was 1mdisturbed. Upon the 
floor were the remain of two skeleton with their feet pointino· ea t, toward the 
doorway. etween the head of the two keletons lay a painted vase (a), a 

.Fig. 29. Plan of Cbarnber-l'omb ( No. 11). 

JJrornos . . 
w~ helorr (Jn .: alJoYe 
40cm. 

E 
Fig. 30. Plan of Chamber-Tomb (No. 12.) 

small bronze knife (b) , and a whorl (c), and by the left boulder of the keleton on 
the left was a bronze pin (d) . (See plan, fig. 30.) 

l2a. 'rhree-handled <<amphora," height 20 centimetres (fig. 117, 12a) . 'J.1he rayed band 
round the upper par t of its body seem to be a degeneration of the fine foliate decoration 
of 68b (fig. 83). 

l2b . Small bronze knife, 12·3 centimetres long. For type ee 5lc (fig. 71). 
l2d. Steatite whorl. 

12e. Bronze pin : broken. 

e 
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No. 13. Ohamber-'T01nb.-'rhi tomb, approached on the east by a d1·otnos 

incompletely excavated, had been plundered, and a good deal ruined by the 
falling in of the rock above. It. interior arrangement resembled that of Jo. 11. 
On the north ide of the tomb to the left of the entrance wa a plain lamax, 
J ·20 metre in length, 47 centimetr8s in breadth, 78 centimetres in height. 
It contained remain of bones and a kull at the we t end. On the oppo ite 
or southern ide wa a decayed skeleton with the head west, near the right 
shoulder of which were two knives, rt and b. 

Fig. 31. Bronze knife with ivory handle from Gm re No. 13. 

13a. Bronze knife with ivory handle. ( ee :fig. 31 .) 
13b. , mall bronze knife, without handle, of ordinary type. 

No . 1-:L. Ohamber-Tomv.-'l'his "Tomb of the Tripod Hearth" wa in it 1ze 
and in the abundance· of bronze ve els that it contained the mo t important 
grave opened in thi cemetery. It wa approached to the ea t by a d1·onws 

1 4~ metr s (about 48 feet) in length, th widtb of which very gradually increa ed 
from 1 ·30 metre at the entrance to 1·5- metre by the chnmber door. Thi pas age 
de. cended very rapidly, with steps at interval , to a depth of 6·8 metres below 
the level of it entrance. 'fhe greater part of it thus formed a tunnel, about 
2 metres high, in the soft limestone rock, th side of which had, a u ual, a 
light. inward lope. 

'l'he excavation of tbi considerable tunnel was a low and difficult ta k, 
owing to the constant need of propping up the roof with wooden supports . It 
was therefore with a en e of great di a1 pointment wben, after over a fortnight' 
work, we reached the doorway of the actual tomb to find it open. It was not 
here, moreover, a case of an original walling broken into by later plunderers. :No 
trace of any blockinO' could be found, the u ual clPuri. of uch being altogether 
wanting. Tl1e door-ope11ing it elf, on the ot.her band, wa made with more 
elaboration thau that of any other chamber-tomb of this cemetery. On either 
ide of it a groov , 2·:) ce11timetres deep and 10 centimetre broad, had been cut 
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out of the rock fa9ade, sugge ting the original insertion of some other material. 
The elevation is shown in fig. 32. 

On clearing out the entrance it wa found that larg·e ma se of rock had 
fallen within, and the whole chamber was choked with rubbi h . s i wa un afe 
to clear it out from wi hin, it became neces 11ry to dig down a large haft from the 

l!'ig. 32. Doorway of the Tomb of the Tripod Hearth (No. 14). 

urface of the ground above, at thi point 7· -o metres above the floor of the 
chamber. "rhe chamber when cleared proved to be of oblong form, 2· 0 metre 
from east to west by 3·70 from north to outh . 

The area of the tomb imme-diately oppo ite the entrance wa devoid of 
e 2 
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objects. A little to the left, however, tood a tripod tand of plaster,a forming a 
moveable hearth, the hollow upp r surface of which contained a heap of charcoal. 
( ee £g. 33, Plate LXXXIX.) The dead within were cold, and live coals taken, we 
may believe, from the hou e £re had been placed here for their comfort. The 
same nsage was exemplified in the royal tomb at I opata,b and in several of the 
maller grave of the present cemeteryc clay chafing pans filled with charcoal had 

been placed a a substitute for the actual hearth. 
Beyond this the whole outh-west area of the t.omb wa · covered with a. 

magnificent group of fourteen bronze ve sels, including a large three-legged 
cauldron, forerunner of the later tripod lebes, bowl and ba ons of new types, 
cups and ewers, and a lamp with a moveable attachment for its trimmer. The 
gronp i reproduced in fig. 33 (Plate LXXXIX.), bowing the position occupied 
by each object when uncovered. Several of the larger ves el had been a good 
deal cli torted by the uperincumbent cleb1'is, and in the e cases their original 
contours are restored in the drawing. 

In the north-we t corner of the tomb a rectangular cavity had been excavated 
in the floor, 1 metre in length by 40 centimetre in width and 4. centimetres deep . 
Much decayeu human bone were found in thi . From its dimension , which 
correspond with tho e of the recipient of the clay sarcophagi, it ·eems probable 
that a dead person had been here interred in a crouching po ition. 'rhere was no 

cover to thi cavity. 
About a metre east of this cist lay a group of object consisting of a bronze 

dirk witlJ an ivory handle, a lance-head, a knife and two triangular razors, a pair 
of bronze mirrors, and rema.ins of what appeared to have been two caskets, one 
with an ivory-mounted cover, the other of wood with bone inlay , but both of 
th m much cru heel and broken by fallen block from the roof of the chamber. 

The central area of the tomb, immediately opposite the entrance, wa totally 
devoid both of bones and relic . Thi , coupled with the fact that the doorway 
it elf was found open, ugge ts more than one problem. It is in itself difficult to 
believe that the .mall coverle s pit in the corner of the chamber contained the 
personage for whom this important tomb had been wrought. Rather we houlcl 
suppo e it to have been made for some slave or attendant, or at any rate for n. . 

a Similar pla tor tripods were found in the Palace at Knosso , one in the Shrine o£ the Double 

Axes, perhaps u ed as a stand for offerings of food. 
b See post. 

c No.·. 9, 32, 95, 97. See fig. 46. 
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secondary member of the family of the great departed. On the other hand, when 
it is borne in mind that other much less elaborate graves of this cemetery con
tained jewelry and gold-mounted weapons, how are we to account for the fact that 

5 
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l•' ig. 34 . Plan of chamber, Tomb of the '.l'l·ipod Hearth (No. 14). 

N 

in this imposing sepulchral vault not a scrap of anything in the shape of precious 

metals was discovered ? 
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'uch an explanation as that the tomb was plundered after its definite clo ing 
exclude l by the fact that in thi ea e the entrance seems never to have b en 

walled up . There was, moreover, no trace of such li turbance within the vault as 
is usually the result of such violation. The caskets may have been tampered with, 
but a far a could be judged the bronze ve els and other object stovc.l in their 
original place . o·ain, a robber, though he might have ingled out th o·olcl and 
jewelry for ab t raction, would certainly not have taken the body or bodies 
which ex hypnthesi should have occupied the middle of the tomb. Even had he 
done so, some i olated gold bead or intRglio, ome inconspicuou pin or crap of 
gold leaf would surely have been overlooked in the cour e of any such hurried 
removal, carr ied out in the half-light su1 plied by lamp or torch . 

.Are we th n to suppose that the centr al interment was never made? Such a 
theory i again beset by almo tin urmountable difficnltie . The elaborate ervice 
of bronze ve els, containing, we may uppo. e, the offering of food and drink, 
would most probably have been set in place after the depo ition of the body of the 
cl parted. The live coals from the hou e fire would hardly have been brought in to 
a tenantle s vault . The tradition of epnlchral practice as a whole weigh again t 
the suppo it ion that the perulinm of the dead houlcl have been laid in the tomb 
before the dead him elf. 

The phenomena with which we are confronted may mo t probably stand in 
connection with the specially rotten compo ition of the oft lime tone rock, the 
Cretan kmtskonms, above and about thi::; tomb. It may be a sumed that he 
in terment actually took place, and the absence of relics such as gold-mounted 
s worcls, engraved gem or jewelry, and other objects in the 1 recious metals tends 

to show that these, together wi h the corpse itself, were included in a arcophagu 
an wering in form to the lanwl;es found in other grave . It may be u pectecl 
t hat in this case the funeral chest was of a more magnificent character, coated with 
bronze plates, perhaps even with a plating of gold or ilver." This sarcophagus 
would have b en placed in line with the major axis of the tomb, facing the 
entrance, in the gap between the two group of objects that w re actnally found . 

If we now imagine that shortly after the deposition of the arcophagu and 
before the projected walling in of the doorway a fall of rock from the roof 
threatened the cl truction of the whole, nothing is more rea onable than to 
believe that the coffin it elf, with its precious contents, wa ha tily extracted 
from the deb?·is to be eventually placed in a securer re t ing-place. At the same 

" Compare the silver che t of Vetulonia (Falchi, Vetulonia, Ta\. xii.). 
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time the increasing dano·er from the falling vault, coupled with the minor value of 
the bronzes and other object , may have re ulted in their being left in their original 
positions. The great chamber close l it elf, and the collaps of the entrance would 
no doubt have followed had not thi and the d1·o11ws been refilled with earth. The 
doorway of the tomb, wh n opened out again, at once threatened ruin, and had to 
be shored np with a substantial wooden framework . 

14a. Tripod hearth of pla ter, diameter 45 CE'ntimE'tres, with charcoal above. (See 
Plate LXXXIX.) 

14b. Shallow one-handled bason of bronze (diameter 35 centimetre ). The bor l er and 
handle (attached by three rivets) are decorated with a rai ed reticulated pattern, recalling 
turner's work, which i hown in more dei ail on the lamp (j). ( ee Plate LXXXIX.) Except 
for its shallower form thi ve sel recall those found in the Luilding we t of the Palace 
at Knos o , and another, of which the rim only was preserved, from the cemetery at 
Phae to . • 'l'he decoration in the pre ent ea e, however, i of a more m chanical charactPr. 

14c. 1\vo-handl ed bronze pan with upward curving sides (12 centim etre high). (SE'P 

Fig. 35a. Bronze lamp (H:f), with chain for trimmer, from the 
Tomb of the J:'lastcr H earth ( No. H ). 

~ 

~ 
Fig. 35b. Ornament of rim 

of bronze lamp. 

fig. 33.) It.s gr atest diameter is about 22 centimetres. The knobbed upright projection 
on each of the horizontal handl e recur in 14cl. This is a cummon feature of Minoan bronze 
bowls, the knobbed proj ection being perhaps found useful for winding tuff round when 

lifting the heated vessel. This i. probably a cooking pot. 
14cl. Two-handled bronze pan, diameter c. 25 centimetres. The handle , each atl ached 

by four rivets, are o · the same type with upright proj ections. (See Plate LXXXIX.) 
l4e. Small bronze pan (diameter 10 centimetre ) wi th olid handl e (11 centimetres long) 

sloping upwards, bavi11g a knob at the top. The knob . erved doubtle the ame purpo e 
as that described under 14-c. .A similar ves el wa found in Tomb 36 below, another in the 
necropolis of Phaesto ,b and a third in a tomb of the Lower Town of Mycenae.c The e 

mu t be regarded a small frying pans. 

" Savignoni, op. cit . 50, fi g. 30. 
b avi()'noni, op. cit. 47, fig . 29. 
c 'l'. ountas, 'E<fJ. 'Apx. 1 8, pl. ix. 24, and p. JB7. l!'rom '.l'omh 2. 
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14f. Bronze lamp, inner diameter of bowll9 centimetre . (Fig. 3)a.) I ts b:Jt·der shows a 
hatched decoration (see fig. 35b) like that of the b:t~ou (14?). It is peovicle:l with a long 
handle with a tapering end convenient for insertion into the chinks of wall . It most 
remarkable feature, however, is a chain attached to a knob at the base of the handle, 
con i ting of three long link ending in a loop, from which doubtless hung some kind of 
trimmer fo r the wick. The lamp is quite nniqne. 

Fig. 36. Large bronze jug (14g) from the Tomb of the Tripod Hearth (No. 14). 

14g. L arge bronze jug, 35 centimetres high and 35 centimetres in diameter, with two 
handles, one attached to neck and shoulders, the other to its lowesl ection. (Fig. 36) It 
is a type of which examples have also occurred at Palaika tro,n in the Palace of Hagia 

a 55 centimetres high, R. M. Dawkins, B. S. A . x . 20 , 
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'l'eiada,a and, of identical height, in a tomb at Pbae to .b Apart from the mou h and base 

thi va e i built up of three eparate overlapping sections joined together by means of 
small rivets. In its general form it answer to the copper jugs found in th four th shaft-

Fig. :{7. Bronze ewer (14/) from the T on•h of the Tripotl Henrtb (No. 14). 

g rave at Mycenae, but thanks to the greater malleability of the metal the ide of th ese 
latter were made in one piece. 

14h. Bronze handle-less bason, in part decayed, diameter c. 30 cenLimekes. (See 
fig. 33.) 

• Halbherr, JJ[on . Ant. 1903, 10. 
11 Saviguoni, N eC?·opoli di Phaestos, 44, fig. 25. 
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l4j. Capacious bronze pot with two upright handle , diameter 20 centimetres. ( 'ee 
Plate LXXXIX.) 

14k. Two-handled bronze cauldron with three l10rt feet and nearly uprigh t sides, 

-- -- -- --

Fig. 3 . Bronze rdpotl raultlron ( l4p) from the Tomb of the Tripod H~arth (No. 14). 

diameter 42 centimetre , height of bowl 15·5 centimetres. 'rbe handle are attached 
horizontally. ( ee fig. 33.) 
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14/. Bronze spouted wer of elegant form (fig. 37), height 40 centimetres, diameter 
35 centimetres. It high curved handle i attached to the rim by four rivets. The 
decoration round the shoulder · omewhat recall that of the lamp 14j, and ba on 14b. Round 

t 

Fig. 39a. Bronze dagger (148) with ivory 
hilt from the Tomb of the Tripod Henrth 
(No. 14) . 

the neck is a rai ed ring, which i 
a common feature in Minoan clay (. . ..--~ 
ves. el . It originates, however, in 
metal technique, it function being 
to cover the junction of the collar 
and shoulder of va eR. 

14-m. Plain bronze cup with flat 
bottom, rliameter at rim 14 centi
metres . ( ee Plate LXXXIX.) 

14n. Bronze pede tall eel cup with 
two handles, height 18 centimetres, 
diameter at rim 1 centimetre . 
(• ee Plate LXX IX.) Thi is in-
teresting as supplying an example 
of the metal prototype of a form of . Fig. 89/J. ~' id e view ~f 

th t I 
, cl 1vory mounted dngger-h1lt. 

cup a was common y repror.tuce 
in clay during the latest fi.noan Period. (C£. fig. 118, 7f). 

14o. Bronze ladle, con isting of a hallow cup with a 
high looped handle. (See Plate LXXXIX.) Similar 
type of ladle are already found in clay from the Third 
Middl -Minoan Period onwards. 

14p. B1·onze tripod cauldron with two upright ring 
handle . (Fig. 3 .) The height of the whole is 47 centi. 
metre , and the diameter of the ba on is 41 centimetres. 
A metal ring to which the handles are attached is riveted 
to the rim of the cauldron. The 1 g , which ·pring from 
the houlders, are 33 centimetres in length. 

14q. Bronze lance-head with flat leaf-shaped blade 
(length 25 centimetres, breadth of blade 4·8 centi
metres) . (Fig. 113, 14p, Plate XCI.) 

14r. Bronze knife of the ordinary form, the point 
wanting. Three perforations for rivets in handle. 

14s. Brouze dirk or dagger with finely-preserved 
ivory plates anu pommel on the hilt (length 42 centi
metl·es) . From the upper end of the blade project two 
hom forming a guard. (Figs . 39a and 39b, and 109, 

14r, Plate XCI.) 
] 4t, u. Bronze razor with blades exceptionally broad at the end, giving the whole a 

/2 
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sub-triangular outline. An instrument of the ame form was found by Tsounta in a tomb 
of the Lower Town of 1ycenae." 

Fig. 40. P ortion of n wooden box with bone inlay , from the Tomb of the Tripod Hearth (No. 14). 

14v. Portion of a wooden box with bone inlays, of which it has been possible to put 
together four panels (length of each panel 10 cent imetres, breadth 9 centimetres). 
(l!-,ig. 40.) 

Fig. 41. Ivory lid of a casket with shield-like bossrs, from the Tomb of the Tripod I-Ienrlh (No. 14). 

14w. Ivory lid of casket of oval form (length 39 centimetre , breadth 14·8 centimetres) . 
(Fig. 41.) It is set with shield-like bosses fixed by means of small ivory rivet • 'rbe 

" Ecp. 'Apx· 1 8, pl. ix. 17. 
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. Ul'face of these is pitted with small hole in group of three for containing ome kind 
of inlay. Similar shield-like bosse have been found in tomb at Mycenae. 

Several of the bosses had become deta hed, but it is certain that the la.rger shields 

occupied the middle part of the lid. 
o further remains of the casket, the framework of which may have been of wood, could 

be di covered. 

No. 1- . Ohan~be1· - TO?nb, approached by a d?'O?nos running north. 'rhe chamber 

had been much ruined and 
disturbed. In it were found 
a small bronze knife (a), a 
fragment of ome other bronze 
object, a plain ivory mirror
handle (b) of oblong form, and 
a steatite whorl. 

No. 16. Oha?nbe?· - 'l'on~b, 

with cl1·omos to ea t . 'rhe 
door had been broken in and 
the tomb plundered. A sku1l 
an<l disturbed r emains of bones 
lay within on each ide of the 
door. 

No. 17. Ohambe1· - '11omb, 
approached on the east by a 
stepped cl1·onws. Some Late-
1inoan painted fragments 

w r e found in the dromos, and 
the entrance wall bad been 
half demolished. Immediately 
in ide the door of the chamber 

~ - 50 Cl'n~ -> 
---- -1·0 :m ::· ---

JJroJ"nOS ... 
E 

lay remains of two skeletons F ig. 42. l'l :tn of Chamber-Tomb c o. 17). 

with their head north, and 
beyond these, al o lying north and outh, wa a la1·nax without it li L In ide 
the la1·nax at the north end wa a fairly pre erved kull, but th bone a a 
whole we1;e much decayed. o other rebcs were found in thi tomb. ( ee plan, 
fig. 42.) 
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N . 1 . Chamber-Tomb, with entrance to the ea t , approached by a d?·onuJs 
3·40 metre. long and 1 metre wide. The door, fonn i clo eel with a stone wallino·, 
was 5 centimetre high and oO centimetre wide belo"·· The form of the 
chamber was more rounded than usual, diameter 1·73 metres east to we t and 

~--55 CJn~-- ) 

----- 1·171n.----- -

~'ig. 43. 

Dronws 
..... 
E 

1·81 north to south. The 
vault had collap ed. 

Remain of two kele
tons lay within with the 
skulls to west. Between 
their two heads lay a pair 
of bronze razors of the 
u ual type (cf. fig . 63), 
and near them two hones. 

No. 1 9. Oharn be1·-
'l'omb, with short rlrornos 
to east. Plundered and 
much destroyed. 

No. 20. Oharnbe?·
Tornb, like the last, with 
dmrnos to east. The door 
had b en broken into and 
the tomb plundered. The 
chamber had largely col
lap ed. 

No. 21. Oharnbe?·
'l'omb, approached to east 
by d1·onws 5·80 metre 
long, descending by a 
double flight of teps to a 
depth of about 3 metres 
below the surface level. 
The walling of the door
way (1· 37 metres high) 

wa intact, but a good deal of clecompo ed rock had fallen from the vault of 
the chamber, th original height of which was about 1·60 metres. ( ee plan, 
:fig. 43.) 
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·within were remain of an adult keleton, much decayed and bowing little 
of the head, ·which lay outb, except the teeth. A little to the l ft, together with 
further remains of a skeleton, lay a very mall gold ring, which could only have 
fitted a child's finger . It i clear, therefore, that a child's body lay by th other, 
though the decomposed state of the. bones and the disturbance c~u ed by the 
fallen rock had ob cnred the evidence of age. The razor (b, c) at the foot of 
the adnlt keleton seem to indicate that it was that of a man. mall painted 
bowl and a whorl completed the content of this poor but un-robbed tomb. 

21a. P ain ted bowl with handle and spout. (Fig. J 17, 2Ja) . The decoration has a late 
character. 

21b. Bronze razor of usual type. (Cf. fig . 6: ). Length 17 ·2 centimetres, width of blade 
at eud 5·5 centimetres. 

21c. Similar bronze razor. Length 17·2 centim etre., width of blade at end 6·2 centi
metre . 

21d. Small gold ring with plain bezel. (Fig. 119, 2ld). The inner diameter of the 
ring is only 10 centimetres. 

21e. Steatite whorl of pyramidal shape. 

No. 22. Ohambe1·-'Pomb, much ruined. Fragment of la'rnam in d1·omos. 
No. 23. Shajt-Gmve, lying ea t and west. The covering slab of the grave 

lay at the bottom of an oblong pit and 1·20 metre below the urface. The fl.oo1' 
of the grave it elf (1· 68 metre long by 45 centimetre wide) wa 90 centimetres 
below the roof stone . Nothing was found within but some bones, much 
decom po ed. 

o. 24. , hajt-G1·ave imilar to the la t . :No contents but some decayed 
bones. 

o. 25. hajt-G?·ave of similar character. The covering lab of the grave 
seem to have been taken from an ea.rlier building, one of them pre enting incised 
. ign of a Middle-Minoan character. ( ee above, fig. 9.) 

The grave below contained decayed bone and a stirrup vase (heigh t 
13·3 centimetre ) with a chevron pattern. (Fig. 114, 25a.) 

No. 26. 1-:rlwjt-Gmve of similar type, lying north to south. The grave was 
at the bottom of an oblong pit, about 1·20 metre wide, with ledge at the south 
end (see plan, fig. 7) . The larger of the labs above the actual grave measured 
80 centimetres by 45 centimetres and 60 centimetre by 35 centimetre , and were 
respectively 16 centimetres and 10 centimetres thick. The grave it elf contained 
nothing but much decayed bones. Remains of kull to south . 
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No. 27. 1 'haft-Gmve, lying north to south. Oblong pit about 2 metres long, 
with ledo·e on one side (see plan, fig. 6) . The flat tone at the bottom of this, 
covering the grave, had mo tly lost their hold on to the narrow edge along t he 
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ea t side of the cavity, and bad Edippecl clown on that side, though reta ining their 
order. Th bones within were wholly decayed, and the only relic found were a 
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plain two-handled va e (cf. 118, :fig. 70b) and a steatite whorl. These lay near 
tbe centre of the grave on the west ide. 

No. 28. Shajt-Gmve similar to the la t . o relic . 
No. 29. Ohambm·-Tomb, much ruined. Remain of plain larnaro. 
No. 30. Shajt-Gmve resembling No. 27. Di turbed and devoid of remains. 
No. 31. Shajt-G'rave, lying north to outh. Also disturbed and the covering 

stones removed. Such bone as were found were much peri hed. The skull 
seems to have been at the north end. At the south end lay a leaf-shaped bronze 
razor, 17 centimetres long. (Of. Plate XCI. :fig. 113, 64c.) 

No. 32. Ohambm·-Tomb, entrance ea t, approached by short d!romos. Although 
the entrance walling wa intact the t omb eem to have been plundered from 
above. In the d1·omos was found a plain pede talled cup with one handle (cf. 66h, 
:fig. 118) and fragments of Late-Minoan (Ill.) painted pottery. In the chamber 
were two plain la1·nak:es much broken, and the bone scattered by fallen rock. 
There were also remains belonging to four other arcophagi, two of which must 
have rested on tbe lower group . For the manner in which these latter seem 
to have been arranged compare the plan of No. , :fig. 24. The gable ridges of 
the cover of the best-preserved che t (A, :fig. 44) terminated at either end in a 

Fig. 45 . Horned cover of la1'1!0X A, from 
Chamber-Tomb ( o. 32). Fig. 46. Clay chafing pan with charcoal, from Chamber-Tomb ( No. 32). 

pair of horns (:fig. 45), an interesting feature suggestive of the horns at the end 
of the ridge beams of the hut-urns of ancient Latium. Remembering the constant 
employment of sacral horns of plaster, clay, and stone, in Minoan cult, it i 
po ible that a religiou value may have been attached to the horned termination 
of the sarcophagus. The only object found in the tomb were a decomposed 
bronze needle and paste bead found in la?'?Wro A, and a clay charcoal holder or 

g 
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chafing pan (fig. 46 and fig. J 18, 32, height 15 centimetres) containing some of 
the coals. I t was placed behind the inmo t sarcophagus. 

No. 33. Shaft-Gmve, "The Carpenter's Tomb."- Oblong pit, lying nor th to 
south, with ledge at south end. The grave itself, 2 metres below the urface 
level, was covered with well-cut slab . (For plan and ection ee figs. Sa, 8b). 
The grave (1·65 metres long and 60 centimetres broad and 90 centimetres deep) 
contained remains of a skeleton with the head to the south. About the middle,. 
t ogether with a leaf-shaped razor, lay the tool of the dec ased, evidently an 
ar t isan, namely an adze or chisel, and a saw. (See plan, fig. 47 .) 

Fig. 47. P lan of the Carpenter 's T omb (No. 33). 

33n. Bronze saw. Length 48 centimet res, greate t breadth 5·3 centimetr es. L arger
saws, perhaps in some ea es for sawing out gypsum labs, have b en found at Hagia 
Triada and Gournia. (Fig. 48.) 

33b. Bronze adze or chisel 24·4 centimetres long, width at edge 4·1 centimetres. (Fig. 49 .) 
33c. Bronze leaf-shaped razor . (Fig. 50.) 

No. 34. Shajt-Gmve.-Oblong pit lying ea t to west. The covering labs,. 
which occupied the middle of the bottom of the pit with a pace of about 30 centi
metres round, proved to have been partly broken in. On removing them the grave 
was found to be occupied by a lan~ax, which, however, had evidently been rifled .. 
Nothing was fonnd within but disturbed r mains of bone , some sherds of r ough 
pot tery, and a small piece of bronze wire, perhap part of a pin. The lm·nax itself 
was plain, but under one of the gable ends of it cover was cut the sign ~ -

The combination of a shaft-grave with a clay sarcophagus is unique in thi 
cemetery. 
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No. 35. Chamber-Tornb .- Approached on the east by a d1·omos with a; steep 
.descent. The d1·omos i about 4i metre in length, and its width increa es from 
.85 centimetres at the entrance to 1·05 metre immediately out ide the door of the 
chamber. It de cend , by a double flight of teps an l an incline, to a depth of 
3·35 metre below the urface level. The rock-cut 
side walls of thi pas age slope in, leaving ~L pace 
of only 35 centimetres open at top. 

The doorway (1·40 metre high, 70 centimetre 
wide at bottom and 65 centimetres at top) wa 
found blocked by a triple walling. Within the 
chamber were remain of three keletons with their 
head west. The rebc found, including a mall 
bronze jug and two tone bowls, lay near the north 
.and south wall of th chamber. (S plan, 
:fig. 51 .) 

35a. Small bronz jug, wit.h handle (cf. fig . 100, h,p) . 

35b . Grey serpentine va e in shape of a calyx or 
flower ("blossom va e "), cf. fig. 100, e (diameter 
17 centimetre , height 10·5 centimetre ) . 

35c. Similar vase (diameter 17 centimetre , height 
9 ·5 centimetre ) . 

35d. teatite whorls. 

35e. Four-side l oblong bead of steatite, with row of 
plain circle with c ntral dot. 

35f. A. natural quartz cry tal. 

No. 36. hajt-G1·ave, lying ea t to we t . " The 
Chieftain' Grave." This exceptionally rich inter
ment ha been already referred to a pre enting the 
peculiarity of having part of it funeral furniture 
above the covering stones of the actnal grave. 
Here were found arranged, a hown in :fig. 52, a 

49 

bronze ewer, saucepan, and two-handled bowl, 50 
.Figs. 48, 49, 50. • Bronze objects from 

together with a mirror, a frequent concomitant of the Carpenter's Tomb ( o. 33) . 

Ihale interment , and two pear-head . The ve els had been a good leal crushed 
by the weight of the uperincumbent earth. 

g 2 
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In the epulchral cell below the slabs were the remains of a skeleton with its 
head to the east. The bead of a gold necklace were found, partly resting on the 
much-flattened skull; and on the left wrist, showing the manner in which they 
were worn, lay three lentoid gems with intaglio de igns. By the right ide wa 

Fig. 51. Plan of Chamber-Tomll (No. fl/5) . 

a long word with ivory pommel and gold-plated studs; and near t.he position of 
the right hand lay a short word or dirk with a beautiful onyx pommel and gold
plated hilt, exhibiting engraved de igns of lions hunting wild goats, in a fine, free 
style. These are the most magnificent arms as yet found in a Minoan grave, and, 
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Fig. 52. Funeral offerings above the covering slabs of. the Chieftain' Grn.ve (No. 36). 

Fig. 53. P lan of the Chieftain's Grave (No. 36). 
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coupled with the gold collar, they may be thought to warrant the title of the 
" Chieftain's Grave." .A plan of this grave is given in :fig . 53. For a section of 
it, see :fig. 10 above. 

Objects found above the Oove1-ing Slab of the Chieftain's Grave. (See Fig. 52.) 

36a.. Bronze ewer. Height 50 centimetres, diameter 37 centimetres. (See fig. 52.) The 
collar and body of this are formed of three plates riveted together. The vessel itself, with 
its upright handle attached to the rim, and its horizontal handle below, re embles the 
bronze jug al ready described under No. 14g. The present vase, however, i di tinguished 
by a decorative adjunct of great delicacy. Two cockle- hell or small scallops in relief 
are attached to the two extremities of the upright handle, the upper of these being much 
smaller than the other. (See fig. 54.) Cockles in relief, a an adornment of clay and 
porcelain vases, occur already in the Middle-Minoan Period. The va e had been consider 
ably distor ted by the pre sure of the superincumbent earth. 

36b. Bronze spouted pan, the two handles of which are provided with knobbed upright 
projections, like the ves els described under No. 14c, etc. This pan was a goo d deal 
crushed, but is reproduce(! in its original outline in fig. 52 . A. bronze pan of similar type 
occurred in Tomb 8 at Phaestos.• 1'wo swords were found in the same tomb . 

Fig. 54. Upper part of bronze ewer from the Chieftain's 
Grave (No. 36). 

Fig. 55. Bronze frying-pan, and spi ral ornament on 
rim, from the hieftain's Grave (No. 36). 

36c. Small bronze "frying-pan." Diameter 15 centimetres, height of sides 3·8 centi
metres, of handle 9 centimetres. (Fig. 55.) The upper edge of the pan has been somewhat 
beaten out, and a flat circular plate welded on to this, which i. adorned with spiral r eliefs. 
(See fig. 55.) A. plain •< fl.·ying-pan" of similar type ha been already described under 
No. 14c, and another was found at .Phaestos, al o in Tomb 8.b 

• Savignoni, op. cit. 28, and 47, fig. 48. 
b Savigno:ui, op. cit. 2 , and 47, fig. 29. 
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36d. Bronze mirror of u ual type. Diameter 15·5 centimetre . 

36e. Bronze lance-head with round prominent rib. Length 34:4 centimetres, diameter 
of ba e of socket 2 centimetres . There are two holes in the socket for rivet , and signs 
of a joint are visible along one side. (Fig. 56, and fig. 113, 36e.) 

+ -

r 

j) . 

F ig. 56. Bronze lance-head from the 
Chieftain's rave ('No. 36). 

I d 
I 

Fig. 57. Bronze lunce-heacl from 
the Chieftain's Grave 

(No. 36). 

36f. Bronze lance-head (length 26 centimetre ·) of imilar fabric, but with broader rib 
than preceding. (Fig. 57, and fig. 113, 36f.) 

O~jects fownd in the Chieftain's G·rave below Slabs. 

36h. Bronze word of pointed form, for thrusting, with ivory pommelj length without 
pommel 94·5 centimetres, with pommel 95·5 centimetre . The ivory pommel, of which 
a small part was decayed, i fixed by a cro rivet of bronze, and round it base is a gold 
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collar . The wooden mounting of the hilt was secured on each side by five large gold
plated studs. A minute but very fine decoration, consisting of doubl e rows of connect ed 

Fig. 58. Upper part and Fide view of a bronze sword from the Chieftain's Grave (No. 36). 
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spirals in relief, r un along the sides of the hilt and the central rib of the blade. 
(Fig. 5 , and fig . 109 36h.) The entire sword is shown in fig . 1l2b, below. 

36i. Short bronze sword, also for thrusting, with agate pommel. Length with pommel 
61 centimetre . The pommel, which is of beautifully banded tran lucent; agate, is 4·-! centi-

Fig. 59. Upper part and side view of a gold-plated sword fi·om the Chicft•tin's Grave (No, 36). 

me!ir es in diam eter, and is perforated in order to be fixed to the hil t with a bronze 
rivet . Its base is surrounded by a gold collar . The hilt on both sides i covered with 
gold plates attached by five gold -plated rivet . The ·e plates . eem to have originally had 

h 
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a thin wooden bachng, and minute rivet holes for attachment to these are seen along the 
borders of the oval opening near the lower end of each plate. 

'l'he plate are divided by a curved moulding into an upper and lower field, each 
engraved with very spirited design of lions and wild goats. (Fig. 59.) The lower field 
shows a lion and a Cretan wild goat or ag1·imi, looking back at each other, the ag1·i1ni in 
the act of pringing, the lion as if starting in pursuit. On the borders above and below 
are indications of rocks. In the upper field we see the sequel to the other . The lion has 
gripped the hind-quarters of the he-goat with one paw, arresting its flight, while, with the 
other raised, he prepares to bring it finally to the ground. We .have here the same rocky 
landscape, thP. rocks above repre ented in a downward posi ion in accor dance with the 
conventional met.hod of perspective constantly employed by the Minoan artists. F rom the 
g round below the lion rise a bell-shaped flower, apparently a tulip , ..,uch as still grows 
wi ld in the Cretan valleys. 'l'he design itself, in spite of the cramped condition under 
which it was compo eel, is of ingular force and naturali m, and the unavoidable effacement 
of part of the outlines by the discs of the rivet holes has been dealt with in uch a way as 
to preserve the more important features . 

The sides of the hilt and the central rib of the blade are covered as in the case of the 
preceding sword with double rows of spirals of microscopic fineness in relief. Remains of 
linen tissue, probably belonging to the shtoud, are seen attached to parts of the blade. 
(See figs . 59 and llOb .) 

36k. Gold necklace, con isting of 18 beads of thin gold plate, repe~ting an embo sed 
design derived from a double argonaut(a1·go argonautct). (Fig. 60 and fig . 119, 36k.) The 

F ig. 60. Gold bend of necklace from the Chieftain's 
Grarc (No. 36) . ( ~:)- ) 

Fig. 61. Agate lcntoid Lend with 
intaglio, from the Chieftain's 
Grave (No. 36). ( ~.) 

design re ·embles that presented by the gold necklace found in Grave No. 7, but in the 
pre ent case the relief is finer. As noticed above, under o. 7, necklaces with gold 
bead , showing a similar pattern, were found in tombs at Phaestos and elsewhere. One 
such occurred in the clrornos of a tomb (No. ) of the Lower Town at Mycenae,a containing 
a fibu la of the early fiddle-bow type. 

a 'l'sotmtas, 'Eq>. Apx. l ,•plate ix. 4, p. 139. 
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36l . .Agate lentoid bead with intaglio in a fine bold tyle showing a horned sheep, 
perhaps a mouflon, attached by a cord to a column with a spiral shaft. In front of it 
is a spray (fig. 61). The spiral column is shown on another contemporary intaglio, 
sta.nding on a ba e with two lion supporters. It seems probable that thu pre ent device 
has a religion ignification, and that the animal here must be regarded as sacred to a 

divinity . 
36m. Onyx lentoid bead with intaglio of careles execution representing a lion with an 

a rrow sticking into his shoulder . 
36n. Cornelian head of amygdaloid type, with roughly cut intaglio howing an octopus 

and th ree sprays. 

No. 37. Pit-Cave, lying north to south. It had a very mall epulchral 
cavity (1 metre by 70 centimetres) as compared with the shaft (1·95 metre by 
90 centimetres) . Much decayed human bones together with a bead and whorl 
formed the whole contents. 

No. 38. Chambm·-Tomb, entrance to the east. The entrance, approached 
by a short steep cl1·omos, was found closed. Outside it, in the cl1·omos, wa a plain 
clay bowl. The chamber, about 2 metre · east to we t and north to outh, was of 
somewhat rounded outline. The bones were completely decayed, but near the 
west border of the tomb was a bronze razor of the usual type (cf. fig . 43), 
12·2 centimetres long, and two hones, one quare the other oblong. 

No. ·39. Chambe1·-Tomb .-The whole roof of thi had been denuded, and what 
remained of the interior disturbed. The entrance, to the ea t, was open. Near 
the north wall was an empty la1·nam which pre ented the exceptional feature of 
having a flat cover. 

No. 40. Ruined Chambe1·-Tomb, with d1·omos to east and remain of double 
walling in the entrance. No find . 

No. 41. Pit-Cave, lying north to outh . The pit de cended to a depth of 
3·10 metres. The walling of the sepulchral cavity, which lay on the we t side 
of the haft, was found intact, but its vault had fallen in. The gr<:1ve wa 
2·60 metres long by 84 centimetres broad. It contained only a small fragment 
of bone, and near the midclle fourteen plain globular beads of blue pa t , a globular 
gold bead formed of two hemispheres of thin plate joined together, and a crystal 
lentoid bead. 

o. 42. Shajt-Gmve, lying north to wr?st. The shaft (1 ·90 metre long by 
1·10 metres broad) had a ledge at the east end. The coverina lab of the grave, 
which were rough or very little worked, lay at a depth of 2·10 metres below the 
surface level, the tota:l depth to the bottom of the grave being 3·10 metres. The 

h2 
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grave (see plan, fig. 62) contained remains of a keleton with the skull east . On 
the r ight side of the skeleton lay a sword with gold-plated tuds, two razors, ancl 
a hone. 

42a. Bronze sword, 58·5 centimetres long. 'l'here were no remains of the pommel 
except the gold collar that surrounded its ba e. It was evidently of some perishabl0 

Fig. 62. Plan of 'haft-Grave (No. 42). 

material, probably ivory, like that of Grave o. 36. The stud. that originally attached to 
plates of the hilt were plated with gold. As in t.he other ea es double line of minute 
connected spirals ran along the sides of the hilt and the rib of the blade. ( ee below, 
fig. 109, 42a ). 

42b, b. A pair of bronze razors each 23 centimetres long. 'l'hey are omewhat more 
curved than usual. (Fig. 63.) 

42c. Oblong hone. 

' ' 

No. -:1;3. Pit-Gave. - Pit lying 
north to south (1·85 metres long, 
95 centimetres wide, and 3 metre. · 
de p). Along tb e ea tern ide of 
the pit run a le lge 45 centi
metre wide and 1 metre below 
the urface level. The entrance 

to the epulchral cavity, which was on the west side of the pit, was 1 metre wide 
on the floor level, and was closed by a double walling. The roof of the cavity 
was found to have collapsed, causing a good deal of disturbance, and the bones 
were quite decayed . 

ear the middle of the grave was found a short sword, a razor, and at a 
higher level a knife. From the po ition of the sword the head of the skeleton 
seems to have been at the outhern end. 
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The epulchral cavity was in this ea e over twice as long a the width of its 

I 
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Fig. 64. P lan of Pit-Cave ( o. 43). 

entrance: 2·18 metre , namely, as compared with 1 metre. 
it somewhat the appearance of a. truncated chamber-tomb. 

Fig. 65. Plan of Shnft-Gr:wc (No. 44). 

Thi p cnliarity ga.ve 
( ee plan, fig . ·64.) 
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43a. Shor t bronze sword. Length 50 centimetres. (Fig. 109, 43a .) In type it closely 
r e ·embles that of the sword found in Grave "o. 42, but there is no trace of spiral decora
tion. 'l' he central rib of the blade show minute fl ut ing . 

}'ig . 66. UIJprr pnrt of bronze sword, and 
one of the ri vet<, from 'haft-GrnYe 
(~o. 44). 

43b . Bronze razor of u ual {orm, length 19 centi. 
metres. 

43c, Bronze k nife of the usual type. The point is 
wanting, but the original length seems to have been 
32 centimetres. 

J o. 44. Shaft·Gmve, lying east to we ·t. The 
grave it elf wa covered by four xceptionally well
wrought labs, the upper face of which lay about 
2 metres from the surface. The sepulchral cell 
benea h them wa 1·30 metres deep, its bottom 
being 3 ·55 metres beneath the surface of the 
ground. Near the head of the keleton, which lay 
to the east, was a painted stirrup-va e, and by the 
right side a long and hort sword. (See plan, 
fig. 65.) 

44a. Bronze sword, 91·3 centimetre· lo!!g, wi th double 
line · of minute piral in relief on the sides of the hilt 
and the rib of the blade and traces of a revolving 
ornament on the studs. In type this word closely r e
sembles ~6h, fig. 58. The upper par t of the sword is 
shown in fig . 66 . The full er outline of it is given in 
fig. 110c~ below, and in I late XCI. fig . 109. (The 
upper termination of the boulders were omitted in the 
photograph from which this la~ter figure is taken.) 

44b. Bronze hor t word, 53 centimetres long, fig . 66 .. 
and fig . 109, 44b. Unlike the preceding types the h ilt 
of this sword terminates in a pointed tang in the middl e 
of which there i a rivet to fix the pommel. Some 
fragments of an or iginal ivory pl ating were found 
attaching to the hilt. 

44c. Painted stirrup-vase (£g . 67). The foli ate band, 
in a somewhat decadent style, that runs round the 
shoulder of the vase, resemble that of 51 a (fi g . 114) . 

No. 45. Pit-Gave, lying ea t to west. 'l'ho 
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sepulchral cavity lay on the outh ide of the pit . Nothing was found within but 
remains of a keleton with the head west. 

os. 46, 47. Buined Ohamber-To1nbs. - No relics. 
o. 48. Pit-Gave, lying north to south. The sepulchral caVI y contained 

nothing but a few fragments of bone and a teatite whorl. 

.Fig. 67. J'aintcd stirmp-Ya~e from Shaft-Grave 
(No. 44). 
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Fig. 68. Plan of C'bamber-Tomb (No. 49). 

No. 49. Ohamber-Tomb .-The entrance was to the ea t, approa heel by a short 
d1'011WS . The double walling of the entrance was found intact, but he vault of 
the chamber it elf had fallen in. Remain of three keletons were found within, 
two of them in an extended position, but the bones of the third lay in a confu eel 
heap again t the north wall. It looked as if they had been c1i place l to make 
room for later occupants. Th relics found were an ivory mirror handle and a 
steatite cup. (See plan, :fig. 6 .) 

49a. Ivory mirror handle, pre entiug on one ide a Sl)hiiL'{ in relief, and wit h two per -
foration for rivet . . o traces of the mirror it elf were found. (Fig. 69.) 
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491.1 . Cup of grey steatite with round upright handle. Diameter 4·5 centimetres, height 

2·5 centimetres . 

o. 50. Ruined Ohambe1·-T omb.- Entrance 
to east broken open. Inside the chamber were 
remain of two broken la1·nalces to right and 
left of the entrance. That to the. right contained 
bones and remains of t.wo skulls, apparently 
indicating that a second sepulture had taken 
place in it, when the body originally deposited 
within was reduced to a skeleton . .A. plain clay 
cup wa also found in it. In the la1·nam to the 
left there were some bone and remains of a 
kull. 

l' o. 51. Pit-Cave, lying north to south. 
Fig. 69. Ivory mirror-handle from Chamber-Tomb The pit descended 2·70 metres with a ledge 

(No. 49) . (-t.) 
at south end about 1 metre from bottom. 

It present ed the peculiarity of having been cut into on it east side by a later 
tholos, J o. 52. The sepulchral cavity on the west side of the pit was blocked by 
a double walling 1·80 metres high in centre and 1 ·70 metres wide. The grave 
inside contained remains of a skeleton with it head north. By the head was a 
stirrup-vase, and a smaller one, together with three knives and a leaf-shaped 
razor, lay near the middle of the body. ( ee plan, fig. 70.) 

5la. Stirrup-vase, 26 centimetres high . (Fig. 114, 5l a) . piral and other decoration 
above and foliated band round the body. It much re embles 55d. 

51 b. Small stirrup-vase (:h·agmentary). It has a cale pattern above. 
5l c. Bronze knife, ordinary type, 22· centimetres long. (Fig. 71.) 
5ld. Similar bronze knife broken. 
5le. Bronze leaf-shaped razor with three rivet hole· for handle, 17·5 centimetres long . 

It re em bles fig. 78. 
51f. Smaller bronze knife, 16 · ~ centimetres long. (Fig. 71.) 

No. 52. Ohamber-Tomb.-The chamber of this tomb was ntered from the pit 
of the preceding grave into which the upper part of the vault had slightly cut. 
The entrance was on the east side and the walling seemed to be intact. N othinO', 
however, was found 'vithin beyond remains of a skeleton with the head east. 

J o. 53. mall OhambeT- '1.1omb, with clo ed entrance to ea t but without 
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relics. Remains of a skeleton were foun l, lying diagonally, with the head in the 
south-we t corner and the feet to the north-ea t. 

No. 54. Uhamber -Tomb .-Thi wa much ruin d and had been entered from 
above. The entrance was to the ea t, and on the north side of the chamber wa a 
plain la;rnam without lid or content and a mall nnpainted va e be ide it. On the 
south side lay a heap of bone , which had apparently been thrown out of the 

Fig. 70. Plan of Pit-Cave ( o. 51). 

sarcophagus, together with a perfect stirrup-va e (a) and mall two-handled 
vessel (b) . 

54a. Stirrup-vase. Height 13 centimetres, diameter 16 centimetres. It i decorated 
above with painted prays in a decadent style. (Fig. 114, 54a.) 

54b. Small two-handled pot, 6·5 centimetres high, with painted piral pattern. 
(Fig. 117, 54b.) 

54c. Small one-handled vase, with pout 6 centimetres high, covered with plain buff 
slip. (Fig. 11 7, 54c.) 

~ 
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No. 55. 
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Pit-Oave, lying north to south. The wall of the sepulchral cavity, 
approached by a pit 4·20 metre deep, was found intact except 
where lightly disturbed at top by the falling in of part of 
the vault. The original height eems to have been about 
1·50 metres. A decayed skeleton lay within with the head 
north. A sword, spear-head, and knife lay on the right ide, 
and at the feet was a large tirrup-va e and perforated 
boar's teeth, apparently belonging to a leather helmet. (See 

plan, fig. 72.) 

55c~. Bronze sword, 63 centimetre long. It hilt shows remains of 
ivory mounting. The blade is strengthened by a broad central stem, 
and showed trace of engraved lines running parallel to the edge . 

(Plate XCI. fig. lOP, 55a.) 

55b . Bronze knife of u ual type. 
55 c. Bronze spear-head, 24·4 centimetres long . Diameter of 

socket 2·5 centimetre . It has an exceptionally flat blade. (Plate 

XCI. fig. 113, 55c.) 
Fig. 71. Bronze knife 

from P it-Cave ( o. 51). 

l<'ig. 72. Plan of Pit-Cave (No. 65). 
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55d. Painted stirrup-va e, 34 centimetre high. It hows spiral prays above, and 
round the shoulder a lightly decadent foliate band. (Fig. 73 and £g. 114, 55d.) 

55e. A quantity of boars' tusk cut and perforated for attachment to some object. 
'l'hese recall tho e found by Dr. Scbliemann in the fourth shaft-grave at Mycenae. From 
the ivory head found by Tsountas in a tomb of th e Lower Town at Mycenae n there can 
be little doubt that these object formed the mountings of a leather helmet. 

Fig. 73. Painted tirrup-vase from Pit-Cave (No. 55) and outline uf cuutuu> of &.me. 

No. 56 Ohambe?·-To1nb, found open and with the entrance (on the east) much 
ruined. Within, on the right side, toad a larnam, partly broken, containing bones. 
At the west end of this, by the remain of the skull, stood a small . stirrup vase (a) , 
and on the opposite or south ide of the chamber a small fragment of a clay 
sealing showing part of an animal wa discovered. A large number of such 

a 'Eifl 'Apx. 1888, pl. viii. 12, aucl cf. Reichel, Homerische Wafflm, p. 120 seqq. 

i. 2 
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Fig. 74. Plan ot haft-Grave (No. 62). 

No. 62. Shaft-G-rave, lying north to south. The shaft had a ledge at its 
north end. The grave wa covered by five slabs and its floor lay 2·25 metres 
beneath the surface. Within was a keleton ··with it head south. By the head 
was a three-handled amphora, and a painted jug, a dagger, and a knife had been 
placed at the feet. (See plan, fig. 74.) 

62a. Three-handled " amphora" of type resembling fig. 117, 12a, but mnch broken. 
62b. One-handled painted jug, with rai ed ring round the attachment of the neck. 

(Fig. 75 and fig. 117, 62b.) The pattern round the boulder approaches that on 55d. 
62c. Bronze dagger, 19·2 centimetres long and 5 centimetres broa.d at the hilt, which 

has three rivet holes. (Fig. 76.) 
62d. Bronze knife of the u ual type, 22·3 centimetres long. 
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No. 63. Shajt-Grave.-Nn relic . 
No . 64. Pit-Gave, lying north to outh. The acce s to the grave was by a 

haft 2·50 metres by 1·50 metre at it opening, stepping down in ledge to a 
depth of about 4 metre . The entrance arch of the epulchral cavity had ome
what collapsed at the top, but it original height was over 2 metre , and the 
walling had not been broken into. Within were remains of a skeleton 1vi.th the 

Fig. 75. Painted vase from Sbaft.Grnve ( o. 62). Fig. 76. Bronze dagger from haft-Grave 
(No. 62). 

head outh. Two knives and a leaf- haped razor had been placed by the right 
ide, and two clay va es lay at the feet. (See plan, fig. 77.) 

64a. Painted clay va e with a single handle and a slightly raised ring at the spring of 
the neck. The striation round the shoulders seems to be a decadent derivative of a band 
of foliage. Height 29 centimetres. (Fig. 117, 64a .) 

64b. Stirrup-va e, much broken, with sprays of late character. (Fig. 114, 64b.) 
64c. Exceptionally elongated bronze knife with a slight flange to the hilt and three 

:rivet . L ength 34 centimetres. (Plate XCI. fig. 113, 64c.) 
64d. Bronze knife of u ual type, 20·7 centimetre long. 
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64e. Leaf-shaped bronze razor, 19 centimetres long, great,est width of blade 5 centi
metres. (Fig . 78.) 

No. 65. Pit-Ocwe, lying north to outh. The pit was 2 metres north to 
south by ] ·10 metre east to west. It had a ledge 30 centimetres wide on its 
ea tern side, lying 1·80 metre from the urface. The floor of the pit was 2·50 

:----------------- I· 90 :m:- - --- ----- - -----' . 

Floor oj PiO : 3 · 96 In down 

(JJ 

0 

------ i ----------- ----- 2 · 50m.------- -- -- --- --:----- --

0 Upper ledqe = 1 · 70 1n. below surfcu:.e. : 
~ I 

Fig. 77. Plan of P it-Cave (No. 64). 

metres down, and the cave opening, with wall intact, was 1·70 metre long and 
1·35 metre high. Though the bones within had entirely decayed, the head was 
probably to the north. .About the middle of the epulchral cell (1 ·70 metre by 
85 centimetre ) lay a bronze knife of the u ual type (16 centimetres long) and a 
small pouted va e, iu shape i.milar to 6b and 66p . 
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No. 66. Pit-Oave.-The general plan and ection of thi tomb are given above, 
figs. Uc~, 1lb, 11 c. The sepulchral cavity contained remain of a keleton with its 

Fig. 78. Bronze leaf-shaped 
razor from Pit-Cave 

( 0 . 64 ). 

head south. A necklace of gold bead lay about the neck and 
breast, and remain of two other chain of bead of glas and 
glazed pa te re pectively on either icle of the leg . N ar the 
position of the right hand wa a mall gold ring, and lower 
clown a cy Ender of Egyptian porcelain. A row of small clay 
ves els ran along the left border of the grave, and on the right 
ide wa a mall gla bottle unfortunately much decayed. By 

P-ih: 4 ·35 7J1,. dee,_p . 
E 

Fig. 79. P lan of sepulchral cell, Pit-Cave ( o. 66). 

(See plan, the left hand wa a bronze mirror. 

~ fig . 79.) 

~ 66a. ecklace of 46 gold 

Fig. 0. Gold heads of necklace, from 
Pit-Cave (No. fl6) G.) 

bead with ro ette orna
ment and double perfora
tion for thread (fig. 80 
and fig. 119, 66a) . imilar 
gold beads were found iu 

a tomb at Phae tos (Savig
noni, op. cit. p. 103, fig. 
62) . 

Fig. Sla. Glazed pa te bead from 
Pit-Cave (No. 66). (t.) i 

66b. mall gold riug 
with plait-work ornament. 
(Fig. 119, 66b.) 

® 
Fig. 1 b. Faience cylinder from 

Pit-Cave .r o. 66). 
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66c. Chain of beads (thread decayed) of glazed pa te with ribbed decoration. (Fig. l a.} 
66d. Cylinder of faience or Egyptian porcelain (2·4 centimetre high, diameter 1·1 

centimetre). It is of a yellowi h hue and is inc1 ed with rude representations of standing 
figures, spear-like objects, and a stag. (Fig. 81b.) Cylinder of analogou type are 
found in Lower Egypt, some of them showing ibexes with their heads looking back
ward , in a very imilar style. The stag, however, is not an Egyptian animal, and faience 
cylinders of a similar type are also found in Palestine. One of these from Lal5hi h • hows 
what appear to be three stags in a similar position, and it seem probable that we mu t 
look to that region for the source of the present cylinder. 

66e. Globular bottle of amber-coloured glass, unfortunately much decayed. About 6·5 
centimetres high. 

66f. Globular glass beads of ambery hue, also much decayed. 
66g . Bronze mirror. 
66h. Pede tailed clay cup with one handle, height 10·3 centimetres (fig. 118, 66h) . I t 

bears traces over its pale buff slip of a coating of a kind of black, imperfectly fixed, varni h. 

66J. Cup, 5·5 centimetre high (fig. 118, 66}) . It bears traces of a wash of r ed and blue 
colour over its buff slip, not a.pparei!tly of a permanent nature. 

66k. Two-handled bowl, diameter 14·6 centimetre (fig. 118, 667~). This bears traces 
of having been painted over with crim on, red, and azut·e blue in the same way as the 
preceding. These brilliant hues, uperadded to the original plain wash of the vessel, and 
imperfectly fixed, may have erved the purposes of funereal show. 

66l . .Plain bowl, much broken. 
66m. Two-handled bowl resembling k, and coloured in a similar way. 

66n. Pedestalled clay cup, like h, but broken. 
66o. Fragmentary bowl, as l . 

66p . mall spouted vase (height 5·60 centimetres), with glazed painted decoration,. 
brown on buff of the usual Mycenrean character. It p1:esents a chevron band with sprays. 
(l!..,ig. 117, 66p.) 

No. 67 . Pit-Oave.-The shaft of this grave, with a ledge on its west side (see
plan, fig . 82), had been cut in the soft rock with exceptional neatnes . The cave 
opening, with the wall intact (1 ·70 metres high), was on the east side of the pit . 
Within were scanty remains of a skeleton, the head north, with four clay vessels 
on its r ight side, and on the left a bronze mirror and two paste beads. The mirror · 
lay con iderably above the floor level. The beads and vase corresponded in 
character to specimens found in the preceding Pit-Cave, No. 66. 

67a. Two-handled clay bowl, diameter 18 centimetres. It bore traces over its pal 
ochreous wash of a coating of black varnish, like 66h. 'rhe form of this bowl corre
sponds with 66k and 'rn. 

" Bli s, Mound of Many Cities, 79, figs. 126, 127. 

• 
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67b . Pedestalled clay cup, with a single handle. Height 13 centimetres. This cup 
exactly resembles 66h, and, like it, had been coated with a black varni h . 

67c. Pedestalled clay cup, as b. 

0 
m Floor of PU : 3 ·60 ~. ilorov. 

Fig. 82. Plan of Pit-Cave (No. 67). 

67d. Small plain cup, as 66J. 
67e. Two paste beads, with ribbed decoration, as 66c. 
67f. Bronze mirror of the usual type. 
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No. 68. Shajt-Gmve, lying east to west. The area about this spot had 
been evidently somewhat denuded, and the covering slabs of the tomb lay almost 
on the surface level. The bottom of the grave was 85 centimetres beneath the 
surface. It was found to overlie the entrance and part of the vault of a chamber
tomb (No. 69 below), the floor of which was 1·70metre under that of the haft
grave. This leads to tbe inference that the shaft-grave here, though containing a 
stirrup-vase (c) of a very good period, was later than the chamber-tomb. 

The bones in this grave had been absolutely reduced to dust, o that the 
position of the keleton remams uncertain. The vases band f and bone stud c 

Fig. 83. .Painted ti rrup-va e from Sbnft-Grave (NC'. 68). 

were found near the ea tend of the 
grave a Jittle on the north side. 
The mirror lay near the centre of 
the grave on the south side, and 
the other bronzes near the west 
end. 

68a. A leaf-shaped razor of bronze, 
as fig. 7 , length 15·5 centimetres. 

68b. Painted stirrup-vase, 35 centi
metre high. (Fig. 83 and fig. 114, 
68b.) This va e is remarkable from 
it fine tyle of decoration. On the 
upper surface is a raised decoration 
like a Mycemeau shield, and rosettes 
recalling those in a similar position 
ou the large stirrup-vase from the 
Royal Villa." The b autiful folia
tion round the shoulders, with its 
many times reduplicated edging, is a 
ceramic adaptation from the foliated 
chasing of bronze vessels, such as the 
bowl from the orth-We · t Building 
at Knossos.b 'l'he same reduplication 
accompanies the foliate band round 

the shoulders of a magnificent amphor a of the Palace tyle, from the Royal 'romb 

" Knosso , Repo1·t, 1903, p . 137, fig. 87a. 
b Ibid. p. 124, 125, figs. 77, 78. The parallel, however, is much clo er than can be made out 

-from these figures. 
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described below. The trefoils of the lower part of the va e are al o frequentl.v fo und 
on vases of the Palace tyle. These comparisons may be taken to show that the fabric 
of the fine vase with which we are dealing mu t be referred to the latest Palace Period 
of Knossos . The style belong to Late Minoan If. 

68c. Bone stud with hemi pherical knob. 
68d. Bronze tweezers with broad end. 
68e. Exceptionally thin bronze mirror, diameter 16·5 centimetres. 
68f. Small spouted vase with one handle, 10 centimetres high . It is quite plain and 

resembles the type 6b. 

No. 69 . Ghambe1·-Tomb, wjth entrance to the ea t.. The shaft-grave (No. 68) 
lay above the entrance and part of the vault of th1s. A the floor of the chamber 
was only 2· 55 metre below the urface, it is fairly evident that the haft-grave 
wa of later construction, and mu t in fa.ct have pierced its vault. The d1·omos 
was about a metre wide and wa traced ea t for a distance of 5·75 metres from 
the entrance of the tomb. The walling of the door, 70 centimetre wide, was 
found in a ruinous condition. The chamber its If wa roughly square, 2·43 metres 
north to south, 2·20 metres ea t to we t, and contained decayed traces of a 
skeleton with its head outh. About the middle of the body w re four bronze 
rings, remains of a bone comb, ome bead , and fragment of a two-handled bowl. 

No. 70 . Pit-Gave, lying north to south, with exceptionally mall epulchral 
cell, closed by a ingle large tone. Thi may have been a child' grave, but no 
bones were preserved. Three va es were found within. 

70a. Two -handled clay jug, with t races of painted decoration round boulder. H eight 
14·5 centimetres (broken) . 

?Ob. Clay jug of similar form but plain. Height 12·8 centimetres . (Fig. 11 , ?Ob. ) 

70c. Spouted vessel with handle above, showing painted decoration ( cale pattern) round 
the shoulder. H eight 14·4 centimetres. (Fig. 117, 70c.) 

No. 71. Pit-Gave, lying north to south. The pit wa 1· 1 metre long by 
90 centimetres wide, and went down 1·40 metres. The walling of the small 
sepulchral cavity, 1·24 metres by 60 centimetre , wa intact, but within there 
were only traces of decayed bones and a plain jug abont the middle of the grave. 

7 1 a. Plain one-handled clay jug, 28 centimetre high, with light ring round neck. It 
exactly resembles fig. 118, La. 

No. 72. Ghan~bet~·- Tomb, entrance to east. The doors had been broken in, but 
k2 
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within the chamber the lower parts o£ two la1·nalces, A and B ., remained in position. 
(See plan, fig . 84.) Both contained decayed bones, the skull in each case being 

:Dronws. 
J. 
E 

Fig. 8±. P lan of Chamber-Tomb (No. 72). 

at the west end o£ the sarco
phagu . In A was a bronze 
finger -ring (a) and t wo decayed 
paste beads (b). Between the 
two chests was found a bronze 
needle (c) , and by the south 
wall a teatite cup o£ the calyx 
shape (cl) , imilar to Plate XC. 
fi g. 100 (e) . 

Nos. 73, 74. Dist'wtbed 
ha jt-Gm ves . 

No. 75 . 
No relics. 

hajt-Gnwe. The 
covering slabs were very near 
the surface, which mu t here 
have been denuded. T he floor 
of the grave lay 1· 50 metr es 
beneath the slabs. The bones 
were much decayed, but the 
place o£ the h ad (to the south) 
was marked by a gold necklace, 
and that of the right hand by 
a small gold ring, while by the 
r ight side lay a spear -head, 
knife, and razor. 

75a. ecklace of 18 gold bead , perhaps representing shells. (Fig. 5 and fig. 119, 75a.) 

Fig. 85. Gold beads of necklace from Shaft-Grave (No. 75). c.n 
" Savjgnoni, Necropoli di Phaesto8, 100-102. 

Gold beads of imilar type have been 
fo und in a grave of the contemporary 
cametery at Phaestos,a and at Mycenae 
and Argos. b A mould fo r similar bead 
was found by Schliemann.c 

75b . Small gold ring, plain. 

b Vollgraff, Ball. de Oo1·r. hell. 1904, p. 3 3 seqq, fig. 15. 
c Mycenae, 107, fig. 162. 
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7 5c. Bronze razor of the usual type. 

75d. Bronze knife of exceptional length; 27 centimetres. It has three rivets to the 
handle. (Fig. 113, 75d.) 

75e. Bronze spear-head (length 26·5 centimetre , greatest breadth of blade 3·4 centi
metres). The plate of the ocket i folded over and is secured by a collar. The type is 
unusual, the edge of the blade descending almost to the opening of the socket. The stem 
of the blade, corresponding to the continuation of the socket within, is ribbed. (Fig. 75e.) 

No. 76. Pit-Cave. In digging the pit for thi grave a larger and a smaller 
block of gypsum, such as occur sporadically in the rock, had been encountered and 

Fig. 6. Pla.n of Pit-Cave (No. 76). 

were made use of for the foundations of the wall of the (jave. The walling for 
this reason was exceptionally thick, in one place nearly a metre, and projected 
below into the middle of the pit. The pit lay east to west with the opening of the 
sepulchral cavity to the south of it . The vault of this had collapsed, but the 
interment was otherwise intact. The skeleton lay with the head to the east . 
.A group of va es had been placed on the right side, on the left were a bronze 
chi el and knife, two whorls near the left hand, and a mirror and bronze pin 
near the feet. (See plan, fig . 86.) 
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76a. Bronze chisel (length, 7·4 centimetres); the upper part square m section, very 

slightly widening to an edge. 
76b. Bronze knife; the point slightly broken; original length about 21 centimetre . 

76c. Two whorls, one of bone the other o£ paste. 
76d. Painted stirrup-vase, height 26 centimetres . (Fig. 114, 76d.) It has a diamond 

pattern round the side an d a wave-and-dot border round the base. The top of the false 

opening is decorated wit.h a trefoil design. 
76e. Two-handled painted flak. (Fig . 117, 76e.) Round the neck is a slight raised 

rmg. The face of t he flask show concentric circles, and on either ·ide is a vertical line 
of triangles, the base of one resting on the apex of another. These clay flasks are rare 
in Crete, but are of frequent occurrence in Cypro-Mycenrean interments, e.g. Enkomi, 
Tomb 45; Kurion, etc. a Faience flasks of similar shape were made in Egypt (an example 

was fo und in the Enkomi tomb refNred to above) . 

Fig. 87. Plan of Chamber-Tomb ( o. 80). 

The decoration of concentric circles recurs on the Cypriote specimens, and as the uper
posed triangles are also a Cypriote detail, it seems probable that the present flask was 

imported from Cyprus. 
76f. Small painted one-handled jug with projecting pout (height 6 centimetres) . 

Round the shoulders is a band of curving lines derived from foliage. (Fig. 117, 76J.) 
76g. Small painted jug with a single handle and slightly raised spout (height, 6·5 centi

metres) . Round its shoulders runs a band of chevrons. (Fig. 117, 76g.) 
16h. B ronze miuor, diameter 13 centimetres. 

No. 77. Disturbed Pit-Gave, lying north to south. 
No. 78 . Shajt-G?·ave, lying north to south. The total depth from the 

surface was 2 metres, the floor of the grave itself lying 1 metre beneath the 

a Myre , Catalogue of the Cyprus Mttsettm, 970. 
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covermg slabs. The shaft wa 2·40 metres by 1·30 metre, the sepulchral cell 
1·90 metre by 7 5 centimetres. The head seems to have been at the south 
end. Near the middle of the grave on 
the west side was a fragmentary bronze 
razor. 

No. 79. 8hajt- Gn~ve, lying north to 
south. It contained only traces of bones 
of a person of small stature, probably a 
child ; the head north. By the upper 
part of the body wa found a lozenge
shaped cornelian bead. 

No . 0. Ohambe1·-'Pomb . The en
trance on the ea t. It wa approached 
by a short clTomos with three steps. The 
walling of the doorway wa found intact, 
and the mall chamber within contained 
a single la'maw on its north ide. (See 
plan, fig . 87.) 

The lamaw (see fig. 4e above) had 
an inci ed 1\ at the east end of the lid, 
repeated in the lower part immediately 
below. It wa ab olutely intact, and 
when opened showed a keleton in a 
crouched position with the knees drawn 
up; the left hand resting on the thigh. 
At the feet were two knives with their 
original handles and a pointed in tru
ment. The inner dimen ion of the clay 
receptacle were 96 centimetres in length, 
35 centimetres in breadth, anc145 centi
metres in depth. The height of the 
larnaw with the cover on was 87 centi
metres. Fig. 4 above gives an inner 
view of the sarcophagus from a photo
graph taken immediately after its ex
traction from the tomb. Fig. 88, from 

Fig. 88. View of interior of lanwll' from Tomb No. 87, 
with keleton in contracted po ition. 

• 
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a sketch taken by Mr. Halvor Bagge when the la1·nam was still tn situ, g1ve 

some of the details more clearly. 

BOa. Bronze knife with broad curving blade attached by seven rivets to its original 
wooden handle. The handle, which seem to be of wild olive wood, i 10 centimetres long, 
and is wonderfully well preserved. The length of the blade is 32 centimetres. 

BOb . Bronze knife of the usual type with remains of its wooden handle. The length of 

the whole is 20·4 centimetres. 
SOc. Pointed instrument with stem presenting a square section, length 21 centimetres. 

It has the appearance of a javelin head, but seems to be too slender for such an use. 

No. SJ. Ohambe1·- To11~b. The entrance (70 centimetres wide, 1·30 metres. 
high), with its wall untouched, lay to the ea t . It was approached by a d1·omos 
1 metre wide, descending 2·70 metres beneath the surface. The chamber itself 
contained three plain la1YI£Lkes lying east and west, each of which contained rema.ins 
of a skeleton with its head at the west end. No relics were found, beyond a small 
knife, beads, and whorls in the north la'rnax about the middle. The chamber, 
nearly square in plan, was 1·60 metres north to south, 1·40 east to west, and 
1·30 in height. 

81a. Bronze knife of usual type, 15 centimetres long. 

8lb. Paste bead. 
8l c. Amethyst bead-seal of circular form, like a lentoid with flattened edges. It bears 

a very simple engraving consisting of a cross with hatchings between the l imbs. 

81d. Alabaster whorl. 
8le. Steatite whorl. 

No. 82. Small Ohambe1·- Tomb, the d1·omos of which (to the east) was little 
more than a stepped pit, 1·70 metres long. It had been plundered, and fragments 
of a stirrup-vase was found out ide the entrance. The chamber itself was very 
small, a mere recess, 60 centimetres wide and 40 centimetr s deep. Two small 
crystal beads and one of paste were found within. The ides of the low doorway 

were much battered. 
Nos. 83, 84.-We have here an example of a double tomb. (See plan, fig. 89.) 

A. stepped pit led directly to an arched recess containing remains of a tan~am, 
while to the left of this cavity a short dTomos led to a chamber with the entrance 
walling preserved, containing three larnakes. One of these (c) had evidently 
been superposed on the two others, but had been much ruined by the collapse 
of the roof. The remains of a bone comb probably belonged to this or the clay 
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chests A and B below. Between A and B were found some fragmenta.ry remains of 
a small stirrup-vase (e) . B was much broken up, but the lower part of A was 
fairly preserved; it pre ented the intere ting peculiarity of eontaining remains 
of two keletons' with their heads at opposite ends of tbe recipi nt. About 

the middle of the chest was a plain 
silver ring (a) still encircling a 
finger-bone, and the following 
small relics : 

4b. Amygdaloid bead of cornelian, 
with rude linear engraving. 

84c. Lentoid bead of amethy t . 
84d. Rude steatite seal, with short 

p erforateJ. stem and five dots en
graved on its face. .Fig. 89. l'lan of double tomh (No . 83, 84). 

No. 85 . Ohambe1·-'I'omb. Entrance to ea t . Plundered, no r lies found . 
o. 86. Ohnmbe1·-'l'omb. Plundered and much ruined, the bones in disorder, 

no mea nrements pos ible. To the northern half lay a bronze dagger with its point 
east. Three whorl were also found . 

l 
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86a. Bronze dagger} 23 cenhimetres long. The blade is grooved and the handle has 

curving flanges and a rivet at base. (Fig. 90.) 

o. 87. Shaft-Gmve, lying north to south. Remains of a skeleton were found 
with the head north, but no relics. 

No. 88. 1 hajt-Gmve, lyiug east to west. No remains. 
, ' 

- ~' w 

.:: :·: 

-

Fig. 90. Bronze dagger 
from Cbaml.Jer-Tomb 
( 'o. 86). 

Fig. 91. l'lnn of Cbaml>cr-Tomb (No. 93). 

o. 89. Ohambet·-'l'omb, with entrance on the east. The dimensions of the 
chamber were small, east to west 1·28 metres, north to south 1·10 metre . On 
the south side lay a skeleton with the head west, and near it a mall bronze knife 
of the usual form. The door of the cl1amber, 60 centimetres wide, 70 centimetres 
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high, had been broken in and the tomb plundered. The d1·ornos wa 80 centi
metres wide, and descended 1·40 metres beneath the surface level. 

No. 90. Small Ohambe1·-Tomb, with entrance to east. Contained a broken 
lama.x, lying north to south, which hows traces of colouring. In the la1·nax were 
remains of a keleton with head north, and one whorl. 

o. 91. Shaft-Grave, lying north to outh. Within was a much-decayed 
skeleton, the head south, and by the neck some small paste bead . 

No. 92. Ohnmbe1·-Tomb. Entrance east. The doorway was exceptionally 
rounded at top. (See fig. l e) . The walling was intact and within were remains of 
a skeleton with the head we t. Near he place of the left hand were a plain gold 
ring (c) and two whorls (d and e), and by the left 'boulder a laro·er and smaller 
bronze knife (a and b) and a plain bowl. The plan and section of the tomb are 
shown in fig. la, b. 

No. 93. Ohamber-T01nb. Entrance east. r.I:he door wa broken open. (See 
fig . 3a .) In the north part of the chamber was a plain la1·nax with the lid on, 
length 1·5 metres, outer width 40 centimetres, height 1 metre. (Fig. 3b.) The 
bones had been left intact and showed that the body had been buried with the 
legs doubled up. The skull (much decayed) was at the east end of the chest. 
No relics were found in ide, but, beside the lamax, probably thrown out by 

Plunderers, were three steatite whorl and decayed 1 n I I .1/i!,,'lll Ill 

remains of a gla s bead (xxx and x on plap, fig. 91) . !:r ,, I '···· -
11

" 
I I 11•1, 

No. 94. Ohambe1·-Tomb. Entrance east. The I \ -40pm~ \• '· 

chamber, about 2·50 metres square, wa much ruined, ~ ! "" 
I ~· ·.' ' 

and had evidently been entered from above. Near the '/ .•, . .\ 
; '".~~ 

south-west corner were some decayed bones, apparently , ' :. •: • 
., ) d "1'\ of a child, and in the south-east corner a plain clay , 

1
: :;;; 'I. 

bowl with solid projecting hancUe. The walling of the :· I ~ lll,,, 
(s 11 ~I' I I entrance was intact and the doorway was well cut. ee 1,,) 1,, ,1 

Hlevation, fig 92.) ,,,,.1 "i 1' 

No. 95 . Ohambe1 ·-Tmnb . Entrance ea t. The ''"•''• • 11 
';::, 

. .' '~ ;' I u.' i, 
wallmg of the doorway (1·30 metres high) was found ·' - --60'Cm:--- , ··~ , · 

intact . In the chamber were the much-decayed remains Fig. 92. Doorway of Chamber-Tomb 

of two skeletons with the heads west. .A.t the feet of < o. 
91

) . 

either skeleton lay a mirror and near the entrance was a stirrup-va e. (See plan, 
fig. 93 .) 

A short sword or dagger 
near the centre of the tomb . 

apparently belonging to the second interment lay 
On the other ide of the same skeleton together 

l 2 
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with otJ1 er relics wa a clay chafing-pan for containing embers. The falling m of 
the vault of the tomb had much damaged some of the relics. 

--- --- 1· 15 rn:----
UJep~J, 2·80:rnJ 

JJ:ro~os. 

c. 5M. 

~ 

E 

]fig . 93. Plan of Chamber-Tomb (No. 9ii) . 
Fig. 94. B ronze short sword fro n1 

Chamber-Tom!> (No. !)ii). 

95a. Small tin·up-vase, 8 centimetres high, with a single foliate baud round the 
shoulder, r esembling the double one of 5la. (Fig. 114, 95a.) 

95b. Two whorls of black steatite. 
95c. Bronze mirror, diameter 13·3 centimetres. 

95d. Two-handled clay cup of champagne glass type (height 12 centimetre ), with 
handles set horizontally. (Cf. fig . 114, 7j.) 

95e. Bronze dagger or short sword, length 37 centimetre , greatest breadth of bln.de 
6·2 centimetres. (Fig. 94.) The hilt, in which are fixed three rivets, is bordered by a 
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l'aised flange. The type is identical with that o£ a dagger found wi h a small hoard of 
oth er bronze weapons and implement on the Acropolis at Athens.n 

95f. Clay chafing-pan, resembling fig . 32 (broken). 
9. g. Bronze mirror, diameter 18 centimetres. 

No. 96. Ohambm·-'l 'omb . Entrance to ea t . This tomb bad been broken into 
::tnd plundered. There were remains o£ two keletons with their heads ea t, and 
in the north-west corner a small hollow containing two skull s and bones ; these 
also a good deal decayed. Near the north keleton were two whorl , and by that 
on the south border o£ the chamber the following relics: 

U6a. Plain bracel et of bronze wire, diameter 7·8 centimetres. 
U6b. Fragmentary remain of small pouted clay va e. 
96c. Plain clay bowl with two handle ri sing from rim, diameter 15·5 centimetre . 

(Fig. 114, 96c.) 

No. 97. Ohambm·-Tomb . Entrance east. Approached by a dtt011WS 1 metre 
wide and 3·50 metres long. The door, 60 centimetres wide and 1JO centimetres 
high, had been broken in, and the roof of the chamber, which was 1·84 metres 
square, has collap eel. Remain o£ a keleton were found with the head west, 
and near the north wall were found two crystal pendant , a bead, and a teatite 
figure appar ntly used as an amulet. 

Fig. 90. Stcatite pendant in form 
of a female figure, from 

Chamber-Tomb (No. 97). (t.) 
.Fig. 96. Drop-shaped J:endants and bead of crystal, 

from Cbnmher-Tomb (No. 97). (t.) 

97 a. Female figure of black teatite perforated through the shoulders for suspension. 
It h as the usual Late Minoan (Mycenrean) flounces, and cross grooves on the upper 
part of the body. (Fig. 95.) This figure seems to be of the nature of an amulet, and may 
be taken to represent the great Goddess of Miuoan Crete, later known as Rhea. Other 
:mall steatite fi gures of the same kind, perforated for suspension, have been found in 
Orete.b Another similar amulet of dark steatite, now in th e Ashmolean Museum, is said 

to have been found in the Lebanon. 

n Monteliu~, Ett fynd j1·~n Athens ak?-opolis, 4, fig . 3 
11 One is in the Ashmolean Museum. 
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97b. Two drop-shaped pendants of rock crystal. (Fig. 96 .) 

97c. Crystal bead (fig. 96) apparently belonging to the same necklace as the crystal 

pendants. 

No. 98. Chamber-Tomb. E ntrance east. The upper part of the door had 
been broken i.n. The chamber presented the peculiarity of having a raised ledge 

---- 80cm.:- --
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Fig. !l7. P lan of Chamber-Tomb (No. !l ). 

along its south wall, about 45 centimetres above the original floor of the tomb. 
It contained two interments, one belonging to a time when the floor had been 
slightly raised (about 15 centimetres). This latter was represented by a larnaa' 
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which showed faint traces of colours. The lower part of this wa intact, but the 
lid had been broken and part of the bone that the clay chest originally contained 
lay on the floor beside it. Remain of the skuJl were found at the east end of the 
lamax, but there were no associated relics either in ide or outside of it. It is 
evident that the later deposit had been plundered, but the accumulation of soil 
bad apparently concealed the earlier interment which lay along the south side of 
the tomb. This consisted of a skeleton with the head east. By the head was a 
charcoal holder and tone va e, and at the feet, partly resting aga.inst the corner 
of the tomb, o that it point was turned upwards, a bronze sword. By this was 
also a bronze razor. (See plan, fig. 97.) 

98a. Bronze sword, length 61 centimetres. (Plate XCI. fig. 109, 97a) . The midrib of 
the blade is flattish and slightly rounded. The hilt bowed some of the wooden handle 
adhering and has two rivets. In its general type the sword answers to 42a, 43a, 55a, and 
36i, but there eems to have been no tang at the extremity of the hilt. 

98b. Stone vase showing a terra-cotta ground mottled with grey. Height 10·5 
centimetres, diameter 16 centimetres. It has ledge hand les and the body is somewhat 
globular. 

98c. Clay chafing-pan or charcoal bolder 
found broken, but with remains o£ char
coal in the lower part of the holder. It 
has a solid projecting handle. Height 
13·3 centimetres, width of rim 22 centi
met-re . (Fig. 114, 98c). It much re-
embles the charcoal holder of Grave 32· Fig. 98. Bronze razor f rom Chamber-Tomb (No. 98). 

98d. Bronze razor. (Fig. 98.) 

No . 99. Ohambe1·-Tomb. Entrance east. The vault of the chamber had col
la} ed but the walling of the doorway was intact. The ground plan of the chamber 
itself (fig. 99) formed an almost perfect square, 2·20 metres in each direction. 
In the south section of this were remains of two keletons with their heads west, 
one of a child, several very small clay va es lying betwe n the two head . By the 
left hand of the adult skeleton was a spiral gold ring (c), and to th right of 
its bead a blossom vase of steatite (e). The north section of the tomb contains 
another adult skeleton, also with the head we t, and accompanied by a richer 
peculium than the other. On the breast were remains of a necklace consisting 
of a scarab, engraved gem , and various beads; by the left hand two gold rings 
like the others; a very elegant tone va e lay near the head, and towards the feet 
a bowl, goblet, and mirror of bronze. The bones were much decayed, but from the 
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fact that the gold rings o£ the more important burial were of greater diameter 
than the other, it looks as if in the one case we had to deal with a man and in the 
other with a woman. 

A group of objects from this tomb is shown in fig. 100, Plate XC. Tbe 

.IJ:roTY!;OS. 
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Fig. 99. Plnn of Chamber-Tomb ( o. 9!l). 

absence of arms or implements is noteworthy. As uming that the burial 011 

the north side was that of a man and those opposite his wife or child, we may 
perhaps infer that the latter were buried later, and that the arms which must 
snrely have been originally placed with the rich interment were on tbat occasion 
abstracted. The theft was perhaps masked by the placing on that side of some 
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F ig. 10 1. Objects belonging to a necklace and gold rings from Chamber-Tomb (No. 99). 

Fig. 100. Group of objects f rom Ch,lmber-Tomb (No. 99). 

ANTIQUITIES FROM THE CEMETERY OF ZAFER PAPOURA. 

l'nblished by the Society of Antiquaries of London, 1905. 
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of the miniature ve els more naturally intended for the child. It 1 probable 
that many such abstraction had taken place in this cemetery. 

99a. Objects belonging to a necklace. (Fig. 101, Plate XC.) 

1. Egyptian ·carab of white steatite. The sacred hawk, n~fe1', and winged u1·reus 
signs on thi scarab seem to have an amuletic intention. The character of 
thi. group of ign , and the on -winged u1·reus, an wer to scarab types in vogue 
about the close of the E ighteenth Dynasty. A clo. e parallel i afforded by a 

scarab from 'l'ell-el- marna. (Petrie, pl. xv. 145.) 
2. Lentoid cornelian bead seal , engraved with design of a lion eizing a bull. 
3. Part of an amygdaloid cornelian bead eal, showing the lower part of what 

appears to have been a roughly executed design of a lion . 
4, 5. Two cry tal pendants of a type perhap derived from arrow-he>ads . Miniature 

arrow-head of red col·nelian, perforated in a similar manner, are still worn as 

charms by the Arab and Turks. 

6. Bronze spi ral b ad . 
7. Bead of gold plate . 
8. Tabloid bead of ivory, the surface much cor roded. 
9. Cry ·tal bead forming flattened F>phere. 

10. Globular bead of crystal. 
11 . Cry tal bead which in section is of trefoil outline. 

12. Three-sided bead of crystal. 
13, 14. Cornelian bead . 
15. Whorl of white stone variegated with black. 

16, 17. Brown steatite whorl. 

99b. Gold finger ring o£ spiral wire. Inne t· diameter 2 centimetre . 
99c. Gold finger ring as 99b, but maller. Inner diameter 1·8 centimetre. 
99d. Grey tone ba on with round handle , evidently in imitation of a metal prototype 

like the bronze bason 14b Diameter 19 centimetre·, height of bowl 7·4 centimetres, of 

handle 9·8 centimetre . (For this and the followino· ee fig. lOO, Plate .) 
99e. Blos om va e of steatite. Vases of thi type were also found in Tomb Jo. 72. 

Diameter 21 centimetre , height 13 centimetres. 
99g. Two-handled bronze bowl, with horizontal handle provided with knobbed vertical 

offshoots. A good deal broken. The type of ves el clostly approache 14c. 
99h. Globular b ronze vase of bronze with a single handle attached by two riv ts above 

to the rim and below to the body. Height 9·5 centimetre , diameter 11 centimetre . A 

similar ve el was found in a tomb at Phaestos . avignoui" compare · it with an Egyptian 

a NeC?·opoli di Phae tos, 47, fi<Y. 26. 

m 
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bronze ve el,a but the upper part of the handle of the latter with its engraved lotus has 

a different hape. The ri~g at the junction of the collar and body of these Cretan bronze 
vessels is al o a non-Egyptian feature. 

99k. Bronze mirror, 12·7 centimetres in diameter. 

99l. Small plain stirrup-vase (height 6·3 centimetre ) , covered with a kind of black 
varnish . Of. above, the vase in Graves 66, 67. 

99m. Similar stirrup-vase, with varnish. Height 6 centimetres. 

99n. Small painted stirrup-vase, with conventionalised sprays. Height 6 centimetres. 
99o. Small painted stirrup-vase, height 6·2 centimetre , with conventionalised sprays . 

99p. Painted one-handled cup, with brown bands on a buff ground . Diamete1· 
11 centimetr es. 

99q. Plain red-faced vessel, with S]30ut and two upright horizontal handle . Height 
5·4 centimetres, diameter of rim 9·5 centimetre . 

091·. Plain clay pot, height 5·8 centimetre , with knobs in p lace of handles. 
99s. Small pa te beads. 

99t. Miniature vessel of plain clay with handle and raised spout. Height 2·7 centi 
metres. 

99t~. Small p lain stirrup-vase . Height 6·5 centimetr . 

99v. Low painted jar with three upright horizontal handles. A lid found near apparently 

belongs to it. It has a band with a pattern resembling the architectural egg ornament. 
Height 7·8 centimetres. 

No. 100 .. Ohambe·r-Tomb.-Entrance to ea t. Most of the vault and the upper 
part of the doorway had fallen in. The chamber, which wa.s exceptionally wide 
in proportion to its depth, contained remain of three Zantalces (a, b, and c in plan, 
fig. 10:3) . 'J'he upper parts of these were much broken, especially in th e case of 
b and c, though decayed remains of keleton were found in all, the beads in 
b and c being we t, in a ea t. The lid of a was wanting, bnt he receptacle was 
well preserved and proved to be painkd with variou decorative motives. (See 
figs . l02cL and b.) On of the two face bow a cl sign of linked spirals enclosing 
small flowers of from three to six petals. Thi linked spiraliform pattern is akin 
to similar de ians on painted funereal che ts and the walls of tombs of Eighteenth 
and Nineteenth Dynasty date. The work was executed with a free hand without 
any aiel from a template or keleton qua.res, and considering the laborate character 
of the pattern displays considerable skill. The other face how a. decorative class 
of papyrus spray , and another of these appears at one of the small end of the 
chest. The other end i decorated with a kind of cale pattern. 

a Maspero, Manttal of Egyptian .ArchU3olnyy, 306, figs. 276, 277. 
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Fig. l02n. Painted lan/11.1' (n) from hambcr-Tomb (No. l OO), 

Fig. 102b. Pain ted larnaao (a) from Chamber-T omb (No. l OO). 

m2 
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This la?'?Wm contained, besides the bones, a bronze ring and bracelet and 
three paste beads, and a steatite whorl and clay cup were found on the floor of the 
chamber. The tomb contained no other relics. 

·· t--- 67c,m:· - ~ ~ 

---- ·- H 0 m .-- - ---
(Deplh from .sraj(lf.C8 3 :m] 
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Fig. 10:1. Plan of Chamber-Tomb (No. 100). 

lOOcl. Bronze ring, plain hoop . 
lOOe. Bronze bracelet, plain hoop . 

lOOf. Beads: (1) amethy t, globular ; (2) cornelian, flattened spher e; (3) pa te, globular. 
lOOg . teatite whorl. 

lOOh. Pl ain clay cup or lad le with rai ~ed loop handle. H eight with handle 8 ce11ti
metres. 
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§ 3. Oompamtive f.. ote on a Oha11~ber- Tomb at Milato . 

Interesting comparisons with the chamber-tombs of Zafer Papoura. are 
supplied by that of Milato , already referred to as having been explored by me 
in 1899. The objects foun l in thi tomb how that it belong to a omewbat later 
date than the latest interments of the Kno ian Cemetery, and a neither the tomb 
itself nor its contents, with the excer tion of a painted o suary, have as yet been 
published, a ummary account of this di eo-very will be found u ful in the present 

connexwn. 
The modern village of ~1ilato lie on the north coast of Oret , about 25 miles 

ea t of Candia and of the ite of Knos o . It derives special intere t from the fact. 
that it still pre erves, under its Doric form, th name of the Cretan Miletos, the 
mother city of the more famous civic foundation on what was later the Ionian 
Coast! That it had itself some importance at a very early date may also be 
gathered from its mention in the Homeric Catalogue.b 

A little outh-west of the village ri es what was probably the Acropolis bill of 
ancient Milatos, still crowned by the remain of a Venetian tronghold known as 
Kasteli . An earlier di eo-very of a chamber-tomb had been made on the ea t side 
of thi bill, containing the painted clay arcophagus in the form of a bath described 
by Or i in 1 90 .0 The we tern face of he hill-top where the pre ent find wa 
made was formed by a low cliff running above the upper margin of a vine-clad 
terrace, and it was while working here in his vineyard that the peasant owner 
broke a small hole into the i le o£ a vault. Finding that it was a tomb, the 
proprietor o£ the vineyard obligingly ent word to me of the discovery, and mean

while closed the opening. 
On my arrival this aperture wa reopened, and I de cend cl into the epulchral 

chamber, the interior of which showed an absolutely intact arrangement. The 
infiltrations of the oil had been light, and only covered the lower part o£ some 
of the vases, which stood in groups on the floor, while the two clay chests 
containing the bone stood against th wall regularly dispo eel in their original 

positions like parts o£ the furniture o£ a room. 

a Strabo xii. 8 (5), and xiv. 1 (6), who cites Ephoru . Sarpedon was said to have led the Cretan 

coloni. ts. 
b Tliad, ii. 64 7. 
e Ume fttneb?·i 01·etesi (Mon. Ant . 1 90), 10, 11, and Tav. ii. 1 and 2. 
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The vault itself was entered on the west by a doorway about 0·75 metre wide 
and 1·20 metre high, blocked by a dry walling and leading to a short d1·omos . This 
entrance, however, did not open into the middle of the chamber, a circum tance 
explained by a fact, which a further examination of the interior made evident, 
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Fig. 10-la Plan of Chamber-Tomb at Milatos. 

that the original tomb had been enlarged by a subsequent extension to the left of 
the entrance. This is clearly shown by the annexed ground plan. (Fig. 104a.) 

The os uary chests stood one in each half of the chamber, the length and 
breadth of which was about 2·68 metres by 1·80 metre, while its height was about 
] ·40 metre, the roof being nearly flat. (See section, fig. 104b.) 
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The vases were disposed in two principal groups (1 and 2). Group 1 
(fig. 105) lay in what has been described as the original part of the vault, imme
diately in front of the doorway, and was arranged in front of the painted chest 
which occupied the inner side of the rock-wall. Besides the perfect vases there 
were here some fragments, probably due to the disturbance caused by the ubse
quent enlargement of the chamber. Group 2 (fig. 106) lay in what may be called 
the annexe, near the western end of the second chest. Further back in this 

I' I/ / /•/ 

Fig. 104b. Section of Chamber-Tomb at Milatos, 

chamber, along the outer side of the chest, were some other fragments of vases, 
the presence of which seemed to connect itself with an earlier interment which 
bad taken place at this spot; for, partly beneath these fragments, partly under the 
feet of the Che t No. II. itself, were remains of a third clay ossuary or la1·nax that 
bad at some time or other been destroyed, and one side of which helped to serve 
as a kind of base for the chest that had here replaced it. On the floor, near the 
middle of the chamber, was found a broken bead of blue glas with a double 
perforation, and exhibiting a rosette ornament in relief. 

V a. e-(h oup 1 (fig. 105) : 

A. Large two-handleJ amphora, height 41·5 centimetres, diameter 40 centimetre , 
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standing on open-work base (B) and containing the small cup (c). The amphora bears a 
conventionali ed octopu design, dark brown on warm buff, with upplementary coils. .A. 
somewhat smaller vase of the same form and decoration ha been found at T arkon, in 
the Cretan district of Malevisi. 

The practice of setting large vases in tombs on open-work bases is illu trated from the 
contents of a tholos tomb at Ligortino. 

Fig. LOii. Group 1 of vases found in o. Chamber-Tomb o.t Milo.tos. 

D . rrwo-handled pedestalled cup of champagne-glass type, with dark brown and 1·ed 
decoration on pale buff ground . The lyre-like motive in the decoration recurs on the 
base (B). Height to rim 16·5 centimetres , diameter of bowll7·3 centimetres. 

E. E legant spouted bowl, with orange red decoration on buff ground . Height 8 centi 
metres, width or bowl 17 centimetres . 

~'. tin·up-vase (Biigelkanne) wit.h geometrical rle ign of brilliant reel and brown on pale 
buff and fine gla:r.o. 
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a. Stirmp-vase, omewhat smaller, height about 10·5 centimetres, with imilar bright 
colouring and glaze. 

H . mall high-beaked va e with bright reddish brown decoration on a warm buff 
ground. H eight 5 centimetres. 

Vase-Gro1~p 2 (fig. 1 06) : 

J. Large two-handl ed amphora, like A, height 47 centimetre!", diameter 38 centi
metres, with dark brown decoration on pale buff, the principal motive b ing a late and 

Fig. 106. Group 2 of va_es found in a Chamber-Tomb at :i\lilatos. 

conventionalised derivative o£ the triton shell de. ign on vn.ses belonging to the PtLlace 
Style of Knossos. 

K. Small high-spouted vase, height 6 centimetres, diameter 4 centimetres. Wreath 
ornament, dark brown ou warm buff. 

L irrup-vase of somewhat coarse fabric, urface a good deal decayed, height 30 
centimetres, diameter 20 centimetre . Dark brown decoration on buff. 

M. 'l'wo-baudled pedestalled cup like n, ba e wanting. Dotted cli c ornament, pale 
red on buff ground . These are perhaps remini cence of the rosettf> on mdal vases of 

n 
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analogous types.8 The disc with a dotted circle has, however, n. very ancient pedigree on 
the early polychrome pottery of Crete (Middle Minoan). 

N. Two-handled bowl, diameter 14 centimetres, height 10 c ntimetres. .Arched deign, 
red brown on buff ground. 

o. Part of bowl, with gpometrical design, vermilion red and brown on a buff ground . 
(Found beside Lamax II.) 

P. Plain one-handled pedestalled cup, buff urface. 
Q. P lain one-handled cup, refldish brown. 
R. Two-handled bowl, with curved designs, red-brown on buff, like the half-opened 

fronds of a young fern. Height 5·7 centimetres, diameter 7 centimetres. 
s. Small stir rup·vase, height 6·5 centimetres, diameter 7 centimetres. Scale ornament, 

dark brown on buff. 

The Clay Chests ( Lan~alces) : 

Of t he two clay chests or la1·nakes found in the tomb it may be convenient to describe 
the smaller and undecorated one (II.) first. Its height to the ridge of its cover wa 
0·86 metre, its length 0·88 metre, its breadth and the internal depth of t he r cipien t 
0·39 metres. The lower part has two handles on each of the sides and one at each end. 
The gabled cover has only one such at each end. These handles were doubtless made for 
the corus which secured the fastening of the chest to pass through. In thil:l ea e it seem 
as if the cord of the side handles pa sed over to the top of the gabled roof of the cover. 
The whole was coated with a plain white wa h. 

The floor of the chest wa perforated by ejghteen holes arranged thus · ·: · ·. · : · : · . · · 
for draining off the moisture from the enclosed remains. 

Upon it lay the bones of a single individual, the remain of the skull being near tbe 
western end. rrhe bones were in a much disintegrated condition, but from what remain d 
seemed to be those of a woman. They show nu traces of burning. 

The painted lamax (I.) is larger than the other. Its height to the ridge of the cove t' 
is 0·83 metre, its length 1·15 metre, its breadth 0·51 metre," and internal depth the same. 
Thi chest differs from the others in the arrangement of its handles. The lower part or 
receptacle has, like the other two, handles on each of the long ides, but it has none at the 
ends . The lid, on the other hand, though imperfect now at one extremity, eertainly hart 
a handle at both ends, like that of the other larnax, but in this case it is also provided 
with two on each side, answering to those on the sides of the recipient. .A.s in the former 
case the central ridge of the cover projects like a roof-beam at the end of the gable. 

rrhe floor of the lamax is perforated with six holes arranged down the middl ~ . . . . . . 
Upon it lay unburnt bones of a single person in the same disintegrated condition as those 

n Compare the one-hancUed gold cup, Schliemann, Mycenae, 234, fig. 249. 

b Length and breadth mea ·urements were taken along the cornice in the case of both lan~ake, . 
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m the other chest, the remain of the skull bones toward the northern end. They seem 
to be those of a man. 

The red clay of thi che ·t is coated with a pale bufE wa h upon which the decorations 
are painted in a bright reddish brown. Upon one of the sides is an inegular de ign of 
loops and curves with · cro s strokes, perhap of veO'etable derivation, in tho middle of 
which is a large fish with a very small one by it ide. Beneath the fi hare waving lines 
presumably indicative of water. The other side a.nd one end presr:>nt variant decorative 
design. of the same character, but without the fish. 

The representation at the north end 
of the lm·naw, though like the rest of the 
decoration of rude execution, i of the 
greate t interest. The upper part of 
the field i occupied by an apparently 
nude male figure, with his right arm 

rai eel open-palmed and holding out with 
his left what appears to be a large body 
shield " by its upper margin. The figure 
is turning to the right according to the 
usual Minoan and, it may be adde 1, 
Egyptian perspective, with hi head, 
the profile of w bich 1 very rude, and 
feet pointing in the ide direction, but 
his body full -facing . 

.A remarkable feature of the design 
is the appearance on either side of the 
head, and as if proceeding from the 
neck, of a pair of sinuous projections. 
Tho e to the left have a good deal suffered 
from the effects of the removal of the 
chest to Oandia, it urface beinQ' inclined 

'-' l!' ij!. 107. End of painted la1'1tax ( o. I.\ from a Chamber-
to peel off. They are, however, seen in fig. Tomh at Milato. 

107, which is based on a photograph taken by me at the moment of excavation in 

" In the illustration of this design given in my Mycentean T1·ee and Pilla1· O~blt, 74, fig. 50, 

the edO'e oE the shield is represented with a double curve a in the case o£ the ordinary :Mycenrean 

shield. Further examination of the trace of painting on the larnax has, however, made it clear 

that there exist a third curve below. The desi"'n i. here reproduced (fig. 107) from a corrected 
drawing by Mr. C. Prretorius. 
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their pristine condition . Beneath the figure and eparated from it by a small 
interval is a fi h of the same character a that seen on the ide of the lanwx. 

The shield -bearing figure it elf stands on nothing and eems to be in the 
air . In my monograph on Mycencean T1·ee and Pilla?· 01~lt, I had ventured to 
recogni e in it a figure of a divinity. The curious upward cnrving lines on ither 
ide of the neck were there compared with the rays which ar seen ri ina from 

the shoulders of the Babylonian Sun-God Samas." A Minoan parallel was 
further sought by me in th subject of a gold ring found on the site of Knossos 
in which a male figure, evidently a god, holding out a spear, and with lotted 
}'rojections on either side of his neck, is een descending before his acred obelisk. 

In view of the more recent discovery of certain wall-painting from the Palace 
of Knossos, in which the idea of rapid motion is accentuated py centrifugally 
flying lock of hair,b t.he po~sibility now sugg.•sts it elf that in the ea e of the 
lw·nax, at any rate, we may have to do with lock of hair rather than a rayed 
emanation. The npward curve oE the present excre cence would, according to 
thi interpr tation, simply imply descending motion . 

But the original sugo·estion that the figure on the la-rnax repre ents a divinity 
has now acquired new force from the di covery of distinctly religious subjects on 
two oth r sarcophagi of the same cla . On that from Palaika tro c w see the 
" h orns of con ecration," the sacred double axe, and attendant griffin. rehe more 
elaborately painted sarcophagu from Hagia 1'riada u present a succes. ion of 
cene of cult and offering in which the sacred double axe again occupies a 

prominent po ition. 
If in the pre ent design we may venture to recognise a great body- hield, we 

have another freqnent concomitant of Minoan divinity.e The body-shield in it 
more usual 8- haped form appears on gems and signets, a well as in other 
reljgious r epresentations, as the aniconic embodiment of the Gocl or departed 

h ero. 
Upon the great signet found by Dr. Schliemann a small figure holdjng a 

large body-shield is seen in a position which clearly indicates a Sky God. On the 

u !Jfycenman 'l'ree and P-illar Cult, 74. 
~ Compare especially the fresco of a female figure from the Queen's Megaron . Knosso. 

R eport, 1902. (B. S. A., viii . 55, fig. 2 .) 
c Bosanquet, B. '. A ., viii. 297 seqq. and plate· xvui. and xix. 
a Paribeni, Lat·o1·i eseguiti dalla Mi:;sione Archeologica italiana (Rendiconti della ?' . Acad. dei 

L·incm:, 1903, p. 29 seqq.). 
c Sec my Jfycen!J!an '1'?-ee and Pilla1· 01tlt, 24 and 81 seqq. 
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painted lab from Mycenae a similar divinity, covered as in the form~r case with 
his body- hield, eem to descend upon an altar between two votarie . It looks 
as if in all these ea e we had to deal with one and the same Minoan God, 
while the recurrence of the great hield recall the prominent part played by 
shield in the r itual dance of the Ourete or Oorybante , who act as the guardians 
of the infant Zeu. Kretagene . Doubtle in the more primitive form of the 
religion the hield it elf was the fetish habitation of the divinity, and an echo of 
same idea survived in t he magic virtues of th Roman ancilia. 

The evidence afforded by the contents and arrangement of this late Minoan 
thalanws is in some respects contradictory. That we l1ave here a tomb which 
had remained undi turbed since late Minoan times i evident enough. The car ,
fully walled entrance and the group of perfect vase still tanding in their 
place u:fficiently bow that from the time when the last interment wa made 
in the vaul t no plundering could have taken place. On the other hand there is 
equally distinct evidence of a certain amount of destruction in the tomb at some 
period previous to the final arrangement of its contents. 'l'he pre ence of 
ome broken vases and tr ay fragments of others is a sufficient indication o£ this. 

Quite conclusive, moreover, a to a reinterment having taken place at the xpense 
of a former occupa.nt wa the appearanc of the remains of anoher lamnx in the 
annexe to the original chamber, partly acting as a upport for that which at the 
time of the opening of the tomb wa found tanding there. Such a r einterment 
may either have been the cause or the effect of the destruction which had taken 

place. 
What is less explicable, considering the generally intact appearance of the 

vase group belonging to the later interment , i the total absence of arms or of 
per onal ornaments, 1vith the exception of a fragmentary gla s bead. Yet there 
wa no sign of any previ.ou breaking into the epulchral chamber, and the non 
disturbance of the bulk of the va es showed that any removal of other re1ic~ must 
Lave been the work of ome one well acquainted with the arrangement within. It 
look a i.f here as in other ea es there had been a acrilegiou ab traction of 
valuable objects from the tomb by tho e re pon ible for its final clo ing in ancien t 

times. 
R a ons will be given below for concluding that this ~1ilatos tomb belongs 

to a somewhat later period than that covered by the Zafer Pap01u'a cemetery. 
It ha therefore a peculiar value in the present connection for comparative 
purpo e . The very late development of the triton shell and octopu motive as 
s en on the large amphora A and E belong to a ceramic fa hion of which there is no 
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example in the Knossian cemetery. The decoration o£ the stirrup-vase F is still 
more significant. I t is reproduced in all its particulars on a vase of the same 
form found in a chamber-tomb (a) at Muliana in East Crete " with late Mycemean 
bronze swords of a type not r epresented in the Zafer Papoura cemetery, and a 
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Fig. 108. General Plan of the Cemetery of Zafer l'apoura. 

bow fibula of a form characteristic of the transitional period when iron was 
coming into use for arms and implements.b A vase from the contemporary 
tomb (b) at Muliana shows a late and florid development of the octopus type,o and 

a S . Xanthoudides, 'Erp. 'Apx . 1904, p. 22 seqq. and p . 27, fig . 5 (the la t va e but one to the 
right) . Anoth er stirrup-vase from the same tomb shows closely allied omamentation. 

b For the importance of these Muliana tombs in this connection, see my remarks below. 

c Op. cit. pl. l. 
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a lanwro from the same grave exhibit a curved ornament, like that which in the 
amphora A, is a decorative exten ion of the sepia' tentacles. The occurrence of 
the blue glass bead with the impre ed ro ette ornament in the Milatos tomb 
may also be regarded a a omewhat late characteristic. None was found in the 
cemetery of Zafer Papoura. 

§ L_l!, Genm·al Rent,a1·k;; on the Cemetm·y of Zafm· Papotb1'a. 

Analysis of Gmves.-A general plan of the cemetery by Mr. Fyfe is given m 
fig. 108. It will be seen that the 100 grave invfl tigated in this cemetery were 
distributed in the following proportions : 

Chamber-tombs . 
Shaft-graves 
Pit-caves . 

49 
33 
18 

Apart from the frequent igns of ab tractions and di turbances on the occasion 
of re-interments in tomb of the chamber cla , at lea t forty per cent. of the total 
number had been actually broken into and wholly or partially plundered. 

When, however, we examine the proportion of robbed to intact interments in 
the different cla se , it appears at once that it is far greater in that of the chamber
tombs than in the ea e of the other . Out of forty-nine chamber-tomb no les 
than thirty-one, or about sixty per cent., had been wholly or par ially plundered . 
On the other hand, out of thirty-three haft-grave only eight, or lightly under 
twenty-five per cent., had been robbed, and out of eighteen pit-cave only a. ingle 
one, representing a proportion of under ix per cent. 

This result is no doubt due in a principal measure to the varying degree of 
secretiveness inherent in these different ystems of interment. It i obviou that the 
chamber-tombs with their larger area, their vaults always liabl to fall in, and their 
entrance passages revealing an earth-filling in a rock cutting, offered exceptional 
facilities for discovery. Of the other two clas e , the shaft-grave with an inter
ment at the bottom of a pit, wa clearly more liable to be rifled tha.n a pit-cave 
where the interment wa hidden in a walled rece s in the side of the pit. 

It i probable that the operation of these natural causes hould al o be taken 
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into account in the numerical 1·esults of the present research The number of 
shaft-graves and pit-cave actually exi ting in the cemetery may have been mor 
nearly on a par than seem to be implied by the above tabulated li t of the 
hundred graves opened. The negative phenomenon of the non-discovery as yet of 
contemporary shaft-gtaves and pit-caves in other parts of Crete al o lo e much 
of it importance. 

The actual number of the intact tomb with which we have to deal is thu 
reduced to sixty, di tributed a fo llows among the d ifferent classes : 

Chamber-tombs . 
Shaft-graves 
Pit-caves 

1 
25 
17 

The shaft-graves and pit-caves were constructed for the interment of indi
vidual , and the evidence supplied by these when intact is of a comparatively 
simple kind. Once closed they were intended to remain so. Chamber-tombs, on 
the other hand, are in the nature of fami ly vaults. They were reopened at 
various t imes for succe sive inte rments, and their earlier dopo it were therefore 
continually liable to di turbance. There are abundant indication here, as in the 
case of the imilar tomb of the lower town of Mycenae," that the p eculium, of the 
former dead wa not alway respected by those who took part in the later inter
ments. There can be no doubt that metal objects of all sort were e ~pecially 

liable to abstraction on the e occasion , so t.hat the absence of ~Lrms, metal vase , 
or jewelry in an interment of a chamber-tomb doe not always mean that such 
were not originally placed within it. Sometime we have the actual evidence of 
this. Thus in Tomb 49 an ivory mirror handle was discovered, but there was no 
trace whatever of the original metal disc which had accompanied it. The special 
phenomena afforded by the large Chamber-tomb N" o. 1 4 have been already dealt 
with above. 

That a certain proportion of those interred in this cemetery were extremely 
poor may be gathered from the fact that in a serie of undisturbed interments 
nothing was found beyond the actual remains of bones. Out of twenty-five intact 
shaft-graves eight contained no relics, and two more only a few beads be ide tbe 
bones. 'l'hree very poor interment occurred among the eighteen pit-cave burials, 
and two of the tmdisturbed chamber-tombr:5 upplied nothing beyond the decayed 

a See T ountas and Manatt, !Jfycenman Age, 147. 
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keletons. Simple provi ion may hav been made for the departed, even in these 
cases, in the shape of food and drink offerings placed in wooden bowl or vessel 
of some other perishable material. But th evidence tend to how that at lea t 
twenty-five per cent. of those buried in the cemetery were practically pauper . 

The number of weapon found in the cemetery wa proportionably consider
able. 0L1t of ixty intact interments were obtained as many a ninet en bronze 
weapon : five of them from chamber-tombs, nine from ha.ft-oTave , an 1 five 
from pit-cave ." They may be cla -ified as follow · : 

Long word. 2 
Short sword 6 
Dao·D"er 00 3 
Lono· knive 3 

pear-heads . 5 

The types of sworcl and dagg r s found in thi cemetery ar 
collectiv form in fig . 109, P late XCI. The detailed description 
found under the re pective tombs. 

pre en eel in a 
of each will b 

':l_lhe grande t w apon are the long word , of which 44ct attain a length of 
91·3 centimetre , and 36h with its ivory pommel 95 ·- centim ti·e 'rhe hio·h 
somewhat horn-like boulder of the blade in the e ample b r pr nt a slight 
development of the somewhat quare upper termination of an early tn e of sword 
found in the Acropolis graves at :Mycenae.c Thi latter type, it elf he outgrowth 
of a still earlier dagger form, belong chronologically to the First J..1a e-:Minoan 
P eriod. 

The deriva.tive form, however, a seen in fig. 109, 36h, and fio· . 11 , with its 
horn -shaped offshoot , already makes it appearance among the later element, of 

a In T ountas and Manatt, Mycenman .Age, 147, it is noticed that out of "sixty odd tombs" of 
the Lower Town no swords and only a single spear-h ad were obtained. This statement was pub
lished in 1 97, but already by that year Dr. '1' ountas had opened some t hirty more tombs, the 

contents of which go far to make np for t he paucity of weapon in the earlier explored group. 
Remains of eight short swords were found in these, distributed among Tombs 7 , 81, 8 , and 91. 
(Tsountas, 'Etf>. 'Apx · 1897, p. 104 seqq.) Another rich tomb opened in 1899 contained a white 

faience sword hilt. See below. 
b The boulders of 44a, which had been broken off, are not hown in the photograph from which 

fig . 109 is taken. 
c E.g. Scbliemn,nn, Mycenae, 306, N o. 466, "Grave I. ," and 2 3, No. 449, "Geave IV." 

(I 
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the Mycenae . haft-grave ." It may be regar led a typical of the ~econd Lat e
Minoan .Age and the clo ing period of the Palace at Knos os. The decorative 

features of these wordR, and in particular the micro
copically fine reliefs of linked piral that adorn the 
tern of the blade and the ed()' s of the hilt in the 

KnoE ian example (see above, fig. 66) show that 
technique in metal wa till at an extraordinarily bigh 

~· level. The wealth and high arti tic merit of the objects 
found in tbe Chieftain's Grave (No. 36) are certainly 
worthy of tbe period of art that moulded the late t 
Palace ~tyle . .As a matter of fact a beautiful onyx cameob 
was found in the Room of the Throue at Knos os, which 
belongs to th is period, showing a sword, attached to its 
belt, with horned off-shoot re embling thoEe of the e 

--o-

1£ b 

long swords. 
'l'be contemporaneity of this type of horned guard 

with the la t period of the Kno sian Palace is moreover 
borne out by the contents of one of the riche t tomb at 
Pbaestos (No. ). In it wa found, together with a 
pouted Ye., el identical with 36b from the Chieftain 's 

Grave at Kno . os, a hort sword with horned shoulders 
similar to the ahove.c Both th boulders and the ides 
of the hi.lt were i.n this ea e adorn cl with gold plat e 
pre enting an embossed foliate c.1 coration altogether 
characteristic of the late Palace Style.<~ 

A short . word of the borned type, 61 centim tres 
in length, ·was found in Tomb 81 of the Lower Town 
of Mycenae, belonging, however, a some of it content 
show, to the ear lie. t and be t period of that necropolis. • 

n Sec t be sword frao·ment reproducerl by Sophus :Muller , L '01·igine 

de l'Age de B1·onze en Europe, 9, fig. 14 (Materiaux, etc. 1 6), and 
the dagger blade, op. cit. 11, fig. 17. 

Fig. 110. Horned long-swords from 
Grave Nos. H (!J) and 36 (b). b It is mentioned i11 my Repol't, Knosso~;, 1900, p . 41 . 

c , avignoni, Necmpoli di Phaeslos, 39, figs . 20, 20a . 
d 'fhe same characteristic foliate ornament i engra•ed on either side of the stem of a fragment 

of a, word blade from one of the .A.cropoli~ tombs at 1\Iycenae. , ophu Mull er, op. cif. 7, fig. 6. 

• Tsounta, 'Erp. 'Arx· 1897, pl. (2), pp. 107- . 
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The Knos ian horned word derive a new intere t from the recent di covery 
of a bronze word of a imilar type, but wi bout r ivet hole3 in the hilt, by Mr. 
R. A. S. Macali ter in a grave of the newly-di covered cemetery of Gezer in 
Palestine." We have here a tangible record of Minoan connexion with the ea tern
most Mediterranean bore which eventually attached the Phili tine name to a 
large part of Canaan and gave Gaza her Minoan traditions and the cult of the 
Cretan Zeu ·. Jn the same cemetery wa found painted pottery with de igns 
characteristic both of th later Palace p rio l,b and of 
the ensuing ag of incip ient decline. The circum-
stance of its find ing seem to how that he horn cl ., 
sword of Gezer may hav been a omewhat late ''f 
example of it type," or po ibly a colonial outgrowth. 

A further ievelopment of thi horned type i 

seen in the hooked g uard observable in certain ·word 
and daggers of the en ui.ng period . A good example 
of tbi i upplied by tb fine ivory hilted dagger 
(fig. 109, 141 ·, and fig . 39p, above) foun 1 in the larg st 
of all the chamber-tombs at Zafer Papoura (No . 14) . 
'l'hi form of hooked guard absolutely re embl that 
of two word ct contained in the bronze hoard found 
in one of the Acropoli hou e at Myc nae and 
belonging to a later date than the haft-grave". 

The su01-t S'iYOrd (fig. 109, 44b, and fig . 111) 
found in company with one of the two long horned 
swords referred to above seems to have a clo e a 
connexion with the Western enterpri e of Minoan Crete 
as the horned type wi h it expan ion Ea -tward . In 
this type, which stands apart from the re t of the Fig. 111. T anged round . houldered 

sword fro-n Grave No. '16. 

a For a preliminary accou nt of thi cemetery, . ee Quarterly tatE>ment of the Palestine 
Exploration Fund, 1904, pp . 320 seqq. 

b E.g. the decadent t riton shell ornament, in a tagc resembling that seen on the vase from 
Milatos. ( ee above, :fig. 106J. ) 

c .A. cur>cd bronze sword or scimitar of EgJptian type wa · found in the ame grave (op . cif. 

p. 335, :fig. 4) . Several bronze scimitars of this type are r ep1·esented on the 1-omb of Rame es H . 
(1170 B.O.). But the horned s>vord type can bardly come down so late in Crete it cl£. 

d Tsountas, 'Edl . 'r\ px· 1891, pl. ii. 5, and p. 25 ; P errot et Chipiez, Gd!ce P1·im#ive, 976, fig. 5!\J . 

.A. still more decadent variety of thi type i een in a bronze sword in the British Mu eum 
(acquired in Corfu). Undset., Die altesie Sc.h!J!e?'~fu1·men. Z. fii?' Ethnologie, 1 90, p. 13, :fig. 20. 

0 2 
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serie , th ·honlcler s of the blade are rounded off with a riv t on either side, and 
terminate above in a tano· for another rivet (fig. 111). 'l'hi tang cl roun 1-
shonldere(1 type i a variant or outgrowth of the commone t form of :word 
found in the haft-grave of Mycenae." rrhe example from Grave -M wa the only 
specimen of thi type found in the Knos ian cemetery, and it. complete ab enc in 
all th other Late 1i.noan or advanced Mycenrean cemeteri tends to bovv that it 
bad cea eel to be in vogue in the .£gean wodd in the Third LFLte-.Minoan Period . 

'l'hi conclu ion derive special interest from th r eap pearance of bronze 
words and daggers of a closely aDied type in certain Sikel tomb explore 1 by 

Dr. Or i .~ 'l'omb: of tb same cla . al o contained imported Mycenrean or Minoan 
pottery of very ad' anr.ed charactm·c ( Late-Miuoan III.), with which, as 'Ne have 
seen, this tangecl type is never a. sociatecl in the .£gean area . How then, it may be 
asked, can wonl: of such early association be found in the am Sicilian tomb ? 
The answer seems to be qnite. imple. rrhe words or dagger f the 'ikel tomb , 
though . tarting from the ame h}<Yean type, are not absolutely identical in form 
either with tho. e froru the Myccnre . haft-grave or that of tbe K11ossian tomb, 
the uppermost riv et for in tance coming clown below the base of th tang. The 
ection oE the blade is often a simple rhomboid, and th fabric i. quite inferior. 

Alrea.ly Dr. Naue tl had been ]ecl to what. een1. to be the right conclu. ion, namely, 

nd.'et, L Origine de l'_lge de Bronze en Ew·op~, l ateriaux, etc. 1886, p. 5, fig. 1, p. 7, fig . 6, 8. 

J. Naue, Die vorrov:ischen Sclnve?·ter, pp. 3. 4, Atlas Taf. Ill. 3. chliemann's illu trations of t he ·e 

swords are u ele.'S :for scientific purposes. 
0 Necropoli siwla di Plemmi1·io (Siracusa) , Bullettino di Paletnologia, 1891, Tav. xi. 4, , 16, 

pp. 121 seqq. 125, 131. 1i ecTopoli siwla yre so Simcusa, Monmnenti .tlntichi, Vol. ii. Tav. ii. 5, 13, 
1 , p. 25, -<eqq. Tlzapso.•, Jionwnenti Jlntichi , vol. vi. pp. 121, 122, fig. 31. N~w1:i mctfe1·iali simdi del 

ten·it01·io cli Gi1·genti (Bull. di Pal. 1 97, Tav. ii. 1, 2, p. 10 seqq.). 
c See, for instance, the painted "amphora" from Milocca, Or .. i, Bttll. lli Palet?lologia, 1 9, 

p . 206, seqq. 'l'av. vii. 5, 9, clo ely resembling types fro m Ialysos, and of late-.hlycenrean graves in 

Cyprus. Other late imported va ·e of the same class were found in the cemetery of Thapsos 
(Jionmnenti .Autichi, vol. vi. Tav. iv. 8, 12, Tav. v. 7, 1 , 24, etc.) A two-handled cup from Cozzo 
Pantano (Or i, Monmnenli Antichi, vol. ii . Tav. i. 2, and pp . 9, 10) how. a cle .. ign identical with. a 
part of that on a cup of similar fo1m, from a very late Mycenrean tomb at Haliki in Attica (lJ.Iyc. 

V a.<. Taf. xviii. 122). 
rt Die VO?Tornischen 8chtve?·tm·, p. 9. "We1.m die mykeni chen chachtgraber- chwerter eine 

hohe Voll enclung bczeugen, so fehlt dieselbe den sikulischen Schwertern, infolgedessen ich nicht 

glauben kann, diesel ben . eien in Mykenae angefertigt und von dort nach i<:ilien eingefiihrt worclcn·; 

vielmehr bin ich der Ansicht da s die sih.'lllischen Schwerter Nachbildungen jener Mykenae-

chwerter sind." He notices the parallel fact that some of the indigenous ikel vases were imitated 

or derived from Mycenrean types. 
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that th swords of the outh Sicilian cemeteries are derived ind cl from .2Egean 
prototype , but are of indio·enous fabric. Th ir great intere t lie in the fact 
that they point back to a period of intimate contact between icily and the 
.2Egean world during t he great day of the late :Minoan civili. ation, the perio l of 
the .·haft-grave of Mycenae, and of the Later Palace of Kno so . 

But how wa thi early influence o inten ive? In view of be per istent 
Cretan traditions which connected the fall of the Minoan Empire with a great 
Sicilian expedition, and even placed the tomb of Minas on icilian oil, the 
possibility of a Creta.n colonising movement to the West similar to that which 
plan eel Cretan and other .2Egean settlers in Canaan and Cypru must be always 
born in mind. There are even indication th at, a in Cypru , o al o in icily 
there may have been colonial fabrics in the Minoan tyle. A painted va e found 
by Dr. Orsi in a 'ikel tomb at Cozzo Pantano, near yracuse, and cl cribed by 
him a of "late Mycenrean" fabric,a bear on it a decoration con i. ting of group 
of r eels or gra ses . But this decoration i imply a late derivative from the 
v ry characteristic gras· de igns seen upon the Palace pottery of Kno o . b 

This decorative motive was specially common during the fir t Late-Minoan 
Age,c and had practically gone out of u e by the clo e of the P alace Period. 
A far as our evi lence o·oe no local .2Egean chool perpetuated it, and its 
appearance in a later gui e on Sicilian oil i curiou ly parallel to the urvival 
under an indigenou gui e of types of word and dagger of the ame .2Egean 
derivation . 

In view of such a phenomenon and it po ible explanation in th existence 
of a Minoan colonial 1lantation on Sicilian soil, the occurrence of a nearly related 
,'·word. type at Knossos in a tomb belonging to the later Palace Period has a 
peculiar intere t . It mu t not be forgotten in this conm=~xion that he Dove 
Goddess of :MJ.noan Crete, whose early hrines have been lately brought to light, 
' eems to be the elder i ter of the Godde s of Eryx, alike in ymbol and attri 
bute ; d and that to the la t the Sicilian cult pre erved the tradition of its 
Cretan origin." 

a Mon . .Ant . vol. ii. p. 10, Tav. i . 2. 

b ee D. Mackenzie, The P ottery of Knossos, 194, 195, and fi g . 11. (J. H. S. xxiii.) 

c Similar gra . designs, b ut white on a dark ground, are already found on Kno ian pottery of 
t he Third Middle Minoan period. 

d I have alrP-ady made thi compari on in my Report on the Exca1:ations at Knossos, 1903 pp. 7, 
89, and 93. 

e Diad. v. 77, 5. 
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The other type of short sword with which a horned long sword is associated, 
m the pre ent cemetery is that which among all the weapon found here is 
the be t represented. (See Plate XCI. fig. 109, 36i, 42a,, 43c~, 55a, and 9 a) .a 

; I 
I 

Fig. 112. Gold-mounted 
b,·onze swonl of crnciform 
type from the Chieftain' 
Grave (No. 36). 

In place of the horn of the other type we see here the 
upper part of the blade terminating in rounded projection·, 
o that the whole ha a somewhat cruciform aspect. (See 

fig. 112.) 
The fine naturali tic design on the gold plates of the 

word of this type from the Chieftain's Grave (fig. 112; see 
above, fig. 59), as well as the micro copically executed spirali
form reliefs on the blade of this and 42a., identical with those 
of the long- word , may them elve be taken as sufficient 
indication that their fabric fell within the limits of the lat r 
Palace Period at Knos os. As a matter of fact, a small frag
ment of a crystal hilt analogous to the agate hilt from Mycenae, 
belonging to the same type of sword , actually came to light in 
the Palace. A imilar hilt of white faience wa , moreover, 
found in a chamber-tomb of the Lower Town at Mycenae, 
accompanied by magnificent painted vases of the later Palace 
Style. The contents of this tomb, excavated by Dr. 'r ountas 
in 1899,b have been since described by Mr. Bo anquet,c and 
have a pecial bearing on the relation of Minoan Crete to the 
Mycenrean mainland. 

Among the objects found were faience tablets for inlay
ing, bearing marks that occur on those of the late t plaqu 
of this material produced by the Palace manufactory at 
Kno so , <~ and there can be little doubt that the white 
faience of the word hilt and pommel were produced in the 
same royal fabric. The amo tomb contained an imported 
Egyptian va e of ala.baster of an early Eighteenth Dyna ty 

a Wrongly indicated on th e figur·e as 97a. 

b IJpaKTLI(Ct, 1 99, p. 102. 
c Joumal of H ellenic Stmlies, xxiv. (1904), p. 32·2, seqq . and pl. xiii. xi'V. 

d The A for instance. Plaque. of similal' character occurred in the 

Room of the 'l'hrone (cf. Knossos, RepoTtfor 1900, p. 4:2) . For the Royal 
Faience Manufactory at Knossos see especially Repo1·t, 1903, p. 62 segq. 
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type in ·tyle closely re. embling on to b described below, from the royal tomb 
at. I opata. 

:Plates of another hilt imilar to the above m ntioned and cut out of ingle 
pieces of ::~gate or onyx, the material clo ely recalling the pommel of the gold
mounted word from the present cem tery, were found, together with a horned 
short sword, in Grave 81 of the Lower Town of Mycenae." The plate~ of thi had 
never actually been fixed, and though th di cs for the rivet heads had been unk 
110 perforations had been made for their pins. 

The Cretan wild goats engraved on the gold plate of the swor 1-hilt from the 
Chieftain's Grav and the Kno. ian fai ne of he 1 imilar example from Mycenae 
tend to show that dnring the late t Palace Period word· of thi cruciform type 
were a characteri tic product of the royal armourer . It would al o appear that 
1 words of similar form continued in u e during the immediately su ceeclino· period, 
her referred to a the Third Late-Minoan. sword of the ame description, 
but without the fine spirabform decoration of the blade and fl ange , was found 
in Grave 55 of the present cemetery, as ociated with a painted tirrup-vase 
showing foliate clecorabon of a lightly d cadent character. (Fig. 73). A word 
of this type was found at Ialy o ,b and in a kindred form from the ame 
Rhodian cemetery the tang for the attachment of a pommel i di carded 
and the hilt with it flanged border widen out at the upper end. c Here and 
elsewhere the a sociations of this latt r variety indicate a omewhat late 
elate. One of them wa found in a tratum above the haft-graves at Mycenae/ 
and the modification of the hilt answers to the form in vogue in the very late t 
Mycenrean Age. 

This extension of the fl ange or metal band of the hilt round its upper 
extremity, o as to afford an additional bold for the pommel, it elf represents a 
further development of the more primitive form of hilt with it imple tang of 
metal. It i therefore a noteworthy fact that among the weapon from the 

a Tsountas, 'E!fJ. 'Apx· 1 97, pl ( 5) and p. 10 . 
b Furtw. u. Loe. chke, Myk. Vases, Taf. D. 13. 

r Op. cit . Taf. D. 11, and p. . This word was found in Grave IV. with painted pottery in 
the last stage of Mycenrean degeneration (cf. op. cit. Atlas, Taf. ijj . 19, 20.) A restoration of the 
hilt i shown by Naue, Die 'l:O?Tomischen Sclw;e?'ie?·, .Atla , T.v. 4a. The word is also figured in · 
Undset, Die dltesten Sch1ce?·tfm·men, p . 12, fig. 16. .Another example, from Corinth, is given op. cif. 

p. 13, fig. 18. 
d Schliemann, 3[ycenae, 164, fig. 23 . 
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pre ent cemetery we see thi later system adopted only in a single example, the 
dago·er, Plate XCI. fig. 109, 95e. This specimen belong to a cla"s of hort sword, 
and clao·ger extremely characteri tic of the very late t M. cemean culture. In 
thi · cla th upper part of the blade i cut . quare, and the blade i exceptiona.lly 
flat and broad. word and dagger. of thiR type hav been found in the Idooan 
Cave, in Carpathos, at Corinth, Athen , Dodona, and el ewhere.a 

But the most striking vidence of its comparatively late date i · supr lied 
by the inventory of a Mycenooan chamber-tomb at Muhana in East rete, 
d cribed by Dr. Xanthondid s.h Two well-developed hort sword of tbi. form 
and part of a third were here found in as ociation with ~ery late Minoan pottery 
( ee below), and a pair of bronze bow fibulas with tilted catch, a clo e fore
runner of the geometrical type belonging to the Early Iron Age. hort swor 1 · 
and daggers of this Late 1inoan class were the prototypes of a form of short 
sword or dagger widely cli ·tribnt d throughout Sout.hern and Central Italy,c and 
coming well clown into the Iron Age. The type wa al o perpetua.tecl in Clas ica] 
Greece, a ma.y be een by a . word, unquestionably of the same pedigree, depicted 
on a black -figured amphora signed by Amasi . 

It will be een that the sword proper, a di tmct from daggers, found in the 
Kno sian cemetery, divide them elve according to ize into two gronp , the long 
words ranging in length from about 91 to 95 centimeter , ancl the short words 

varyina bet11 en 50 and 61 centimetres. The e mea urements closely corre. poncl 
with the averao·e proportion of the two clas e at Mycenae and el ewhere. From 

a ee aue, Die vo?Tomischen Schwe?·te1·, p. 10, 'l'af. v. 8; Undset, Die iiltesten Schwe?"tjonneu 

(Z. f. Ethn . 1 90, p. 14 seqq. fig. 24); Tsountas, 'Erp. 'Apx. 1897, pl. (4), p . ll1; Dr. "aue, loc. cif., 

describe. a variant form in Professor Flinders Petrie'. pos. ession from Thebe in Egn)t. 
b 'Erp. 'Apx- 1904, p. 22 seqq. The sword are reproduced on p. 29, £g. 7. They were from 

Tomb .A., a part of which had been later occupied by a Geometrical interment. There is, however. 
no doubt from their form and po ition that the fibulas belonged to the earli er . epnlture. In the 
blade of the ;;:words from t.hi tomb there is visible a light tendency to a. snme the leaf-shaped form 
characteri tic of the later class intended for cutting rather than thrust. 

c 1\fontelius, Civilisation primitive en Italie, lime partie, pl. 348 (4), 252 (1, 2), 276 (25 and 27). 
See Dr. Naue's ob. ervations, op. cit. pp. 11, 12 (Taf. vi. 1). .A. good example from Cnma, togethe1· 
with its sheath, is in the .A.shmolean Mu eum at Oxford. The type is also found in Sicily. (Ors i, 
RipostigUo di Modica; Bull. di Pal. xxvi, 1899, Tav. xii . 1, 5, pp. 170, 171) . It must be obsened 
that the shape of these weapons is con. iderably differentiated from that of their prototypes. 'l'hc 
shoulder · of these Italian sword are rounded, and the stem of the hilt widens out at the middle. 
'rhe links connecting them with the Late-Minoan type de cribed above must be songht el ·ewhel'c, 
presumabl,l in Greece. 
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the contents of Graves Nos. 36 and 44, it would appear that thoroughly equipped 
warriors possessed a sword of either size. All the sword fo und were for thru ting, 
and it is a sign of the comparatively early date of the tombs opened that no 
example was here di. covered of the later cla s of word with the blade adapted for 
-cutting rather than thrusting. 

This later type, with its rounded bouMer , its more numerou rivet-holes, 
and the flanges of its hilt curved outwards at the top, i specially interesting from 
its wide European diffusion, and from the fact that the earliest Iron Age type of 
Greece is simply its translation into that metal. The earliest bronze form of this 
class of sword with traight edge is be t represented by find from Central Italy, 
but it al o extends to Hungary, the north-we t corner of the Balkan penin ula, 
and more poradically to Greece. It i al o known in Crete. In Tomb B at 
Muliana, the Cymbal-player's Grave, together with Late-Minoan pottery of the 
ame date as that of Tomb A referred to above, were found two hort swords 

of this type. They ar , however , somewhat late example of their cla s, as the 
blade show a light tendency to increa e in breadth toward the e tremity. In 
Crete, as in mainland Greece and in Cypru ," the iron sword of the ucceeding 
Geometrical Age are copied from this class. Whether the ultimate ource of this 
type is to be ought in the Balkan lands b or in Italy,o its outbern c1i tribution, 
which extends to Egypt, mu t be regarded as due to a wave of influence from 
the orth-West. The absence of any example of this Continental form in the 
Kno ian cemetery mu t therefore be regarded a a neaative phenomenon of ome 
importance. 

Among the dao·ger not answ ring to any word type, that from Grave 86 
(fig. 90) show a single rivet at the top of the blade and flange curving outwards 
at the upper extr mity of the hilt, in this respect resembling the la t -mentioned 
sword and those of the ucceedinO' Geometrical cla s. It i intere ting to note 
that a bronze dagger of ab olutely identical form and with the same grooving of 

" For the di tribution of this type of swot·d see especially J. aue, Die VOl'?'omischen chwertm·, 

p. 12 seqq. For the influence of this bronze type on the iron . word of the Geometrical Period in 
·Cyprus ee my remark in J!Iycen;.ean Oypms, etc. (Jouma~ of the Anth1·opological I nstitt£te, xxx. 1900, 
p. 21 seqq.). 

b S. Reinacb, lrfimge 01·iental, p. 37 (575), and Tsounta (independently ), 'Erp. 'Arx·1 97, p. 119, 
ha-ve shown the fallacy of the theory put f01·warl by o1lms Miiller (No1·d. Alte?·thumskunde, p. 244) 
.and Undset ( Z. ju?· Ethn. xxi. 3) that this "Danubian" type of sword had reached its northem 
habitat through Greece from Egypt. 

c This is Dr. Naue's conclusion, op. cit. p . 15. 

p 
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the blade was found in a Sicilian tomb at Valledolmo, near Caltanisetta.a A 
clo ely parallel type with a smootkl blade, of which an example occurred in the 
Dictrean Cave,b also came to light in a tomb of the ikel c metery at P antalica,c 
where many imported vases of a Late-Minoan character also came to light. The 
type recurs not only in Central Italy/ but in prehi toric hut remains n ar Forli,C 
the ie'rrema1·e of the Modena district/ and in the pile settlement of the Lago di 
Guarda.g ':J:lhe dagger c from Grave 62 oi the pre ent cemetery preserves the 
tradition of earlier Minoan forms. 

Of the pear-head , what appears to be the most effective weapon, the narrow 
form ( ee P late XCI. fig. 113, 36e and 75e), in which the blade merges almost im
perceptibly with socket, recurs at Ialysos.h The long knives (4b, 64c, and BOa), 
varying in length from 26·5 to 37 centimetres, are worthy to compare with the sea.xe 
of the Germanic warrior , from which the name of Saxon is said to have been 
derived. They were perhaps mainly used in the cha e, a eems also to have been 
the function of the bronze arrows found in the Hunter' Grave (No. 10). It has 
been already . uggested that the perforated sections of boars' tusk found with 
a sword and spear in the pit-cave No. 55 were plates of a helmet . 

The smaller implement found in the Knos ian cemetery answer for the mo t 
part to form already known, illu trated by the content of contemporary graves 
at 1ycenae and el ewher . Bronze aw of the kind found in the Carpenter's 
Grave (~ o. 33), fig . 48, ome of them of larger dimensions, have come to light 
on other Cretan ites.i The knife, with its broad roun led blade and fine olive
lvood handle, fo und in the lcwnax of Grave 80, at the foot of the crouching fignre 
(see above, fig . 88), resembles in outline one found in Grave 4 at I alysos,i with 

a Col ini, La cicilta clel bronzo in Italia, ii. (Bull. di Paletn. xxxi. (1905), p. 39 and fig. 14 , 
Colini ju tly 1·egard d this dagger a. a 1:ycenooan importation. 

b H ogarth, B. S. A. vi. p. llO, fig. 41. 

c Orsi, Puntalica e Oassibi le (Mon. Ant. i:x. 'l'av. vii . 17). 

d Monteliu , 0 it·ilisation p1·irnitive en Italie, 11 me Partie, pi. 131 ( 25). 

e " l!'ondi di Capanna" of Bertarina. Montelius, op. cit. I., Seri B. p l. 23 (2) (l£xcavations 
of A. Santarelli). 

I Montelius, Oiv£li8ation p1·imi t i7:e en Italie, I., erie B. pl. 22 (15) (Terramara cli San t' 
A mbrogio, Modena); hnro, Lake Dwelling.<, p. 259, fig . 85 (12) ( 1:ontale, Moclena). 

g Mouteli us, op. c-if. I. Serie B. pi. 7 (16-1 ) ; Mum·o, Lake Dwellings, p. 225, fig . 65 (13, 14). 
" Furtw. and Loe chke, Myk . Va en, Tat, D. 4, 5. 
1 E.g. at Hagia 'l'riada, and Gournia . A miniature example wa~'> procured by me among t be 

votive bronze.> of the D ictooan Cave. 

l Furtw. and Loescbke, Myk. Va.~en, Taf. cl. 17, and p. . 
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painted amphoras of degenerate type "' (Late- 1inoan Ill.). A maller knife found 
in Grave 13 of the pres nt cemetery (fig. 31 above) hal also its handl pre erved, 
in thi case of 1vory. A knife in Grave 7 (fig. 19) had a olid handle of 
bronze. 

Among the article of the toilett the most conspicuou are the bronze 
mirrors, which here a at Mycenae were a. much part of the furnitm of the men'. 
graves as of the women's. Twelve of these were found b and the ivory handles of 
two others whose metal plates had probably been ab tracted in ancient times. In 
some cases a pair of the e had been placed in a arave, in No. 6 apparently with a 
single interment. The ivory mirror handle from Grave 49 with it fin relief of a 
couchant winged sphinx (. ee above, fig. 69), fit on very clo ely in tyle and 
execution to the ivory carving of sphinxes and griffins from Myc nae, Spata, 
and the Acropolis at Athen . c I t i noteworthy, as a rough indication of date, 
that among other object found with the wing of a imilar ivory pbinx in the 
room of a hou e at Mycenae wa a searab with the name of Qu n Tyi the wife 
of Amenhotep III.,<~ and probably belonging to the first quar er of he fourteenth 
century B.c. 

Mirrors are absent in th shaft-grave at Mycenae,e and it look a if they had 
been first introduced about this time from Eaypt. A confirmation of tbi view 
may be found in the form of the stem of the ivory handle in the pre nt example 
and in those from the contemporary grave of the Lower Town of 1ycenae. These 
will b een to terminate above in the heads of omewhat conv ntionalised palm 
trees with their leaves curving down. But be e palm leave are simply the 
Minoa.n or Mycenrean adaptation of the r curved petals of the lotu fl.owerf' that 
crown the handles of the Eo·yptian mirror . 

Among t other article of toilette from the Knos ian cem tery may be noticed 
remains of a bone comb and several bronze tweezer probably n.:ed for depilatory 
purposes. Bronze razors were numerou. . Of the e the mo. t u ual cla wa pro
vided with omewhat curved blades with a ingle edge and in form not unlike the 
modern instrument(. ee above, figs . 63 and 98) . Thi type was also well r presented 

3 Op. cit. Atla , '.l'af. iii. 19, 20. 

b Their diameters varied floom n.bout 13 centimetres to 18 entimetres. 
c ee Tsountas, 'Eifl. 'Apx.. 1 7, pi. xiii. A and R, and pp. 170-173; 1 , pi. vii . 6, pl. viii. 14, 

pp. 145, 147; Perro t et bipiez, GdJce primitive, pp. 32, 33. 
d 'Eifl. 'Apx. 1 7, p. 169, and pl. xi.:ii. 21 (wrong way up). 
• ee Tsountas and Manatt, 1liycenman Age, 146. 

p2 
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in the tombs of Phaestos,a and in those of the Lower Town at Mycenae.b These 
razors, which from their very thin blades needed perpetual harpening, are often 
found in pairs.c The type is wanting, like the mirror , in the royal graves of 
Mycenae, and its characteristic outline sugge t that it is derived from an 
Eighteenth Dyna ty type of Egyptian razor. 

The ab ence of this type of razor in the early tombs of Mycenae might in itself 
be sufficiently accounted for by the fashion of wearing the hair which then pre
vailed on the mainland of Greece. The gold ma ks from th shaft-graves show, 
indeed, that at Mycenae some of the royal personages wore beard , and bearded 
men are seen among others in the siege scene of the ilver va e fragment.d At 
Mycenae, indeed, the fa hion urvived to a later period, witne s the bearded 
warriors of the frescoe of the Palace Megaron," the head of the gold-inlaid ilver 
bowl r from Tomb 24 of the Lower Town, the helmeted bead of ivory from 
Tomb 27/ and tho e again on the Warrior Vase. It will be seen, however, from 
the above example , that in the later Mycenrean Age th mou tache was shaved off. 

A very early cla s of stone figurine found in Crete, those namely from 
the archaic tholos ossuary of Hagia Triada, give indications of a pointed beard 
re embling that seen on what may be legitimately regarded a their .Egypto-Libyan 
prototypes.h But, with this exception, all the early r cord of Minoan Crete, 
including the marble" idols" which the i land hare with the Cyclade , how beard
le face , and, indeed, the abundance of ob idian knives mu t much have facilitated 
the practice of shaving in this 1Egean region. The male figures of the votive 
deposits of the succeeding Middle Minoan Period, like that of Pet ofa, betray no 

• avignoni, Nec1·opoli di Phae tos, 45 and 46, fig. 24. 
h Tsountas, 'E</>. 'Apx. 1888, pl. ix. 18. The more triangular form, ·with the exceptionally broad 

bhtde found in the large chamber-tomb o. 14 al o recurs at Mycenae (ib. pl. ix. 17), and an 

example was found in a tomb at Artsa iu East Crete. Xant.houdides, 'E</>. 'Apx. 1904, p . 19, fig. 3. 
c The duplex Italian razor of the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age, a form also propagated 

throughout N ol'th-West Europe, originated in the linking together of such pairs of razors . 
d Tsountas, 'E</>. 'Apx. pl. vii. 2, and p. 159 seq. The mou tache i shaved off and the beard well 

trimmed. 
• 'Erp. 'Apx. 1887, pl. xi. 
r 'Erp. 'Apx. 1888, pl. vii. 2, and p. 159. 
g 'Eq,. 'Apx. 1 8, pl. viii. 12. 
h Flinders Petrie, Naqada, pl. lix. and compare J . E. Quibell, Hiemkonpolis, part i. pl. v. 

and pi. vi. 1-5. The striking point · of resemblance between the two groups of :figuriues have been 

rightly in isted on by Dr. Halbherr, Scavi eseg~£iti a H. T1-iada, etc. (Memorie del1·. Instituto L ombardo, 

1905, p . 251, and see Tav. xi. fig. 27.) 
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trace of beards. The paintings, reliefs, and intaglios of the great Palace Period 
at Knos os, Phaestos, Hagia Triada, and el ewhere tell the same tory. It is 
moreover a Slpecially significant fact that the head, not improbably of a king, 
associated with that of his young son, on a ealing" belonging to the very ear lie t 
period of the Knos ian Palace, the period that immediately precede that of the 
earliest royal tomb of Mycenae, is also hown -without a beard.b 

In view of this concordant evidence it i reasonable to suppo e that, in spite 
of the facilities afforded by the knives of volcanic glass, the use of metal razors 
began early in Minoan Crete. In addition to the well-known type d scribed 
above, and which eem to have been of quite recent Egyptian derivation, I have 
ventured to recognise a razors certain leaf- haped implement with very fine 
blade and two cutting edges (see fig. 7 ), of which six specimen were found 
in the Kno sian cemetery.c That this type goe back to the earlie t element of 
the cemetery and comes within the limits of the Palace Period i hown by the 
occurrence of a razor of thi. form with the stirrup-va e of fine early style 
(fig. 83) in the shaft-grave o. 68 . The type recurs at Ialy os,d and a 
variant form without the tang, but otherwi e identical, is publi hed by Sophus 
Miiller,C as having been found by Schliemann at Mycenae. There eems to be 
good warrant for recognising in the e leaf- haped blades the arlier form of 
Minoan razor, and it is worth noting in thi connexion that among the earlie t 
metal instruments of pre-dynastic Egypt found in the N aqada arave was a 
tanged blade of copper with a rounded end and of extremely thin fabric/ which 
has every appearance of having been a razor. It i a curiou fact that among 
the Bronze .Age remains of the European area leaf-shaped razor blades with a 
tang are only found again, longo inttjTvallo, in the British I sland . g 

• To be published in my general work on the Palace of Knossos . 

b It is po ible that in the very latest Minoan Period of Crete the Continental fa hion may have 
been imitated. ome late figurine from H. Triada (Halbh rr, !J[on . Ant. xiii. 1903, p . 74, figs. 56, 
57) seem to show pointed beards. 

c In Grave 4 one specimen of each of the two kind of razor was found . . 
d Furtw. u. Loeschke, Mylc. Vasen, Taf. D , 19, 19. 

• L 'Origine de l'Age de B1·onze en Ett?·ope, p. 13, fig. 23, and p. 14. Sophus llf'tiller rle, cribes it as 
a knife, but notices its r esemblance to some early European razors. 

1 P et.rie and Quiboll, Naqada and Ballas, pl. lxv. 4. 

g J. Evans, Ancient BTOnze I mplements of G1·eat B1·itain, pp. 216, 217, fig . 265, 26 . That from 
Winterslow had already been recognised by Dr. Tburnam, who published it in A1·chaeologia, xlii.; 
Plate XXII. fig. , as a razor blade. But the e British types are very divergent from the Cretan, 
and have no probable connexion with them. It i possible even that like other Briti>h types 
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None of the bronze ves 1 found in the grave of Zafer Papoura rise to the 
high artistic level of those found together in the west building of the Palace site." 
Thi in it elf is not urpri ing when it { rem mbered that in the present case \ve 
have to do not with royal treasure but with the hou ehold belono·ing of ordinary 
citizen . The purest decorative element is that pre ented by the bronze ewer 
from the Chieftain's Grave, No. 36, with its relief in the shape of cockle shells 
at the upper and lower attachments of the handle,b uch hell reliefs appearing 
already on the fine. t pottery and faience ware of the clo e of the Middle Minoan 
Period. 

The magnificent sword from the same grave, with its engraved gold plate , 
would alone have been sufficient to . how that thi interment come within the 
limits of the Palace Period of Knossos. It has already been pointed out that the 
two other bronze vessels found in thi grave, a spouted pan and a mall " frying 
pan," answer to two very similar bronze vases found in Grave No. 8 at Phaestos 
in company with a gold-plated sword with :m embossed foliate decoration 
characteristic of the late Palace Style. 

The large chamber-tomb No. 14 afforded the mo t complete group of bronze 
hou ehold utensils found as yet in any Minoan or, it may be . added, Mycenrean 
grave.c Of these the intere ting lamp (f) with the chain for it trimmer and 
the shallow one-handled bowl (b) evidence their identity of fabric by a decoration 
consi ting of a rai ed reticulated pattern of easy mechanical execution, suggestive 
of turner's work, and very different from the beautiful lily chains and foliao·e that 
adorn the rims of the bronze bowls of the Palace hoard r £erred to above. The 
high-spouted ewer (Z) how round its shoulders a ~ecoration of a similar mechanical 
character. 

The general re emblance in the bronze bowl (14b) with its curled handle to 
those from the Palace site (see fig. 116) neverthele s forbids us to bring it down to 
a much later date, and types repre ented by the two-handled pan (d) as well a the 
knob-handled "frying pan" (e) recur among the bronzes of the Chieftain's Grave, 
and those of a chamber-tomb at Phae tos, the archreological equations supplied by 

(J. Evans, op. cit. 218, 219) they are .·imply late developments of the duplex Italian form. .A tanged 
Sicilian type (Colini, Bull. di Paletn. 1905, p. 59, fig. 159) , with a two-edged blade rounded at 
the ~nd, preserves traces of a similar origin. It form a double blade with a slight indentation n.t 
the end. 

a B. S. A. 1903. 
h See above, fig. 54. 
c , ee above. 
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which, as already pointed out, take us within the limits of the Palace Period. The 
bronze jug (g) from the same tomb-group, with it upright handle at the neck and 
horizontal handle to the body, has been shown to belong to a wid ly di tributed 
clas of vessels of which the earliest repre entative are the even copper jugs 
found in Schliemann's Fourth Grave at Mycenae. If this may be regarded a 
the prototype of the clas ical hyd1·ia,o. the three-legged cauldron, fig. 3 , with it 
two upright handle eem to be the true pr dec ssor of the tripod lebes of the 
succeeding Geometrical Period, b though in the latter case th proportions both of 
the legs and handles have increa ed. 

It has already be n noted that the knobbed vertical projection rising from 
the horizontal handle of some of the e bronze ves els, parallel d b the single 
knobbed handles of certain maller pan , may have been found useful for winding 
stuff round in order to obtain a hold of the ve el when heated. Ve el with thi 
type of handle, unknown among the ves els from the haft-grave at Mycenae, 
were widely diffused in Crete c in Late-Minoan time . It seems, m reover, as if 
a tablet from the Palace referring to a set of metal ves els give a d lineation of a 
bowl with two handles of this kind,d accompanied by another with a roll cl handle, 
like those found in the Palace hoard. 

Bronze vessel occurred in three oTave only (Nos. 14, 36, and 9) of the 
present cemetery. The po session of uch denoted a standard of wealth to which 
the many could not a pire, and perhap , where they did exi t, the piety of the 
surviving relatives may not always have ri en to such a pitch a to induce them 
to deposit them with their owner. It must also be borne in mind that uch metal 
objects were specially liable to abstraction in the case of later interments in the 
same tomb. But if the actual vases in metal could not usually be pared for the 
l'eculiu·m of the dead, there was a natural tendency to upply th omi ion by 
imitative forms. The tone bason 99d i a very literal copy of one of the con
temporary bronze ba ·on with similar handle , like those of the Palace hoard. 
More u ually, however, imitations were in painted clay. There can be no doubt 

" Cf. Savignoni, op. cit. 46, 47. 

b The tripod ve sol of copper found at Mycenae ( chliemanu, fig. 440) with it pout and three 
handles, two horizontal and one vertical, has no ·uch claim. 

c 'l'hat from Phaestos has been mentioned above. I obtained another from a Latc-~finoan 
chamber-tomb at Kavu.-i in East Crete, now in the Candia Mu eum. 

" .A.n illustration of what remains of t.his tablet is given in my Report on the excanttious at 
Kno os inl903 (B. S. A. ix. 128, fig. 4), but I had not then noticed the significance of thi particnlat· 
item. In its general outline the bowl approache 14c. 
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that some of the most recurrent decorative el ments tbat occur on the painted 
pottery of the e Knossian tomb are derived from metal-work original . 

I n ome case indeed we have good reason for pre uppo ing prototypes in 

Fig. 114. Painted clay stirrup-vases from graves of Zafer Papoura . 

metal of type which have not hitherto come to light. This i particularly true of 
the tirrup-vases or false-necked amphoras_ The occurrence of early ve e]s of 
this claRs at Gournia and Hagia 'Triada, a well as · frao-mentary remain. of uch 
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from the earlier stratum of the Palace at Knosso , has now hown that as a 
ceramic type the va e with the closed spout above a well a the open one by it 
side goes back to the Fir t Late-Minoan Period and even to the close of the 
preceding Middle Minoan Period. On the oth r hand, at Knos o and elsewhere 
during the very flourishing Palace Period that succeeds Late-Minoan II., clay 
vessel of this form are almost wholly wanting," though the type it elf occurs in 
the clay inventories of the Knossian Palace. On the other hand, in the following 
age of comparative decadence (Late-Minoan III.), such ves els became common. 

To what then is thi apparent break in continnit.y owing? It may be 
rea onably inferred that it is 
clue to the fact that during the 
flouri hina period in que tion 
stirrnp-va es, as indeed we 
know from their delineations 
on clay tablets, e 'isted in the 
Palace, but that they were of 
metal, and their non-appear
ance, therefore, is clue to the 
same eau es that have led to 
the general ab ence of metal 
objects among the remains 
found in the building. 

The evidence supplied by 
the present cemetery must be 
taken to substantiate this view. 
In the graves of Zafer Papoura, 
as generally in contemporary 
interments, clay tirrup-va e 
are of frequent occurrence. 

Fig. 115. pper part of painted stinup-vase from Shaft-Grave 
(No. 6 ). 

( ee fig. 114.) But the finest of these, the upper part of which is shown in 
fig. 115, and of which a profile view is given in fig. 83 above, di play decorative 
features of a non-ceramic cla s and. undoubtedly taken over from metal work. 
The beautiful foliate ornament round the shoulders is identical with that of the 
repousse border of one of th bronze bowls of the Palace hoard of Kno o . (See 

n .A. single example of a painted clay ves el of this kind of Late Palace Style was found in the 
Royal Villa. B. S. A. 1903. 

q 
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fig. 116.) In that ea the borders of the fobate relief that surrounds the upper 
part of th rim of the vessel are repeated round the outer border in a t riple 
layer. It becomes apparent that this exqui ite repetition of the outer edge of 
the leave in metal cha ing like that of the bronze bowl ha upplied the starting 
point for the painted decoration of the whole upper body of the . tirrnp-va 
before us with it uccession of waved line . Example of imilar decoration will 
he seen on the painted jars from the royal tomb at I opata.a 

Fig. 116. Bronze bason from hoard found in the N.W. bui lding of the Palace site at Kuo os. 

The ' mall 8- baped hield which is seen in relief on the upper field of thi 
. tirrup-va e is al o appropriate to metal-work, witne that applied a a rivet
head to the fragment of the silver ve sel with th siege cen from the Fourth 
Shaft-Grave at Mycenae.b The other decorative element of this fine vase, such a 
the ro ettes and trefoils, recur on painted ves~els of the Palace Style. 

Other stirrup-va es from the Knossian graves, uch as the exceptionally 
large ves els 55cl and 51a, how a variant form of the ame foliate design, in 
which two lines of attenuated leave . prmg from a central stem. This fnller 

a 'ec below, fig. 142. ~ 'Eq•. 't\ PX· 1 91, pi. ii. 2, etc. 
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form of the de ign i ao·ain well represented on th handle of the bronze ba on 
feom the Palace hoard (fio·. 116), as well as on the gold handle of wha eem" to 
have been a. imilar ve :el from the Fifth haft-Grave at Mycenae." 

Fig. 117. l'aintcd ves els of various forms from graves of Zafer l'apoura. 

Foliate band in a mor deca lent stao·e, but none the le pointing to pro to -

" , chliemann, Myceuae, 3:20, fig. 4 2, 4 3. chliemann':s Grave I. 

q 2 
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types m metal work, are found on a series of painted ve sels from the Zafer 
Papoura grave . (See fig. 117.) In 6a and 12a we ee this motive a1 plied to the 
shoulder of the common cla s of three-handled Minoan amphoras; in 64a to a 
high-beaked one-handled va e; in 76f to a mall spouted jug; an l other examples 

Fig. 11 . Clay vessels of various forms from graves of Znfer Papoura. 

might be cited. In the last stage of degeneration these significant foliate bands 
a-re reduced to mere row of lightly curved lin s, the pedigree of which, how ver, 
can still be clearly traced by mean of the intermediate forms. Such decadent 
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types still preserve the distant echo of the great clays of t he Palace at Knossos, 
when ves els of bronze or of more preciou metal were in ordinary u e among its 
·denizens . 

The pede tallecl cup with one or two handle , like fig. 11 , 67h and 7j, 
which make their first appearance about thi8 time, mu t also be regarded a clay 
. ubstitutes for metal ve . els of the ame typ . A bronze ver ion of the two
J1andl cl shape ha already been seen in 14n, and the ilver cup with one hancUe 
anticipating the other variety is described below among the contents of the royal 
tomb at Isopata. It eems possible that the curiou dark varni h with which 7j, 
66h, and other cup of the same clas had been coated may have be n intended 
to produce the illu ion of metal work for funereal show. The brilliant blue and 
red colouring on some other cup and bowls, which wa not of a p rmanent 
nature, al o eems to r pres nt a striving after non-ceramic models. 

Other de igns on the vase from the pre ent cemetery how the tradition of 
one or other motive of the Palace Style of ceramic d coration in a mor or less 
decadent tage . ~ The vandyking 'iVith dotted intervals round the ba e of 76d is a 
deba eel version of what may be called the wave and star ornament, very 
characteri tic of the va e and painted tucco of the Later Palace at Knosso . b 

The ro ettes and tendril of 55rl (fig. 11-.L), 02b (fig. 117), and la (fig. 114), 
and the other conventionali ed sprays, uch a 99n, 54a (fig. 114), and 64b, 
find their parallels in the ame quarter. It is fmther observable that thoug·h 
the purely geometric elements o con I icuous on the pre ent ceramic cla s 
are for the most part ab ent from the fine va es of tbe later Palace Style 
they already play a con iderable part in the painted plaster decoration. The 
lozeng s, zigzags, the scale and basket work motives, and other features visible 
in the decoration of the Zafer Papoura ves el , are all anticipa ed in the Palace 
frescoes .c 

In the general character of it decoration the later cla of pottery found in 
this cemetery much recalls a good deal of that brought to light by he excavations 

n For the influence of the Palace tyle of Kno. os on the later pottery of Crete a11d the 1Egean 
area, see especially "-ackenzie, The Potte1·y of K nossos, 199, 200. (I. E. S. xxiii.) 

b .A.n exampl of this round the :upper rim of a large ! ainted jar from the I sopata tomb will be 
een below, fig. 142b. For t his as a fre co decoration . ee Theodore Fyfe," Painted Pla ter Decoration 

at Knossos," Jmtrnal R . I. B . A . x. 167, figs. 64-67, tl1ere described as" tooth ornam nt." It recurs 
on the hearth of the Nf egaron of J'IIycenae. It is also a favom·ite conventional way of rendering 
feathers on the wings of sphinxe. or griffins . 

c See Fyfe, op. cit. 129, figs. 70- 0. 
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of the Briti h School at P alaika tro in East Crete." 1r. R. :M:. Dawkins" ha. 

rightly in i tecl on "the slightly mechanical scheme of decoration in IYhich the
fi eld is parcelled out by a rigidly di posed sy tern of line · and thickly covered with 
patterns, very commonly with rows of leave set clo ely together." He charac
terises thi~ class of ceramic decoration as the "clo e style." It betrays indeed 
many anticipations of the succeeding Geometrical class . 

It must at the same time be ob erved that the apparent 1ecadence observable 
is this " close sty le," as compared with the finer fabric of the later P alace of 
Kno sos, does not necessarily imply any great cli crepancy of date. The qua i
Geom trical feature here ob ervable were, a ha b en pointed out, in many ea es 
anticipated by the painted wall decoration of the Palace itself. The ceramic tyle 
that we have her to deal with in fact represents that of the period immediately 
succeeding the fall of Kno. ian Palace, and the neare t chronoloo·ical equation at 
hand point to the close of the Eighteenth or the early part of the Nineteenth 
Dyna ty . Thus the conventionali eel papyru · prays c and clo ely akin cale 
pattern '1 of some of the e ve sel , and of the painted lama:c (fig . 103), how a 
con ider able re emblance to tho e on the JEJgean sherds from the Palace of 
Akhanaten at Tell-el- mama, elating from the beginning of the early year of the 
fourteenth century B.c., and to other · from Kahun belouging to the clo e of the 
Eighteenth or beginning of th Nineteenth Dyna ty . I n the pre ent cemetery 
examples of the e conventionalis cl pray , for which the papyru of Egypt ian art 
seem · to have sup1 lied the original suggestion, occurred on ve els from Grave 
No. 90, which a] o contained an Egypt ian scarab of a cla typical of th lat est 

Eighteenth Dyna ty period. 

n Some of the parallels are very close . The festoon pattern of 16 may be compared with t hat 
of B. , ' . ...1. ix. p. 817, fig . 16 (2). It is itself of P alace origin. The combination of an attenuated 
foliate band with one of chevrons seen in the three-handled amphora 6a, i. r epeated in the P alaika tro 
jug l ac. cif . fig. 16 (1). b B. . A . ix. 316. 

c E .g. 64b, 70c, and the encl of th e lama:r from 'fomb l OO. Compare the types gi>en by Petrie. 
'l'ell-el-Amama , pl. xxvii. 33, pl. xxviii. 63, pl. xxx. 125, 126. F or the rayecl shoots as een on some 
of t he Tell.el-.A.marna fr agments (p i. xx vii. 35, 36, xxviii. 67) compare tho ·e on the ide of the 
lamax. Certain varieties of the Tell-el-.A.marna sprays do not occm· in the pr esent cemetery. On 
t he other h an ~ t he . pray on the stirrup-vase 54a is not found on the Egyptian ite : the parallel 
bel'e hows a certain contemporaneity, but not id entity of fab ric . The r eserved, light on dark, 
sprays of ome of the 'f ell-el-.A.marna fragments (pi. xxvii. 27-34) ar e remarkab le exam1 les of 

adherence to an archaic tradition. 
d E.g . 5a, 21a. 'l'his is really a truncated version of the forme1' motive. Corur are 5a and 'l'ell-

el-.Llnw nla, pl. xxviii . 59, pl. xxix. 73. 
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It is to be ob erved that the more or les contemporary JEgean v el from 
these Egyptian site , though ho·wing many l oint of corre. pondence both in form 
:and in decorative motives with those of th Kno ian cemetery, l ave certain 
elements practically untouched. Beneath the hadow of the Cretan palace it wa. 
natural that the wealth in va es of bronze or more preciou metal hould react on 
the ceramic types. But the pottery of the 1Rlgean traders or workmen in tbe Nile 
Valley would be humbler in its associations, and decorative cle iO'n lik the foliate 
bands derived from metal work have left very littl trace on the fragmentR found 
-at Tell -el-Amarna a or Kahun. 

One remarkable negative phenomenon indeed is common to bo h of the e 
-contemporary groups. At an earlier date, an wering to the mid lle I rio l of the 
Later Palace of Kno o , and the epoch of tran ition betw en the fir t and . econcl 
Late-Minoan tyles, ea crea.tures, notably the triton Rhell and the octopns, 
formed a very prominent feature in the painted de io·ns of va s. The incnr. ion 
of architectonic and exotic motives taken from the actual decoration of the royal 
halls put the e marine . ubjects somewhat in the background in th lay of the 
.advanced Palace Style. In the next age, a -..ve see in the va ·e · b fore n , we 

till find traces of the ilotic plant form. and other element of th }>alace 
decoration, and, . ide by side with t l1 e e, imitations of metal shape. and eba.:·ings. 
But the marine repertory seems to be hardly dra,vn on. At a.ny rate, on the va e 
of Zafer Papoura we eek in vain the trac either of epia or con h- hell. 

That these mar{ne er atures still continu cl to be re1 rocluced i neverthele 
dear from their reappearance in decorative a.ml decadent hape at Kno. o it. elf, 
.as ~ell as on other Cretan ites, in the very late t Minoan Age. 

Example of this nltimate evolution ma.y be. een on the va es from he :J [ilatos 
Tomb. The argonaut or the conch- hell have degenerated into th cork cre,v-like 
twist of fig. lOGJ. On fig. 105A the octopu ha become a m re , ymmetrical 
entre to a continuous erie of curves. mong the remains of th later . quatter. 

on the Palace site at Kno o octopu pattern of tbe above cla ~ are pecially 
conspiCuous . 'I'hese remote and often hardly recogni able cl cendant. of the 
naturali. tic delineation of marine life that mark the great · finoan Age are 
characteristic of th8 mo t widely diffm:ecl cla ·, of J_;ate Mycenrean war , and 

n Only one fragment figm·ed by P etrie in his 'l'ell-el- l man~a, belonging to a globular Aa. k 
(pl. xxix. no number), shows the foliate ornament in a very degenerate stage. Compare the fla k 
from Palaika tro with imilar ornament, Dawkins, B. . .A. ix. 306 and fig. 15, who notes tlw 
re. emblance to the '£ell-el-Amarna fragment. 
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occur out ide Crete, not only on the mainland sites, but in Rhodes, Cypru , and 
among the Philistine remains of the Canaanite littoral." 

.At Kno sos some of the intermediate stages in the downward progress both 
of triton shell anti octopu may be observed,bbut if we may judge from the content 
of the Zafer Papoura cemetery, they had become almost a vanishing quantity by 
'the date of the de truction of the Palace and during the immediately succeeding· 
period. The same phenomenon eem to meet us at Palaikastro, at Phaestos, and 
again, on the Egyptian side, at Tell-el-Amarna and Kahun. It would be 
interesting to know to what influence the inten ive reappearance of such marine
motives under their developed aspect wa due. What seem clear is that during 
the very last Minoan .Age which immediately precedes the triumph of the· 
Geometrical style and of the use of iron for arms and impl ments, these marine· 
types come once more to the fore, while those derived from metal work ink into· 
the background. In many cases, moreover, as at Milato ,c they are a ociated with 
a new form of bell-shaped amphora with two handle , which survives into the 
Geometrical Period. In Tomb B at Muliana, in East Crete, occurred a stirrup-
va e with a very late and florid development of the octopus de ign in company 
with bronze word of the late Contin ntal type, the ource of which mu t be· 
sought in the Balkan P enin nla or Italy. 

The general conclusion, then, to which we are led by a study of the pottery 
of the present cemetery is that on the whole it occupies a more or le R inter
mediate position between the late t Palace Style and that of the transitional period 
when iron was coming into use. .A few exceptional example like the stirrup
vase shown in fig. 115 above, with its fine sugge tions of chased metal-work, may 
well b included within the limits of the Palace Period. But the abundance of th 
stirrup-va e or pseuda1nphora type mu t it el£ be regarded a a late characteristic . 
.Another negative phenomenon is al o noteworthy. No single specimen was. 
brought to light of a characteristic type of flat vessel with three handles, c1 imitated 
apparently from examples in alabaster, such as occurred in the Room of the 

a :Mr. Curelly informs me that the corkscrew-like degeneration of the triton shell occurs on the
painted lEgean vase-fragment from Gezer. 

b For the triton, see Hogarth, B. S. A. vi. 74, fi"'. 16, and J. H. S. ix. 334, fig. 1b, on a Late
Palace fragment, and my Report, Knossos, 1903, B . , _ A. ix. p. 115, fig. 71. In the latter case the 
shell , perhap rather a1·go a1·gonatda than triton, are worked into a triple figure. Other early 
developments of the same shell occurred on vases from house floors at Knosso ·-

c Xanthoudides, 'Ecp. 'Apx. 1904, pl. i. pp. 43, 44. 
4 Compare a vase of thi type from Egypt with marine decoration of the Second Late-Minoan 

Period. Perrot et Chipiez, (hece P1·imitive, 925, fig. 485. 
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Throne.a Yet vases of this squat aryballos type, connected either by their style 
of decoration or their associations with Late Palace fabrics, occurred in a small 
chamber-tomb near the Royal Tomb at I sopata,b to be de cribed below, and in 
another grave explored by Mr. Hogarth. The absence, again, of the finer and 
freer class of conventional plant de igns on the vases from the Zafer Papoura 
graves is al o very significant. We ee them here replaced hy derivative patterns 
which, when not absolutely decadent, show mechanical repetitions quite devoid of 
creative spirit.c 

If we now glance at the jewelry and personal ornaments found in the Zafer 
Papoura graves (see fig. 119), we shall detect much the same evidence of a period 
of stationary well-being followed by low decline that meets us in the case of the 
bronzes and pottery. Engraved gem or eal- tones are rare; pecimen , like 
fig. 61 from Grave 36, still show a bold style of engraving, but the other intaglios· 
found are of more careles or decadent execution, notably that of a couchant lion, 
shown in 99a (3), fig. 101. The only gold ring with an intaglio de ign on the 
bezel is that from Grave 7, but in thi ea e the engraving was not, as in the finer 
class of Minoan and 1:ycemean ignet-rings, in the gold of the bezel, but rather in 
the bronze backing, into which a comparatively thin gold plating was afterwards 
pTes ed . Thi , too, convey the idea of carele s execution. 

The general impre sion produced by the gold necklaces shown in fig. 119 is 
tJiat of a omewhat banal and conventional prettiness when compared with the 
greater variety and finer style of the jewelry of the preceding age, as exemplified 
in the shaft-graves of Mycenae or in the fl.eur-de-lys collar shown in the coloured 
r elief of a royal per onage from the Palace at Knosso . ct 

The stellate flowers 66a, the bivalve hell 75a, and the ornament on the 
necklaces from Grave 7 and 36, all belong to a class of sepulchral jewelry very 
widely diffiused in the .Al}gean world in the late t Minoan and Mycenrean period. 
The other relics found with 367c, the relief of which is finer than 7a, imply that 

• .A.. J. Evans, R epo1'f, Knosso, , 1900, p . 41. The prototype of these may be sought. in a bag"'y 
form of Egyptian alaba ter vase:, characteristic of the Middle Empire, which survives into the 

early part of the Eighteenth Dynn,sty. 
b Two pecimen or.curred iu this grave in a very fragmentary state. They were decorated 

with a kind of rockwork design, typical of the Late-Minoan II. class. Fragments of a small three
handled amphora with plant designs of the Palace tyle were found in the same tomb. 

c B. . .A. vi . 2, described as a largu squat aryballos in unglazed greeni h ware with black 
spiraliform ornament. 

d Report, Knossos, 1901, p . 16, fig . 6. 

r 
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t his necklace goes back to within the limits of -the Palace Period at Knosso T he 
embosed d coration of the beads forming the two latter necklace has been shown 
above to orio-inate in a duplicated version of an argon ant ( a.Tgo a?'(J01Ui7tta) with its 

21 l. 66 ~ 

Fig. 119. Jewelry from the graves of Zafer Papoura. 

characteristic tentacle , uppo ed to erve the purpo e of a sail, a favourite ubject 
of the earlier phase of Late Minoan Art. But the geometrically balanced pattern 

I. 
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that we ee here, witb it sugge tion of octopus, cannot compare for beauty with 
the free naturalistic rendering of the argonaut itself as een for in tance on the 
small gold plates found in a tomb of the Lower Town of Mycenae which contained 
imported Minoan vases of the finest I alace 'tyle.n 

It mu t nevertheless be concluded from the character of the other relics 
found in the same grave that the necklace 3G7c comes at lea t within the limits of 
the P alace P riod at Knossos. Its embossed work indeed is of finer and bolder 
execution than that of 7c, which mu t belong to a somewhat later date . An 
intere ting chronological equation, moreover, tending to carry back the date of 
necklaces of this period to the bord r of the econd and Third Late Minoan 
P eriods, is supplied by the content of another tomb (No. 8) of the Lower Town of 
Mycenae.b Gold bead of a necklace,0 closely resembling tho e of 7c, were found 
in this tomb in as ociation with a bronze safety-pin d of the earlie t fiudle-bow type. 
This earliest fibula type ha not a yet been found in a Cretan grave,e but the 
synchroni m e tablished by the gold beads shows tl1at it was already in u e on the 
mainland of Greece at a time roughly corre pondiug with the conclu ion of the 
Palace P rio l at Kno so , which can hardly be brought down later than the close 
of the fifteenth century B.o. It belono· to the ame approximate date as the 
painted pottery with motives derived from metal work. 

It has already been pointed out that in the very latest Minoan Bronze Age 
the cla of ceramic decoration repre ntod in the Zafer Papoura Cemetery was 
to a large extent di, placed at Kno ~ os and el ewhere by a reincur ion of type 
derived from marine ubjects. The tomb of M1latos, described above, exhibits 
this later ceralllic style, and it is ther fore important to observe that a decorative 
motive on a stirrup-va e from this tomb recurs in an identical form among a group 
of ves els belonging to the very borders of the Iron Age foun l at Muliaua/ in 
Ea t Crete, in a sociation with a fibula in the form of an arched bow with two 
knobs, one above the pring and the other above the stilt of the catch-plate/ 

a See Bo anquet, J. H. . xxiv. (1904), 324, fig. 1 £~. 

b Tsount.as, 'Erp. 'Apx. 188 , pp. 138, 139, and pi. ix. 2, .J,, pi. x. :.3, 3, 4. 
c Op. cit. pl. ix. '1. 

d Op. cit. p i. ix . 2. 

e mall examples of this type have been found in the Dictrean Cave. One i published 
by Hogarth, B. . A. Yi. 112, fig. 45. ..A.notber obtained by me in 1H96 is in the .A.shmolean 
Museum. 

r S. Xanthondidcs, 'A cp. 'EtJX· 1904, p. 27, fig. 6 (the la ·t vase but one to the right). 
I!' Op. cif. 29, fig. 7, and p. 31. The fibula belonged to the Bronze Ago interment of the torub. 

1' 2 
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repre enting a later development of the fiddle-bow. Thi type in Crete and else
where marks the very clo e of the Minoan and Mycenrean Bronze ge,"' and 
survive into the earliest Iron Age.b 

There can be little doubt that the safety-pin reached rete from a mainland 
source. The non-occurrence of the fiddle-bow type ancl other clo ely allied forms 
in the Knossian Cemetery when contrasted with t.heir occasional occurrence in 
the contemporary graves of the Lower Town of l[ycenae is in itself a negative 
phenomenon of ome importance. Coupled with the ab ence of the Northern 
form of sword we may find here a di t inct indication that during the 1 eriod 
covered by the Zafer Papoura graves there could as yet have been no great 
amount of intrusive influence from the mainland ide. 

'l'he appearance in this cemetery of three distinct type of interment, the 
shaft-graves, the chamber-toillbs, and the pit-caves, might at first ight eem an 
indication of the state of thing described in the Homeric line ,c and be taken to 
imply that Crete was already a land of mingled races and tongues, where chaean , 
Dorians, and Pelasgian had their seats beside the older inhabitants. The most 
recent craniological researche have indeed tended to how that from a very r emote 
period, a might well be inferred a priori from the geograp bical po ition of 
the island, Anatolian and outh European, perhaps even Libyan, element had 

here blended. The variant form of epulture brought to light in the pre ent 
cemetery are the natural outcome of different topographical and geological con
ditions, and it is always possible therefore that they may be ultimately referr d 
to differences of ethnic extraction. But the uniform character of the great 
Minoan civilisation, as traceable throughout the i land, had no doubt clone much to 
weld together such heterogeneou elements as had existed ab antiqtw. The 
evidence of the prehistoric cript, o far as its records extend throughout Central 
and Eastern Crete, point to a certain unity of language. Down at least to the 
date of the final destruction of the Palace of Knossos there eem to be no room 
in Crete for warring elements of recent intrusion from mainland Greece. 

a Two gold fibulas were of the same type, accompanied by a very late stirrnp-va. e m a 
tomb at Oltl Paphos. (Joum. AntMop. Inst. xxx. 104.) Similar bl'ooches a.re found in hambcr

tombs of the Late Bronze Age o1· the transitional p r iod when iron was coming into use iu Sicily 

and Ita ly . (Colini, B1tll. di Pal. 1905, pp. 45, 46, and p. 58, fig. 155.) 
b A fibula mnch resembling thi ·with the knobs somewhat modified wa. fennel by 'Iiss Boycl 

in a tomb at Kavonsi, belonging to the Latest BJOnze AO'e of Crete. (American Jom·nal of 

Archmology, v. (1901), 136. fig. 2.) In a tomb at As arlik, again, in Caria, the type occurred with 

Sub-MycenOC'an pottery and iron weaponR. J . IT. 8 . viii . 74, fig. 17. 

c Od. xix. 17:.:! seyq . 
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That a part of the interments of the Zafer Papoura necropohs came within 
the limit of the last period of the Palace at Knos o has been uffi.ciently 
demon trated. If then it could be made out that the objects which attained to the 
Palace level of art were all from one class of graves the other two classes of 
sepulture might be regarded as clue to the presence of later settlers of extraneous 
or1gm. But uch is by no means the case. On the contrary, the whole of the 
·evidence at our di po al points to the fact that all three cla e of interments 
co-existed from the earliest days of the ceme ery. The same type of objects occur 
in fact indifferently in haft-graves, chamber-tombs, and pit-caves alike. The 
-finest painted ve sel, the stirrup-va e namely, 68b (fig. 83), with decoration 
reproducing the purest tyle of metal decoration of the Later Palace, was found in 
.a shaft-grave overlying the entrance and dromos of a chamber-tomb which must 
therefore have been anterior to it. Good examples of similar va e , 55d and 5la, 
()Ccurred in graves of the pit-cave class. The great hoard of bronze vessels, some 
repeating Palace form , was brought to light from the large t chamber-tomb 
(No. 14), while other bronze vessels of the same class and the gold-plated sword 
with it naturalistic engravings of wild goat and lions came from a shaft-grave 
{ o. 36). The same parallelism runs through the whole series of interments. 

In truth, the high interest of the Zafer Papoura cemetery lie in the fact 
that throughout it whole duration it atte t a striking continuity of local 
traditions. To whatever circumstances was due the great ov.erthrow of the later 
Palace it did not bring with it any real break in the course of the Late-Minoan 
culture. The models upplied by the great Palace Style of wall and va e painting, 
.of metal work and gem engraving, continued to be followed. 

A period of immobility in art is succeede~ by one of gradual decadence, but 
the course of Minoan civili ation, whether still along the level or on the slight 
downward incline, was still uninterrupted in the main. 

It must at the same time be remarked that in the case of the tombs explored 
the lower limit reached is somewhat cl arly defined. It has ah·eady been noted 
t hat the ceramic tyle characteristic of the close of the Late Minoan Period, with 
its hardly recognizable degeneration. of triton bells and symmetrically arranged 
.octopus coils, is as yet non-apparent. Both t he Continental type of sword, which 
gave rise to those o widely diffused in the Early I ron Age, and the Late Mycenrean 
class with the flange carried round the top of the hilt, are a yet unrepresented.a 
The bow fibula characteristic of the latest Bronze Age in Crete and of the transi-

a The dagger, however, !:J5e, exemplifies this type of hilt. 
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tional period when iron was coming into use is also absent, and, as fibulas were 
at that time common in the island, its absence proves more than that of the earlier 
fiddle-bow type. Of the beginning of the use of iron it elf there is no trace in 
the pre ent cemetery : arms and implements are alike of bronze. Glass, it will 
be seen, is found in these graves both in the vase form and as the material for 
beads, but the non-appearance of impressed glass ornaments such as are current 
in the Late Mycemean graves elsewhere, and were present in the chamber-tomb 
at Milato , mu t be taken as a sign of a comparatively early date. It will be 
remembered that such do not occur in the shaft-graves at Mycenae. 

In contradistinction to the chamber-tombs explored by Mr. Hoga.rth on the 
western side of the neighbouring ridge, none of the graves of Zafer Papoura 
had been cleared out in order to be used again for sp,pulchral purposes in the 
Geometrical period. Neither have we here, what seems undoubtedly to have been 
the case with one of the chamber-tombs at Muliana in East Crete," any example of 
the continued use of a grave going down to the Earliest Iron Age. In Grave A at 
Muliana the bronze swords and other relics that accompanied the earlier inter
ments had not, as would have been natural had they met the eyes of alien 
intruders, been plundered or cleared out. They had been simply placed on 
one side in order to make room for the funeral furniture of some later scion of 
the same family, so that we have here the interesting spectacle of the succes ion 
of corpse burial by cremation and of iron weapons by bronze, apparently without 
any break in the indigenous stock. The accompanying vases, moreover, a two
handled bell-shaped amphora and a kind of pyxis, still represent the old tradition 
both in form and decoration, except that, side by side with Late-Minoan ornament, 
figures of a horseman and of a hunter of Cretan wild goats are introduced in a 
Geometrical style, recalling that of the Dipylon. We have here the clearest 
evidence yet brought to light of a Sub-Minoan Early Iron Age b parallel to that of 

a 'Ecp. 'Arx· 1904, p. 22 seqq. For the Muliana tombs see above. 
b A close parallel to these transitional tomb-groups is also . upplied by tbe contents of a built 

tholos tomb found at Erganos, not far from the site of Lyttos, and described by Halbherr (Arne?·ican 

Joun~ . of .A?·chreology, 1901, p. 271 seqq. and pl. vi.) . In thi case, side by ide with the remains of 
crouched skeletons and late stirrup-vases closely resembling the examples described above, was a 
cinerary urn decorated in a style in which Late Minoan elements still preponderate, though there is 
some infusion of the Geometrical. No metal objects were found in this tomb, but it i safe to say 
that the cremated remains belong to the beginning of the Iron Age. For the abundant traces of 
the . urvival of Minoan (Mycenooan) elements even in the developed Geometrical style of Crete see 
especially Mariani, .Ame?·ican Joumal of .tl.?-clueology, 1901, p. 305 seqq.; Orsi, op. cit. 1897, p. 252 seqq.; 
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the Sub-Mycenrean tombs of Salamis, of ssarlik in Oaria, and the analogous 
phenomena in Cyprus. 

In the graves explored at Zafer Papoura the lowest limit of the Minoan 
Bronze Age is not reached, and we have no trace of any such transit.ion to a 
Sub-Minoan Iron Age. But the evidence of such a stage elsewhere on the site 
of Knossos are fast accnmulating. 

Wide, Nachleben mykenische1· Omanwnte (Mitth. d. k. deutschen arch. In t. Athen , 1897, p. 234 
seg_g_.). Harriet A. Boyd, E xcavations at Kavou i in 1900 (A11te1·ican Jot~rnal of Arc7U£ology, 1901, p. 
146 seqq.). .A.t Knossos it elf, as I hope to show on another occasion, this persi tence of the older 

elements is very well marked . 

• 
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H .-THE RoYAL ToMB oF I OPATA. 

§ 1. Discove1·y and Ewcavation of the T omb. 

The range of hills on the eastern slope of which the cemetery of Zafer 
Papoura came to light, and of which the Palace bill itself is a southern spar, 
extends northwards for about two miles beyond this point . Its further 
promontory in this direction is surmounted by a narrow flat, locally known as 
'<TTa '<TW7rani, or, in its fuller Romaic form, El~ ,.a. l(n:maTa Toil 'AyCov r ~Ko A.aov. 

On the northernmost edge of this plateau, overlooking the sea about one and 
a half mile di tant, and the walls of Oandia, as the crow flies not much further 
away, was a pit from which for the last twenty years the peasant owner of the 
soil had been in the habit of quarrying large worked blocks. The existence of 
thi pit and the pos ibility that some ruined tomb wa to be ought here had been 
known to us for some time, but it was only during the campaign of 1904 that we 
were able to extend our investigation on that side. 

Visiting the pot with Dr. M~ckenzie, I found in the lower part of the pit 
some we1l-cut limestone blocks with one face splayed downwards, a characteristic 
feature of buildings constructed on the principle of the Oyclopean or horizontal 
arch. I n view of this suggestive discovery recour e was at once had to 
exploratory excavation, which made clear the fact that we had to deal with a 
considerable monument of Minoan elate. We were prepared to find a circular 
tomb of the bee-hive class, but it soon became apparent that the principal part 
of the present structure was a large quadrangular chamber. 

Unfortunately it was not only ruined, but the greater part of the upper 
masonry had been carried off for building purposes. Inquirie among the 
peasants elicited the fact that the small church of Hagios Nikolaos on the opposite 
hill to the west had been largely built of materials obtained from this convenient 
quarry, the blocks being cut smaller for the purpose. The owner, it appeared,. 
in the cour e of this clearance work had found a number of skulls and some 
painted pots, which he had taken to his house. House and vases alike, however, 
had been destroyed during the recent revolution, and though thi handy quarry 
had helped the owner to rebuild his hou e the pottery was irrecoverable. It 

• 
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P ublished by the Society of A ntiquaries of London, l !J05. 
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appeared, however, from his de cription that one at lea t of th ve el · wa a 
tirrup-vase. The building itself was supposed by_ the country people to have 

been a tower ( m)pyoc; ) . 

Owing to the great ma ses of fallen block that till encumbered the <:trea, and 
the con iderable size of the monument, it took ixty men a fortnio·ht' work to clear 
out the interior of the tomb an 1 its approach. The principal chamber proved to 
mea ure on the floor level about 8 m tres from east to west by G· 0 metres from 
north to south . The north-west corner of the walls 1va. wanting, but the cutting 
in the ·oft rock bowed the original form. The southern ection of the ea t or 
front wall was the best preserved, consisting of nine course , and ri, i.ng to a 
height of 3·60 metres. (Fig. 120, Plate XCII. and Plate XCV. a. ) 

Th e front and back wall of the chamber rose perpenc1iC1:tlarly, but, a will 
be een from the cross section given in Plate XCV. a, th e two ide walls started 
from the floor level with a slight inward slope obtained by mean of the splayed 
face of the flat superpo ·ed block . In the back wall of the chamber wa a f]_uare 
recess or niche going back 1 ·23 metre to the face of the rock cutting. Only th e 
lower part of this ·was preserved, but it no doubt resembled in construction two 
other niche of about the same ize found in the fore -hall of the tomb. Like 
these, moreover, it. seems to have been u eel for epulcbral purpo e in the latest 
l\'linoan P eriod, since a kull and two mall ve sel., one of them according to its 
description a stirrup-vase, were found in the upper part by the pea ants 1vho 
removed its ma oury. 

The floor of the chamber wa formed_ of a white indurated material, in which, 
near the north-ea t corner, sub equent l'C earchc brought out an oblong cutting 
2·80 metre long by 1·27 metres wide . On clea.1·ing out thi to a depth of about 
a third of a m tre, the rough covering , lab · of a .·epulchral tone ci t, recalling 
the "ka elles " of the Palace Magazine , were brought to light. The ci t will 
be found further de cribed below, but the rough labs above it were evidentl.r 
not its original covering. 

The front wall of the chamber showed a blocked arcnway " con tructed on 
the same horizontal system as tb side wall of the chamber. Thi arch led to 
a narrow fore -ball 6·75 metres in length and 1·5 metre broad, built on to the 
main chamber at a slightly oblique angle, on either ide of which was a niche 

• At the base of the wall that blocked the enb·ance, on t he inner side, wa a kind of miniature 

niche. A similar featur·e occurred on the innet· side of the block--ing of the fore-hall. The ob.1ect 

of these small niches is uncertain. They may have contained food offerings. 

s 
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resembling in plan that at the back of the main chamber. The rece ses in this 
case, l1owever , were completely preserved, bowing a horizontally arched vaulting 

]~ i g. 121. View of the (lronws looking we t, towards the entnlllce of the fore-hall. 

above with a flat lintel. (See Plates XCVI. XCVII.) They were, moreover, 
blocked by a rough walling. Two courses above the top lines of the e niches the 
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side walls of the fore-hall itself sloped inward in the same manner a the arched 
doorway communicating with the principal chamber. many a fourteen cour es 
were pre erved in position in thi part. 

This arched fore-hall had been blocke i by a thick walling at it ea tern end, 
beyond which was a paciou pa sage-wa.y or d1·onws 24 metres in length, cut out 
of the soft rock. (Fig. 121.) This pa age, the ides of which were nearly 
perpendicular, was throughout the greater part of its length 2 metres wide, but 
narrowed near its entrance in a gradual curve. Immediately out ide the blocked 
arch of the fore-hall the floor level of the cltonw wa. about 5 metre below the 
level of the urface of the rock. Throughout it course, however, there was a 
gradual rise, con iderably accentuated near it entranee, which corre ponded in 
level with the rock surface a.t this point. 

From the considerable size of the monument as compared with the tomb 
di covered in the neighbouring cemetery, its commanding position and the import
ance of some of the objec.t found within it, it may fairly be regarded as a Royal 
Tomb. 

For the detail of this impo ing monument I mu t refer to the careful plans 
and elevation prepared by Mr. Th odore Fyfe (Plate XCIII. -X VII.), who ha 
al o upplied a note on the con truction, and on the manner in which the vaulting 
of the principal chamber wa probably completed. ( ee fig. 1-1J5 .) 

From the analoO' of the be t xample of rock-cut chamb r-tombs, uch 
a tho e of Zaf r Papoura, the rule will be foun i to hold good that the height 
of the chamber approximate to one of its inner lengths.a In the same way 
the inner diameter and height of the great thoLos chamber of mainland Greece 
will be al o found roughly to correspond. In the case of the pre ent chamber, 
however, the very gradual inner lope of the lowe t ection of the two sides, if 
continued, would indicat an altogether cli proportionate height. There i there
fore good warrant for suppo ing that thi · inward lope must have increa ed as the 
wall ascended. In h is restored ection Mr. Fyfe has as umed an extension of the 
existing curve in geometrical progre ion which bring the apex of he vault to a 
height of about 8 metre , approximately answering to the length of it ides. 

The pit in which the principal chamber lay wa 10·25 metre from east 

a To take some instance · almo t at random, G!·ave o. 72 has a uorth to outh length of 
1·20 meh·e and height 1·30 metre; o. 1, east to we. t, 1·40 metre, height 1·30 metre; r o. 93, 
east to west, 1·65 metre, height 1·50 metr ; o. 13, north to outh, 2 metre , beigh 2 metres; 

o. 56, north to south, 1·50 metre, height 1·50 metre. 

s 2 
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to west by 7·30 metre from north to outh, with more or les ur right ides, 
de cending to a mean depth of 6 metres, or about 20 feet . Of this depth the 
superficial earth repre ented only about half a metre, the remainiug 5·50 metres 
being cut out of the solid rock. A tuning that the level of the rock surface 
has not appreciably altered, it thu a.ppear that about 3 metre. of the ridge of 
masonry forming the summit of the sepulchral chamber would have stood out 
above this level. If, a· i probable, thi in turn wa covered with earth, the site 
of the tomb must have been marked by a con iderable mound, itself perhap 
crowned by some con picuous stela or monument. 

Th previous disturbance within the area of the tomb and the great ma of 
clebTis made it impo sible to obtain any exact idea o.f the original arrangement or 
tratification of the object found there. It may, however, b noted that the few 

Geom trical sherds brought to light, which possibly indicate a certain continuity 
in epulchral tradition, occurred rather in the upper level , and that the only 
relics actually found on the floor of the principal chamber belonged to a good 
Palace Period. Scattered about in intermediate po itions were numerou · 
fragments of vases, many of them quite rough and unpainted, belonging to 
the late t Minoan Period. With these were cattereCi human bones and ome 
forty skull , in a more or les crushed condition. It wa observable, however, 
that the skulls were more en eviclence than the bone , and they may have been et 
apart from them. In thi ea e the tomb as used during the latest Minoan Age, 
would have been an ossuary. 

ot only the fore-hall but the two arched r ce es on either ide of it were 
found largely filled with deb1·is imilar to that of the main chamber. Some 
narrow blocks in position near the top of the niche · bowed that they had been 
originally wall d up, but the walling had b en broken in and the interior choked 
with thi jumbled material. Fallen blocks and rubble, with here and there bone. 
and kulls lying in no connexion with ono another, and pottery, mostly in a 
fragmentary tate, filled two-thirds of the rece . e . bove this ·wa an infiltrated 
clay depo it, formed by water, about half a metre thick in places, and then a 
~hort vacant interval. In the north reces were found two kull , a tbigh bone, 
ancl fragments of very late Minoan pottery, e rhibiting d cadent octopus de igns, 
and including parts of a plain pedestalled cup of tbe champagne-gla s type 
(cf. fig. 118, 66h above) . In t.hat on the south ide of fore-hall were three skull , 
the uppermost of these more nearly in connexion with a group of bone. than had 
been the case elsewhere. Beside it, moreover, was a perfect tirrup -vase, with 
a painted octopus design of a very late character. The exceptional preservation 
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of these remains wa no doubt clue to the fact that they re tecl on he top of the

deb?·i~ and were only cover d by the depo it of infiltrated clay. 
The stirrup-va ·e in question (fig . 122) pr . ent a late clecora ive development 

of the octopu. , of , pecial chronological igni.ficance. 
The style and detail of thi. de ign in fact altogether 
correspon i to that of a va e of the ame form found 
in the Cymbal-player's Tomb (B) at Muliana in East 
Crete belonging to the very close of the Minoan 
Bronze Age, and exhibiting details which r cur on 
vessels, on with cremat cl remains, from an inter
m nt in the fellow tomb at the ame locality belonging 
to the earlie t Iron Age. The tirrup-va e from thi 
niche must be referred therefor to the very clo e of 

the period above de cribed as Late-Minoan Ill. ome Fig. 122. l'aintcd stinnp-vase of lntc 

of the other ves els of which frag·ment w re found in cbnn.ctcr f rom the ·oath niche of thl' fore-ball. Ilcight: J ()·~ centimetres. 

the oppo ite rece s and in the inner chamb r belong 
to a somewhat earlier cla s, more nearly approaching the types found in th Zafe1· 
Papoura Cemetery. Taken as a whole, however~ the pottery with which the 
confused ma s of later interment found in the Royal Tomb wa a ociated mu. t 
all be referred to the ame general period, and to a time when tb Palace it. elf 

,ya in a ruinous and only partially occupied condition. 
The fir. t important finds belonging to earlier interment wer maie aboYe tbe 

ea t end of the fore-halL Here, at a cl pth of about 3 metr s from the surface, 
came to light the greater part of a magnificent black porphyry b wl (fig. 123, S. 1 
in Plate XCVIII . and fig. 12+), the remaining fragmeut of whi h were ubsequently 
cli covered at a. omewhat lower leYeL• ear thi. came out a brok n alaba ter bow] 
(fig. 125, S. 11) with the greater part of another (fig. 125, . 13), and ome beads 
of lapis lazuli, too·ether with a frog an l an ape of the ame ma.t rial perforated for 
suspen ion (fig .. 131a, 132). Scattered about in the neighbourhood of the e, more
over, were a number of clay , ealing", impresse 1 by the ame fine ignet repre enting 
a bull (fig. 13 ) . bout 4 metres down n ar he doorway of the principal chamber 
wa found a hooked pin of twi ·ted o·old (fig. 129), probably a hair pin. Although 
om of the e relics l1acl worked down to a om what lower lev 1, th o·eneral lie of 

these find wa found to corr pon 1 with an old urface, form .cl of a watery 
depo it, and sloping down from the top of the ruined cro s-wall at the opening 

• Only one small fl'agmcnt is wanting. 
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of the d1·o11ws to the somewhat lower ridge of that blocking the doorway of the· 
principal chamber. It i evident therefore that at the time when the e object . 
were extracted by plunderer from the inner chamber the fore-ball was already 
largely choked by deposit, and the upper part of the cross-wall had already 
been brok n away by earlier violators of the tomb. Probably both earlier and 
later robbers were in search of preciou metal , and the stone objects had not 
been sufficiently prized for removal, though the porphyry bowl was barbarously 
broken up. 

'rhe great ma of find , belonging apparently to two earlier interments, 
occurred on or near• the floor of the principal chamber over an area extending 
from it centre towards the south wall. The lower part of a va e of Late Palace· 

Fig. 124. Porpby•·y bowl from the Royal Tomb. 

style (fig. 144), the other fragment of which were collected near, was here found· 
resting on the floor, perhap in its original po ition, and near it im1 ortant part 
of three other fine vase in the same style (figs. 141a, Plate 0.; 142a, Plate OI.; 
and 143), of which other pieces had been found scattered among the debris at 
upper levels. Within the area indicated were also found the two stone lamps shown 
in figs . 126 and 127, and Plate XCVIII., fig. 123, S. 15, 16, the cylindrical lime-
tone vessel (fig. 123, S. 14), and practically the whole group of alaba ter vases 

illustrated in fig. 125, Plate XCIX., with the exception of the two bowls. Some-
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-of these were more or less intact and actually in po8ition, other tumbled over, 
while others again wer only to be reconstru.cted from scattered fragments. 

Near the centre of this area lay an exceptionally large bronz mirror plate 
(fig. 123), with trace. of it ivory handle. By it wa a cry. tal b ad of exceptional 
, ize (fig. 134). Two whorl or button-like bead· of the same mat rial (fig . 135, 
136) were found in the vicinity, and nearer the entrance a long oval bead of 
yellow translucent steatite. Clo e to the abo e group was a mall cry tal pommel 
(fig. 133) apparently belonging to a dagger with a cro p rforation for a metal 
pin. Somewhat neRrer the edge of the epulchral pit were found he remains of 
two silver goblets . Of one of the e only a part of th . ide and th attachment of 
the handle were preserved (fig. 139), but suffici nt remain. of the other exi ted in 
a crushed condition to make pos ible a complete re toration of it hape (fig. 140). 

Near the blocked entrance of the great chamber \Yore the cru bed remains of 
a tripod hearth of hard pla ter re embling on a somewhat larger cale the tripod 
hearth found in the large Chamb r-Tomb No. 14, of th Zafer Papoura Cemetery. 
( ee above, fig. 33.) By it were found some of the charcoal emb r originally 
placed on it, actually tran I ortecl thither, it may be, in thi ea e from the hearth 
of a P alace hall. We have her an interestino· example of the same epulchral 
rite by which warmth was uppliecl to the J. ad, of which humbler illu tration 
are een in the clay chafing pans found in other Minoan grave . Judging from 
the fragmentary remains of the portable hearth b1·ought to light, it heio·ht was 
about 23 centimetre , which, if we follow the proportion. of the b t r pre erved 
hearth of Zafer Papoura, would give a diameter of about three-quarters of a 
metre. 

On carefully explorino· t he cement floor of the chambe1· a erie of elongated 
cuttings appeared along its western ar a, and th pos i.bili y naturally suggested 
it elf tl1at these were the opening of grave-pit . On clearing th e out, however, 
they all proved to be shallow, and it b cam evident that th y wcr the work of 
plunderer in m thodical earch for epulchral cists, or other 1epo it of precious 
obj cts. It was only on approachino· the north-east corner of he tomb that a 
more finely cut opening in the pla ter appear cl which lid actually lead to the 
ci t grave briefly referr cl to above. 

Except that the lower part of the arave was omposed of ma oury in teacl of 
being simply cut out of the soft rock, the gen~ral principle ob erved was that of 
the shaft-graves of Zafer Papoura. Here as there the preliminary pit, in this 
-case only 70 centimetres deep, led to a narrower cell, with ledges ronnel on 
which to rest its covering slab. (8ee ections, P lates XCV.-X VII.) The grave 
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ran from ea ·t o we t, like the major axi · of the chamber. The covering lab 
when brought to light proved to be a row of rough irr gular blocks not by 
any mean comparabl8 to the labs of the better class of haft-grave· at Zafer 
l?apoura. 'I'his in itself wa a di couraging feature, and it wa considerably 
heightened by the fact that at the east end, near the ntrance to the chamber, 
a block wa • wanting, and a piece of the end ma onry of the cist had fallen in. 
On the removal of the e rough labs the cist itself wa brought to light , solidly 
constructed of limestone blocks, the inside surface of which showed traces of 
a stucco facing . The cell within wa 2·33 metres long by '72 centimetre in 
width, and proved to be 1·12 metre deep, the bottom being formed by the 
soft virgin rock. The upper part was filled with a clay y tratified deposit, the 
infiltration of which into th grave was dne to winter rain . This deposit con
tained no remain , but at the ea ·t end of the grave, where a covering slab was 
missing, fragments of painted pottery belonging to the group of find on the floor 
of the chamb r had found th8ir way. Beneath the clay deposit there came to 
light two fallen blocks, a clear sign of former disturbance, and the whole grave 
proved to be filled with. mere rlf>bTis . Near the bottom, however, some mall 
vestige of it former contents wa disc0vered, in the hape of fifteen lapis lazuli 
beads like those found above the fore-ball, and another ape pendant of the same 
material. Part of a human leg bon wa al o brought out. 

The fact that the niches of the fore-hall and principal chamber had been 
re-used for interm nt in very late Minoan time makes it probable t hat the cist 
i t elf may aJ. o have been u eel for a secondary int rment during tbi period. Thi 
would account for the rough covering slabs, an wering to sepulchral usage, but 
evidently not belonging to the orginal grave, that had b en placed over it. o 
doubt the Royal Tomb itself bad already been long ince plundered. 

Next came the still later plunderer , who left their trace in the discarded 
relic found in the upper layer of the fore-ball. Thes intruders evidently 
removed he covering slab at the ea t end of the ci t and a block of the actual 
ma onry, and ·would have begun their op rations by thro·wing out the econdary 
intermen . Grubbing down below this th y eem to have found a few objects 
b longing to the original burial which earlier plunderers had left, including the 
bowls of porphyry and alabaster. From the way in which the porphyry bowl was 
·ma bed up, it does not seem that those who extracted these objects, at the 

cost of much labour and probabl ri. k, were gratified with the re ults of t heir 
undertaking. 

That the ilver goblet of which the r main.. were found near the edge of 
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the grave, and som of the other smaller objects that were broughL to light on or 
n ar the floor of the chamber, had been originally contained in the sepulchral cist 
i probable enough. On the other hand it i. clear that the larg r vessels found 
outside, such as the great painted jar in the Late Palace tyle, could never 
have been placed in the ci. t itself. We have here therefore indications of an 
arrangement analogous to that found in Tomb o. 36 of the cemetery, in which 
the bronze ves els and other objects were placed above the cov ring lab , while 
the gold-mounted sword and jewelry lay below, be ide, or on th body. The 
larg chamber-tomb No. 1"* also pre ent obvious points of comi ari on. Jot only 
did it contain a imilar portable hearth, but there seem to have b en in this case 
a double dispo ition of th pec1dmm of the dead recaJling that of the Royal Tomb. 
There <:tre rea ons for supposing that the personal ornaments and other precious 
object which had all been abstracted were originally contained either in the 
small sepulchral cist visible in the floor or in a portable funereaJ che t . The 
household utensil , howev r, which though in this ea e of bronz , had been left 
untouched, stood be i.de the hearth on the floor of the chamber. 

Of the wealth in jewelry and other object of preciou m tal once contained 
by the Royal Tomb we have little more than an inlication in the gold hairpin, 
silver vase , and lapis lazuli beads and pen lant . It i evident that on more than 
one occasion it wa · thoroughly ransacked for uch objects, and v n t.he bronze 
vessels, which may be supposed to haye outnumber d tho of paint 1 clay, had 
disappeared from the floor of the funereal chamber. It i on the whole nrprising 
that it should haYe been possible to obtain a record of o much, though the final 
re ults were only obtained by the careful piecing tog ther of fragments dis
tributed throughout the whole of the yast ma of deb1·is extracted from the tomb, 
and the further ifting of the urface earth of a large part of th n ighbouring 
field for fragments thrown out in the cour e of the previou quarrying. The 
porphyry bowl in particular, though unquestionably of :Minoan workman. hip, 
is wort.hy both in fabric and material to be et be ide the most exqui ite vase 

in hard stone found in the tomb of arly Egyptian king . The fine series of 
alabaster va es includes many imported Egyptian ves els, and th painted va es 
afford new and splendid illustrations of the Palace tyle of Kno o . 

t 
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§ 2. Ecwlier Olas of Objects fo~mcl in the Royal Tomb. 

1. Bowl of lleep green and black porphyry with white crystal ·. Diameter :)8 centimetre·, 

height 13 centimetres. Fio·. 124. The underside i seen on fig. 123, 8 .1 (Plate XCVIII.) . 
On either side of the most prominent part of the exterior border are two small vertical 
perforations, perhap. originally intended for purposes of su ·pension, which had been care

fully filled up, apparently with similar 1 orphyry. Only one small fragment of this bowl 
(from the rim) is wanting. 

'l'he shape of this va. e does not seem to an wer to any Bgyptiau type. At the same ti me 
it might ea ily be a derivative form de cended from certain types of bowl of diorite and oth er 
material belonging to the Early Empire, examples of which occurred at E l Kab. The 
recurved rim and carinated contour i also characteristic of thi Egyptian group. 1oreover, 
a similar dark green porphyry wa also in use in Egypt as a material for va es during 

the early dynastic period. Rough blocks of green porphyry an wering to the matet·ial of 
the present bowl were found in the Palace at Knossos; many of the e worked into a later 

wall in the Domestic Quarter. The porph yry itself seem to be the lapis Lctceclmmonius, 

and to have been imported into Minoan Crete for various purpose from the quarries of 

Mount Taygetus. In Late-Minoan time it wa a common material of gems. ( 'ee I• ig. 124.) 

2. One-handled Egyptian va ·e of coarse alaba ter . Height 2.)·3 centimetre:, diameter 
l4 centimetres. (Fig. 125, .2, Plate XCIX.) 'l'he exterio1· of the handle shows pm·pen

dicular and horizontal groove , and is prolono·ed in a grooved ollar round the neck of 

the vase. A part of the rim was ''anting, and has been restored in pla:ter. This vase, 
unquestionably an imported vessel, belongs to a very common [:;;gyptian class. The present 
specimen greatly re embles one fmm an early J£ighteenth Dynasty tomb gronp at Abydos," 
now in the ~\_sbmo lean 1u~e um. Another, of more expanded contour, but with the ame 

characteristic handle and collar, was found in a tomb of the Lower Town at Mycenae" 
v.-hich contained a fine painted amphora of the Kno sian Palace ·tyle and two ston(• 
lamps,C al o of Cretan fabric and material aud exactly resembling those from the pre. en t 
tomb to be described below. 'rhis common Egyptian type recall , in its globular hod;· 

n A. 0. Mace, El Am?·ah and Abydos, plate l., Tomb D, 11. An inte1·e ·ti1Jo· va e in the form of a 
11C'dgchog was found in the same grave. 

b See Bosanquct, J. H. . xxiY. (1904), p. 325, where variou simila1· vases arc cited. otbing 
exactly answering to this very characteristic Egyptian type occurs among tho.'e i llustrn.ted in V on 
Hissing'. Oatalog1te of the Gizeh Stone Vases. 

c Op. cif. plate xi>. n, b. These were of grey steatite. 
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and upright neck nrrounded with a collar, certain "bucchero " vaRe , apparent ly of 

'yrian fabric, very frequent in Eighteenth Dynasty tomb group a 

3. Egyptian vase of banded alabaster with a bulging contour. Height 1 ·5 centimetres, 

diameter 16 centimetres. (Fig . 125, 8.3, Plate XCIX.) . Baggy alaba ter va es, such a 
this and the three succeecling examples ( Tos. 4, 5, and G) are common in Twelfth 
Dynasty deposits. 'rhey begin indeed still earlier, ince a very similar alaba ter vessel 
was found by Professor Petrie in a ixtb Dyna ty tomb at Dendera.h It i interesting 

to observe that this baggy type of Egyptian alabast1·on became the prototype of a series 

of painted clay vessel that characteri e the very beginning of the Late Iinoan cer amic 

sty le. everal of these were found by Mis Boyd at Gournia on floor of the First Late 
Minoan Period, and the wavy bands of the alaba ter are in many ea es reproduced in the 
painted decoration . I• rom the frequency of these cl:ty imitations at thi time we must 
infer that the alabaster prototypes were largely imported into Crete about the time which 
corre ponds with the elate of the great remodelling of the Palace at Kno. sos. During the 
next per iod (Late Minoan II.) which immediately preceded th e de tru tion of the Palace 

this cer amic type is no longer found . 

4. Egyptian vase of bande l alaba ter of small dimensions (height l0·5 centimetres, 

cliameter 9·5 centimetres), but otherwise clo. ely resembling in it baggy contour o. :3 

above. (Fig. 125, .4, Plate XCIX.) 

5. Egyptian va e of banded alaba ter; one . ide imperfect. Height 7· centimetres, 

diameter ·2 centimetr . (Fig. 125, 8 .5, Plate XCI X .). rrhis small ve sel re embles the 

above except that th e tran. ition from the base to the ides is somewhat more abrupt. A 
very similar vase wa found in a tomb at Abyclos belonging to the early part of the 

l1jighteenth D ynasty.C 

() . Egyptian vase of banded alabaster of a more squat form than the preceding, but 
otherwise resembling them. H eight 5·4 centimetre > diam eter · ~ centimetres. Parts of 
the rim and of one :ide are wanting, and have been completed in pla ter. (Fig. 125, l':i.O, 

Plate XCIX.) 

" See for instance J-. G-ar~tang, El Ambah, plates xvii . x\iii. 'l'he type is al o fl- quent in Cypt·o
~Iycenrean tombs (Myres, J. H. 8. xvii. p . 150, Oypms Muse·um Oalalog~te, p. 37, and ::Murray, 
E .vcavations in Oyp1·us, figs . 62, 66, 6 , 70). The term "base-ring ware" applied to this class i:-; 
unsatisfactory, as these ves els rarely show anything at their base that can be called a ring. A 
more distinctive feature i .· the r~Liseclring or collar round the neck in connection w·ith the hand le. 
It . eems to rep1·esent the original noose of a thou"' handle ronnel a neck of ha1· i material. 

b Dendera, plate xx:i. 1 b; V on Bissing, Oaf. Gen.; teingefiis. e, plate x:xi. o. l 61£1. 
c Tomb ~ 15. The group of object. from thi tomb is in the Ashmolean hlu um. 

t 2 
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A clo e P<'rallel to thi va e 1 again afforded by an alaba f?·on from an early Eighteenth 
Dynasty tomb at Abydo ·." 

7. mall bowl of finely translucent alabaster. ReRtored from remaining portion of one 
side, including handle. (Fig. 125, 8.7, P late XCIX.) Original diameter, 7·5 centimetres. 
It had two semi-cylindrical ledge handle · without perforation. An allied form of tone 
va ·e, with a flat rim on top, is of great antiquity in Egypt, going back to the pre-Dyna tic 
period. I n these vases, moreover, as in the present example, t he ledge handles, though 
generally perforated for suspension, are not infrequently left solid. The flat rimmed form 
i · common throughout the Early Empire, and upplies the prototype of a long . eries of 
Minoan stone va es .h Sometimes the flat rim was made in a separate piece," and it i. 
possible therefore that thi was the case with the present vase. A , however, Egyptian 
ledge-handled va es with separate rims do not seem to be known after the period of tbe 
Early Empire,d it is possible that the pre ·ent vase i of Cretan fabric, representing a survival 
of a much earlier EO"yptian tradition .0 

, tone bowl · of plain bird' ·-nest form, with rounded 
shoulder and ·howing neither rim nor ledge ·, are common among Cretan remains, going 
clown to the late Minoan P eriod . 

8. Egyptian vase of banded alabaRter, with short foot, globular body, and cylindrical 
neck. H eight 9·7 centimetre ·, diameter 8 centimetres. Par ts of the rim are wanting. 

(Fig. 125, .8, P late XCIX.) 'l'his is a very typical Egyptian form/ ·pecially common in 
the time of the EighteAnth DyuaRty. An imported va e of this type was found in a 
Mycenrean tomb at Enkomi .S" 

9. Egyptian vase of alabaster, with wavy grain. The r1m was wanting and ha been 
reRtored. Original height 11·4 centimetres. (Fio·. 125, 8 .9, "Plate XCIX.) The type in 
P rofe or P etrie' s opinion belong to the Eighteenth Dyna ty. 

10. Egyptian vase of banded alaba ter, mo uth wanting. Original height 9·8 centimetre ·. 
(Fig. 125, 8.10, P late XCIX.) rrhis i also an Eighteenth Dyna ty type. 

• T omb E. 28 . The "'roup of object· belonging to this i also in the .A..-lunolean Museum. 

b See my account of the IIagios Omtphrios Depo.•it in Ondan Pictographs, etc. (Quari.tch , l 93), 
11 , figs. 111, 112, whm·e a Fourth Dyna. ty va. e of this type is compared with one from nefn· Olous 

(E lunda), Or te . 
c Lerlge-h audled tone vase., with a scpamte r im, already occm· in the pre-Dynastic period, as 

at N agada. 
a ..A. Four th Dynasty example of th.is from El Kab i in the ..A.shmolean Museum. 

• It is by no means certain that the pre. cnt bowl had any detached rim. 
r Compar e F . vou Bi ·sing, 'teingefiisse ( Oat. Gene1·al des Ant. Egyptiennes a1t M~tsee de Oai1·e), 

18355 and l 356. 
g Murr ay, E xcavations in Oypms, p. 25, fig. -41 ( :ro. 1815). 
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11. Bowl of handed alabaster. Diameter 20 ·4 centimetre , height 8·4 centimetre · 
(Fig. 125, S.ll, Plate X IX.) It ha· a flat base, with a round opening about 4 centi
metres in diameter, and there i.· a round perforation half-way down the ide. Th re seems 
to be no parallel to this type. 

12. 'l wo-hancl!ed spouted vase of veined and banded alabaster. Height 18·30 centi
metres, diameter 20 centimetres. (Fig. 125, .12, l'late XCIX.) Thi va. e answcr·s in 
shape to a very repre entative Minoan cla s. As in the case of t he clay ve cl of tl1is type, 
the Rpont does not fully open into the body of the va e, but i applied, a it wer e, to the 
wall of the ve . el, a round hole t luough this upplying the me~tns o£ communication. 

Clay vases of thi type are known in Crete by the clo ·e of the Early Minoan Age 
(cf. Miss E . H. Hall, Ea1·ly Painted Potte1·y jm1n Goumia, C1·ete, , 6) and are rife 
throughout the Midclle-Minoan Period. They are still not infrequent in the immediately 
succeeding Age (Late-Minoan I.). In the later remains of the Kno sian Palace, however, 
characteri ed by the fine Palace Style of painted ware, they are no longer found. 

either did a single example occur in the cemetery of Zafer Papoura. Middle Minoan 
specimens are known in stone, and a pout and part of the rim of a va e of thi · type of 
banded alabaster were found in a depo. it belonging to the very beginning of thi period, 
below the later Palace floor in the region of the Pillar Room ·. 

The curious spout of these vases with, as in thi case, its relatively small round hole 
communicating with the interior, suggest · an intere ting compari on with a class of Egyptian 

vases of copper and alabaster belonging to the early Dynasties. The Egyptian form is 
handleles , but otherwise the parallelism is so close, that in the presence of other similar 
borro1vings, it is fairly safe to conclude that the type is of early Egyptian derivation, the 
handles being added in conformi y with Cretan ta te . 0£ the alternative Egyptian types 
the copper form seems to be the original, the on-set of the spout being more easily r econcile
able with metal than with stone technique. Fourth Dynasty example of this type in 
copper and alabaster from E l Kab and Mahasna are in the A.shmolean ollection. 

In the ea e of one of these (of alabaster) and of another (of copper) in the Gizeh 
Mn eum from Maha na,n the spout is divided into two by a partition along the centre, each 
division having a separate hole. Among the Middle Minoan clay va e from Gournia of 
the same form a the alabaster ve el from the Royal 'l'omb are some howing a double 
pout, a strong corroboration of the view expressed above that they should be regarded as 

derivatives of the proto-dyna tic Egyptian type. 

13. Bowl of banded alaba ter with small flattening at base. Diameter 19 centimetres, 
height 10·4 centimetres. (Fig. 125, S.13, Plate X IX.) 

14. Spouted cylindrical vessel of veined limestone, with two horizontal handle· having 
vertical openings. Height 19 centimetres, diameter 21 centimetres. Thi va e is some-

A V on Bi sing, Metalgefasse, etc. 3436. 
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what coarsely executed and the interior irregularly hollowed out, o that the walls in places 
are ve r_y t hin. (Fig. 123, .14, Plate XCVIII.) 

15. Lamp of purple gypsum with raised coils re ambling . hells on its two side . 
(J;'ig . 126 and tig-. 12:3, S.15, Plate XCVIII.) Height 9·2 centimetres, diameter of upper part 

~Fig. J 26. Lamp o[ pu•·ple gyp' um. 

20 ceutimet1·c ·. 'l'his lamp is of a type and material very cl1aracte1·i:,;tic of the late Palace 
rema.ms. A lamp with imilar decoration in grey 'retan steatite wa fo und in a chamber
tomb at Mycenac, together with remain of two fine ampl10rae of the P alace Style.• 

Fig. lU. Lump of purple gypsum . 

l G. J.;amp of purple gypsum, similar to the above, but . omewhat smaller. H eigh t 
!-J·3 centimetres, diameter of the upper part 16·5 centimetres. (Fig. 127, and fig . 12:3, .1 6, 
Plato XCVIII. ) 

17-20. , 'teatite lids with button handle . (See base of fig. 123, Plate XCVTH.) Licls 

a Sec Bo, anquet, J. H. , . xxiv. 1904, p. 322 seqq. and plate xi ,ra. 
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of this cla , as was pointed out in my account of the Hagios Onuphrio Deposit," are 

practically identical with Twelfth Dynasty Egyptian examples. They are found as ociated 

with Cr tan remains of the Middle Minoan Period. 

21. Fragment of a mall diorite bowl. Original diameter 11 c ntimetr and height 

5 centimetre . The contou r of this ves el, as far a it i pre ·erv cl, and the characte1·istic 

moulding of the rim, re emble tho e of va.ses of serpentine alabaster and other matl'rials 
from Fourth Dyna ty tombs at El Kab," 

now in the Ashmolean Museum. In the 

restored drawing (fig. 128), which i du e 

to the kindness of Mr. C. F. Bell, the va e 

1 hown with a flat bottom lik that of thC' 

Egyptian example . Both the form and 

material of this bowl make it probable that 

we have here a part of an Egyptian vessel 

of early Dynastic fabric. Other examples 

of Old Empire Egyptian fabrics or their 
Fig. 128. Di01·ite bowl : restored from a frngmen t. 

exact reproductions by Cretan artificers have been found on the Palace ite of Kno. sos, 

and had apparently been preserved in the earlier building. Awong them i a flat bowl 
of diorite, another of liparite, a11d a higher and thicker bowl of syenite! 

23. Small fr·agments of serpentine va es . 

24. Hooked pin of pirally tw i ted o·old. L ength 11:5 centimetre . (Fig . 129.) It is 

somewhat pointed at the end and may have s rved as a hairpin. Bronze pins of similar 
type have been found on other Cretan site <1 

~·ig. 12!J . Hooked pin of twisted gold. 

2.-. Necklace of beads of lapis laznli. Th e shapes are ufficiently hown in fig. 130. 
'rhe arrangement, however, there given i conjectural. The section of the quare type of 

the elongated beads approache~ tha of certain paste beads found iu a chamber-tomb at 

Phae tos.e The lapi lazuli example of the pre ent necklace are, however, more elegant 

• In C1·etan Pictographs, etc. Quaritch, l 95, p . 117 seqq. 

b Quibell, El Kab, plate x. pp. 17, 30 . 
. J. E., Rep01·t: Knossos. B . . .A.. viii. p. 121 seqq. and ix. p. 9 

d Eg. Augo, Gournia, Z <Lkro, and Palaika tro. See H . R. Ha. tiugs (il.1ne1'ica1t Jomnal of 

Anhmology, ix. 279), who al ·o regards them a hail·-pins. 
e 'avignoni, N ec1·opoli di Phctestos, l <.bl, fig. lOO c. 
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in contour and obviously the work of an ear lier period. The pendant bead with a quake
foil ection are a! ·o highly artistic. one of the more elaborate forms of bead here rep1·e
sented i · known in Egypt1 and there can be no doubt that the necklace i · of Cretan fabric

1 and probably belong: to the earlier part of the Late-iVfinoan Age. 

l'ig'. 130. Necklace of beads of lapiR lazuli. e-n 

~ 
~ 

26. Pendant of htpis lazuli in the form of a monkey) with a vertical and two side 
perforation Height 1·9 centimetres (fig. 1311 a) . 'l'be animal i in a squatting position 
rai. ing his hands to his oars, and the tail is een running up his back. The ob,ject 

{;:;\ 
\Q 

(( 

Fig. 131. 

T 

b 
Lapis lnznli pendants in form of long-tailed monkeys. (-~ . ) 
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naturally ugo·e ts Egyptian parallels, the ce1·copithecus or long-tailed monkey being a 
f avourite ornament of Egyptian necklaces (cf. Wilkin on, Ancient Egyptians, 1 78 edition, 
iii. 269) . From its a. ociation with the beads described above and the identity of the 
material there can be little doubt that this ornament, together with the figures of another 
monkey and a frog de cribed below, mu t be regarded rather a Cretan imitations of 
Egyptian pendants of the same kind than as imported objects of Egyptian fabric. 

27. Pendant of lapis lazuli, al o repre enting a long-tailed monkey. Height 1·9 centi
metres (fig. 131, b). The monkey in this case is seated on a square ba e with hi forearm 
r esting on the knees while th e tail curls round by his right foot. 

Fig. 132. Lapis lnzuli pen dun(, in form 
of nfrog. en 

Fig. 133. Cry tal pommel of a clngger. (f.) Fig. 134. Large cry tal bead. (f.) 

28. Bead or pendant in form of a frog perforated through the sides. part of the 
hind quarters is broken off on one side. Length 1·8 centimetres (fig . 132.) The frog i 
al o common as an Egyptian ornament. It seems to have been an emblem of Ptah (cf. 
Wilkinson, op . cit. iii. 15 and 340). 

29. Crystal pommel, probably of a dagger, with ide perforation for the bronze pin of 
the handle. (Fig. 133.) 

30. Large crystal bead. (Fig . J 34.) 

u 
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31, 32. Crystal whorls. (Figs. 135, 136.) 

33. Large oval bead of pale lemon-coloured transluceut steatite. One end bl'okeu. 

Original length 4·2 centimetres. 

ll 
Fig . 136, 136. Crystal whorls. ( t·) 

34. ncertain alabaster object. (Fig. 137.) Length 4·8 centimetres. Both face are 
hollowed out in the shape of a pointed oval gradually narrowing to a small slot of the 

same form. 

ll b 
:Fig. 137. Uncertain object of alabaster. 

c 

35 . Ola · sealing, of which about 12 examples (some fragmentary) were found. rl'he 
back is pinched in so that it shows a triangular ection. The major axis of these sealing · 

""\ 

~ 

Fig. 13 . Clay sealing, showing bull on architectural base. (Enlarged two diameters.) 

doe · not, as in some cases, how any sign of a tring having run through it. rl'hA 
impre.'. ed y,r}th a lentoid intaglio (diameter c. 1·5 centimetre) repre enting a bull 
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act of n smg from a couchant position, with his head turned backwards. The animal 
appears above what is evidently intended to be an architectural base. It hows two 
horizontal lines above and below a frieze decorated with nine connected piral coils, of 
which seven appear in the present impression. The engraving of the whole design JS m 
the finest sty le of the Later Palace. The connected coils recall those of the two tone 
lamps. (Fig. 138.) 

36. Large bronze mirror, 22 centimetres in diameter, with fragmentary remains of its 
ivory handle attaching to it. This mirror is much larger than any of tho e from the 
cemetery of Zafer Papoura. ( ee fig. 123, Plate XCVIII.) 

Fig. 139. Silver cup (re tored). (f.) 

37 . Silver cup with pedestal and a ingle handle. A part of the handle, which was 
fixed by three rivets, was wanting, and the cup, of which fi g . 139 gives a re bored drawino-, 
was much crushed. The remains are in a highly oxydisecl condition, but ome trace of 
decoration seem to be visible a t the base. 

38. Parts of the handle and rim o£ a silver cup of about the same ize a the preceding 
and apparently of a somewhat imilar form . (Fig. 140.) The handle was ecured by 
three rivets . Its exterior attachment below terminates in an outline recalling that of the 
reduplicated edges of many of the double axes of Minoan cult. 

~~ 2 
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39. Tripod hearth of hard pla ter with white facing. 

40. Large painted "amphora" with three handles, showing decorative design of the 

,, 
11 
I I 

Fig. HO. llandle and part of rim of silver Cllp. 

latest Palace Period (Late-Minoan II. ). (Fig. 14la, Plat.e .) Height 67 ·5 centimetres, 
diameter 49·5 centimetres. On one ide i · an octopu of a somewhat symmetrical decorat iv 
character with conventional rockwork. On the other side are seen conventional sprays 

Fig. 1411J. Part of tbc back of a painted" amphora." 

and coil with stellate and other flower . (Fig. 14lb.) Round the neck is a foliate 
rl'he vase was put together from scattered fragments, and several parts are mi sing, 

enough remains to recon titute most of the design. 
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LARGE PAINTED " AMPHORA " (fig. H. la) WITH OCTOPUS AND FLORAL DESIGNS 

FROM THE ROYAL TOMB AT ISOPATA. 

Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London, 1906. 
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LARGE PAINTED " AMPHORA" (fig. 1-l:la) WITH CONV ENTIONALIZED PLANT DESIGNS. 

FROM THE ROYAL TOMB AT ISOPATA. 

l> nb]i,hed by the 'ociety of Antiquaries uf London. 1903. 
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41. Large painted •< amphora" with three handles of the same ·hape as the above. H eight 
63 ·5 centimetres, diameter 42 centimetres. T.his magnificent vase, like the other, was put 
together from scattered pieces, but a zone round the centre of the body was almost ent irely 
wanting. Happily, however, enough remained to complete the de ign with certainty, and 
fig.l42, Plate CL, from a drawing by the Dani h artist, Mr. Halvor Bagge, gives a complete 
restoration of the va e. Immediately below the collar is a double band of foliage, with a, 

serie of reduplicated edgings below directly suggested by chased metal work, ·uch as that 
of the bronze bowl from the Palace hoard shown in fig. 116 above. The conventionalised 
plant ornament that surrounds the body display · a stately and qua i-architectonic style 
very characteristic of the mature art of the Later Palace. 

The flat upper rim of this ves el is decorated with what may be termed the waYe-and

star pattern very frequent on the Kuos i:m Palace fresooe,:.• (Fig. 142b. ) 

.l!'ig. 14211. Him of painted" amphora." 

A variant of the same design, in which the ·tars are superiropo ·ed, a the waves recur 
in th e painted decoration of the hearth in the Megaron of the Palace at Mycenae. 'rhe 
same pattern is al o found in ivory reliefs of the period as the decoration of the wings of 

griffin · and sphinxes. 

42. Painted «amphora" with three handle ·, imilar to the abo,e. Height 4 centimetres, 
diameter 37 centimetre . (Fig. 143.) The upper part of this i fairly complete, but part of 
the base are wanting. Round the neck is a ingle foliate band. 'rhe band of ornament 
that runs round the shoulders of the vase varies on the two sides, both halves, howevei', show 
s'piraliform designs, probably derived from metal work. The double lines of connected 
spirals in particular recall the decoration of a gold amochoe and cup from the Acropolis 
graves of Mycenae. The other pattern seem to be a deriYative form of the simpler 

a See Fyfe, "Painted Flasher Decoration at Knossos " : Journ. R . I. B. A. x. 127, where it is 

referred to as "tooth ornament." 
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piraliform motive on the gold breast plate from Schliemann's Fir t Grave. (Mycenae, 
301, fig. -!. 8.) The field below thi zone is divided into three part by foliate prays 

' \ 
\ 

I 
\ 
\ 
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I 
I 
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:Fig. lH. l'ainted" amphora" with piral pattern . 

descending vertically beneath the handles. The three spaces thu divided off how an 
uniform decoration of very crude conventional sprays, which were evidently very hastily 
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fini hed by the painter of the vase . The e have a distinctly decadent a pect, but the 
foliate sprays and metal-work patterns of the re t of the decoration take u well back 

within the limit o£ the Palace Period. 

Fig. lH. Painted "amphora" with architectural motive . 

43 . Painted "amphora" with three hanclle , similar in form to the other . Height 50·3 

centimctr , diameter 34 centimetre . (Fig. 144). The greater part of thi ve sel could be 
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put together. The boulders of the vase are surrounded by scrolls and a foliate band, and 
· imilar foliate bands de. cending from beneath the handles to the base divide the whole 
body into three parts . 

The lower spaces are decorated with plain curving sprays, but the upper part of the 
body i occupied with two zones of a remarkably architectonic character divided from one 
another horizontally by a checkered band, which recalls the black and white repre entations 

of masonry on the "miniature frescoes" of the Kno · ian Palace.• Prom thi again vertical 
bands of the same checker work, rising like pier. from t he imitation ma onry below, 
trave>rse the upper of the two zones in question, while other.· de cend across the lower 
zone. Jor does t he architectural parallel end here. ' l'he imitation ma onry i · associated 
in both zone· with figures in the form of two half-oval with an upright divi ·ion in the 
centre. These figure obviously repre ·ent the elongated hal£-ro ·ettes, with the rudimentary 
t riglyphs between them, which characterises the 1:inoan and Mycemean friezes. No one 
indeed can compare the miniature fresco from the Palace of Kno os, howing the fas:ade 
of a shrine in which a frieze of this kind i combined with black and white checker work, 
indicative of masonry, without r cognising the indebtedness of the pre ent ceramic de ign 
to some such model. In some cases here we see the checker work forming the division 
between the two wings of the frieze ornament, a feature which al o recurs in the central 
bar of the triglyph of the Knossian shrine. In other case this middle divi . ion is filled 
with a decoration con ·i ting of interlocked spiral , and a similar ornament again r curs in 
the same connexion on portions of stone friezes found at Knos os and Mycenae. 

One feature remains to be considered of special value in defining the . ource from which 
this ceramic design was derived. This is the appearance of two object with trongly 
recurved edges proceeding from either side of the middle divi ion of the e design and 
filling the two arched spaces left by their doubl e border . There can be little doubt., in 
view of other decorative degenerations of the same object, that these ar e derived from 
the two curving ends of the ever-recurring sacred double-axe of the Minoan cult, a seen 
on either side of its shaft. We are once more carried back to the same sphere of Minoan 
religious architecture as that illu. trated by the temple fresco. The ceramic r emains of the 
Palace of Knossos have indeed, a I have elsewhere pointed out, ::J.bundantly atte ted the 
existence of a special cla of vase exhibiting the sacred double axe as th eir principal 
design. In the present case we have a closely parallel example of a religious dec0rative 
style, in which not only the sacred emblem but details taken from the shrine itself are 
represented. On a recently discovered fresco from the South-West Hall of the Palace at 
Knossos are seen parts of a shrine with checker work imitation of masonry associated with 

n It must be at the same time observed that, both in the case of the architectural frescoes and 
the vase, this checker work design is by no means an exact repre entation of the i odomic courses of 
the best Minoau masonry. It is rather a conventional equivalent for similar construction sugge ted, 
it seems, by Egyptian painted fa9ades, on which such checker work is frequent. Rather, indeed, it 
represents the appearance of a painted plaster facing than of actual , tructural features. 
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columns in which are in erted the b lade of double axe ,a while on the painted sar
cophagus found by the Italian mission at Hagia Triada the trunk-like haft of the axe~ 
l'i e f rom bases with similar checker work . 

It i worth noting that a complete parallel to the .e ceramic adaptation of features 

of Mino:tn r elig ious architecture i upplied by a va e from a Cypro-My enrean tomb at 
T£nkomi. The design on thi · vase (as wa pointed out in my Mycen;;ean T1·ee and Pillar 
Cnlt) b shows· a two-:toreyed building in which "f male votaries are seen with their hand · 
1·aised in the act of adoration on either ide of what appear to be ,.quare column R." 

The above parallel, which enable · us to connect the principal de. io·n of the pre ·ent vase 
with rletails taken from religious architecture, supplie at the same time the tru origin of 
later versions of imilar m tive that occur in the more decadent Minoan O'e, and survive 

on the pottery of the Geometrical class. Checker-work panels are een on v~t e of the 
en. ning· Third -Late-Minoan Pe1·iod,C and the same de ign occupie the central field of 

th painted la?'IWtc from the Cymbal-player's tomb at Muliana. In de cribing thi latter 

exampl e indeed ('Ecf>. 'Apx , 1904, p . 40), Dr. Xanthoudide had already exp1·e sed tb 
opinion that the checker-work ornament wa copied from Minoan masonry. 'I he ame motive 
is very characteri tic of Cretan Geometrical ware. 

rrhe other at·chitectural feature of the present va e with its medial bar and longated 
oval wings, which a · we have een i simply tak n over from the relief of 1inoan friezes , 
m·vive in a simil::tr way in later ceramic decoration . It i · found on late h 0rds at 

M:ycenae (Furtw. u. Loe chke, Myk. Vasen, taf. xxiii. 322, 327), and similar degeneration. 
of the D -:mble Axe are al o een on either ·ide of tl1e middle upright, but without the 
:>ntTounding half oval. (loc. cit . No. 325). 

§ 3. Architect~~ml Details of the Isopata. Tomb. By D . THEODORE FYFE. 

Regarding detail of construction, it i of greatest intere t to determine, as far a~ 

po sible, the exact form of roof in the inner chamber . 'l'he end of the chamber at ea t and 
west were vertical, from the evidence of the nine exi ting cour es of the ea t wall The 

side , at north and south sloped inward ·, judging from the five exi ting courses of each . 
The facework of the south wall show a concave urface, that of tho north wall a traight 
surface, but the lines governing the two lopes have the same inclination from the vertical. 

'rhe complete vault may eae ily have been formed by a serie of stmight face approximating 

" A. J. E. Reprn·t ; K nosso , 1904, B. . A. x. p. 41 seqq. and fig. 14. 
b P. 13 and p . 14, fig. 6. 

c Cf. Hogarth, B. . A. vi . 103, fig . 31, from the Dictaean Cave. Sa,vignoni, Teoropoli d1' Plwestos, 
tav. I. 2. Fm·twangler u. Loeschke, My k. Vasen, Taf. xxiv. 341. 
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Fig. J .[.j. onjecturalrc>tomtion of the vault of the principal chamber of the Isopata Tomb. 
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to a curve . By accurately working out an exten. ion of the existing curve m geometrical 

pwgre. sion, as far a the central axial line of the chamber from east to we t, what appears 
to be nearly if not exactl,r the complete curve may b e arrived at. ( ee fig.l4.~.) Thi curve 
would have a centre a littl e below the floor level (which is the starting point ofthe masonry), 
dependent on the fact that neither here nor in the Trea ury of t1·eus at Mycenae is there 
a vertically-faced conr~;e of masonry at the ba e. The slope b egin · at once. In the Tre~ts ury, 
the initial slope is greater, and the centre of the curve in consequence ti ll furthe r below 

i·he floor level. 
From th e working out oE the afo resa[d curve, the apex of the vault would be about 

8 metre above the floor, o that the chamber would have approximately equal height and 

length. Dr. Evans sugge ts that thi i · intentional, or, in other word , g[ven the main 

diroen ion of area, the height can be a certained. J<'rom the evidence of the Trea ury of 
Atreus, which is nearly a. high a its diameter, it appears probable that ome uch rule wa 

r egarded in the construction of the ·e chamber . 
'I he existing stone,,ork oE the lop ed sides of Lhe chamber is built iu heading co ur es, 

except the lowest cour e, l>hich is mostly oE stretcher . This we should expect. It is notice
able that the cotll'. e are no laid with horizontal bed , but that horn below upwa1·d the 
beds bave a constantly increa ing downward slope toward the outside. ( o fi g . 145.) IE 
this p1·inciple wer·e canicd out to the crown of the vault, the topmost tone woull have an 

impos ibly acute angle. W e must therefore a ume that t he downward lope wa corrected 
at intervals, as indicated in th diagram. The downward lope was obviou ly introduced to 

lessen the chance of the masonry falling inward . 
'l'he evidence of the detached tones with cnt-away face , which were found lying abou t, 

further tends to confirm the r estoration shown. The . harpest angle found wa · 4~ degree , 
which orresponds with the ano·le of th topmo t conr e in th e restoration. 'lhe stmcture of 
the vault would d imini h iu thidmess towards the to1 only on account of the increased cut
away of the upr er stones, a · t he upper bed of the stones found average about a metre in 
width throughout. The cour es may have dirnini ·hed ·lightly in height tow:.trds the top, 
and tl1e vault may have been closed at the top by a laye1· of tone slab , a hown iu the 
re ·toration. 

'l'hi tomb differ from mo t of the mainland one in that the clrornos i taken down at a 
:;teep lope in ground which i · nearly level, and is not run horizontally into a hill-face. ln 
consequence the apex of the vault of the inner chamber mu t have ri en ome feet or 

9 feet above the pre ent surface level. Even so, such a horizontally buil t oblong structure 
would be stable, more :;o than a circular one, provided the . loped stone oE the vault were 
preYented from fallin g outw~trds by a certain amotmt of earth supper . The ·oft rock
cutting on all sides iR roughly vertical, and the increasing inter ·pace b tween it and the 
r eceding walls of the structure wer e probably fill ed in with earth and ton rammed down , 

after the ame manner in whi h the backing for a r etaining wall i formed. 
'l'he other part of the structure now call for brief notice . rrhe fore -hall wa . probably 

r oofed with stone labs or llntels at the existing hio·he t point, or at most a com. e higl1er, 

ro2 
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after the manne t· of the ep ulchral niche ." 'l'his roof therefore, like that of the inner 
eh amber, was, in effect, a tunnel vault . 

The ma. onry facing of the fore-hall is maller than that of the inner chamber, and th C' 
stone· are not in heading cout· e . 

The cro walls blocking the entrances from d?'0?1WS and for -l1all and from fore-ha ll 
and inn er chamber, were apparently of the more temporary con ·truction suited to their 

1 m·pose, bnt :1. certain effect i. obtained in the fir t mentioned (which is better preserved) 
by means of the course in n hlar work which alternat with the r ubble fi lling . ( e 
Plate XCV. b. ) 

'l'here is nothing that calls for . pecial notice in the con. ·truction of the cist g rave exc pt 
the square sinking on the south . ide. Thi may have been intended for the attachment of 
some lining which has now peri hed. Some fragments of ·lab were found in the deln·is of 
the cist, which probably belongeJ. to the roofing lab which mu t have closed the grave. 

A word should be added about the :tonework generally. 

'J.'he method of huild:ing is in courses throughout, not, as at Orchomeno , in rubble work 
with a ·hlar dres,..ing" More attention was paid to getting a roughly true surface than t 

accurate b edding of- j oints. Inter ticc in the joints are packed with mall tone · and some

t imes with pieces of slate, et into mortar slapped on after the stone were laid, exactly as is 
tione in Crete nowadays. It is difficult to know if the walls were phtstered or left in stone. 

'l'he face of the tonework is not. finely dres ed or rubbed a. i the fine . t Palace work at· 

Kno os. Here tool mark are everywhere visible, but, on the other hand, no t race of n 
plaster fini his di coveeabl in th e inner chamber, anil only a mall quantity in the fore-hall 
and d1·onws. My own impression, however, is that the tomb was fini hed, or intended to be 
fini. hed, in some way . 

~ +. Ue11era l f 'o11rlusiou.c: l't>(tanling the T~oprtfrr 'L'mnh. 

A general :->urvey of tbe find frm:n the Royal 'romb de -· c:ribed in Section 1 
leads to conclusion. hadly con i. tent with the view that these r emain. all 
b long even approximately to the . ame elate. 1'he fine pain tel l vase· witb their 
architectonic designs clearly belong to the lo ing period of the Later Palace and 
to the phase of art described as La.te-Minoan H. Certain Egyptian alabrt tl'a lik e 
the one-handled va e, No. 2, and tho e de cribed under :No. . , 0, and J 0, must be 
regarded a. early Eighteenth DynaRty fabric more or le. s contemporary with 
these fine ceramic products of the Palace tyle. The st011e lamps and pla ter 

3 Cf. also the roof of the smaller chambrr at Orcl10menos. PeiTot. L 'Ad. etc. vi. -146. 
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hem·th, the bronze mirror, the cry tal pommel, the clay . ealing , and probably 
ome other rehc may be referred to the ame period, or roughly I eaking to the 

fifteenth or sixteenth century before our era. 
But when we come to object uch as the more bao·gy cla of alaba ter 

vessels of the types repre entecl by No . 3 and -:l!, the c ntre of gravity of om 
compari on tends at once to move up to a hio·her chronological l vel. It i true 
that certain offshoots of the e type , a for in tance o . 5 and 6 of the above 
series, are , ·till found in early Eighteenth Dyna y depo ·it . But the nearest 
parallels to such c~laba tm as Nos. 3 and 4 occur in Egyptian tomb of the Twelfth 
and even the ixth Dyna ty. They are, a all Egyptologi ts who have seen them 
agree, characteristic Middle Empire forms, in other words, they belong rather to 
the Third than to the econd Millennium befor our era, and to a period r.on 
tempora.ry with the Middle Minoan of Crete. 

There i , moreover, a remarkable proof that about the close of the period in 
qt~ e tion this particular type of baggy cdc~bastron wa well known in Crete. Miss 
Boyd's excavations at Gournia l1ave brought to light, among :floor deposit 
belongi11g to the immediately succeeding age (Late-Minoan I.), a ries of painted 
vas s, not only r(;producing the characteri tic hape of the e Egyptian alabastrn• 

but even imitating in the chevron pattern on their wall the wav d bands of 
the stone. But by the Second Late-Minoan Period, to which he painted vases 
from the present tomb belong, tbe e ceramic imitation have di app ared. 

It has been further .. hown above that the hole-spouted a e of alaba. ter, 
No. 12, ba · very early connexions. The form it elf eems to be derived from 
that of a class of Egyptian ve sel of copper and alaba ter characteri tic of the 
early Dynasti s, and it had already taken root in Crete during th Early Minoan 
period. It i pecially common during the Middle Minoan ge, but by the con
cluding epoch of the Later Palace it e ms to have fallen into complete desuetude, 
and no vessel of thi ·hape in the Palace tyle have come to bght. On the other 
hand, the only parallel in alaba ter i a fragment of a imilar ve el from an early 
deposit found under the Later Palace floor in the neighbourhood of the Pillar 
Room and belonging to the very beginnino· of he Middle Minoan P riod. 

Tl1e magnificent porphyry bowl (fig. 12L.b) recall in it material and to a 
ce1·tain extent in its form the ve el in imilar hard stone from royal and other 
tombs of the early Dynasties . The fragment of a dim·ite bowl ( o. 21) repro
duces the characteristic rim and contour of Fourth Dyna ty example , and if, a 
seems mo t probable, it formed part of an imported article from Egypt, it cannot 
with any rea onable probability be brought :town much below that early period. 
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V a. es of these fine igneou formations are con picuou · by t heir ab ence in the 
con iderable store of stone ves. els found in the later Palace of Knos o. . On 
the other hand they fit on to a much more ancient group represented among the 
remains of th earlier Palace. Among these may bo mentioned a ·yenite pot 
which in Profe sor Petrie's opinion i an Egyptian fttbric of one of t he ea l'ly 
Dynasties, and part.· of two exquisite bowl of diorito a,ncl liparite, not to be 
distinguished f rom the fine t fabric of the kind discovereu in the royal tombs 
of the first four Dynasties of Egypt. It is po sibl that. in one or the other case 
we have to deal with Cretan copie of the. e early forms, and that such may 
have continued in use to a later age than the Egyptian prototypes. But t he 
evid.ence from the Palace . ite at Kno sos clearly tends to , how that va e of 
t hi · class did not continue to be in vogue, at least bvJOnd the limit of the 
Middle Minoan Period. Even heirlooms of the k ind mn t have ha l a t ndency to 
disappea1·. 

In lication · such a the above strongly point to the conclusion that the 
Isopata tomb itself goe3 back to an earlier period . than that repre ented by the 
vase in the later Palace Style. Nor do the. e ind ications, .·upplied by objects 
found within it, stand alone. valuable piece of evidence tend ing in the 
ame direction is afforded by certain sign cut on the block.' of which the tomb 

wa constructed. A comparative tudy of the ·igns on the block. of the earlier 
and later Palaces of Knos o and of the sncce-· ive pha e~ of each briuo·s out the 
fact that t he work of each period may be roughly clistingui. ·hed b,v t h.e clutracter 
of the e mark . Particular signs were prevalent during certain per iorl.s. The 
method of cutting, moreover, at least in i t::; bro cl a ·pects, underwent a g radua·l 
modification. The signs of the earlie::;t perio are a a rule hwge and b t·oarl. ly 
cut, like those on the block de cribed abo ve from a gmvc at Zafe t· Papoura. 
(Fig. 9.) Tho e of the intermediate age show more or le's t ra,nsit ional ty pe ·, 
while the late t clas. · are of mall er dimen. ions and finer incision: 

Several different igus are cut on the block of the Royal Tomb, and the 
character of the e corre pon l with tho e of the intermediate cla. ~ . Thi · class 

" 'l'lte question flS to how fat· t hose signs are to be 1· gat·ded a 01·diuary ma~ous' marks ot· to 
what extent t hey mn.y be held to have a religious siguificances is beyond the s ·ope of the present 
paper. It i evident that some of the forms corre pond with characters of t.hc conventionalised 
pictographi.c sct·ipt of contemporary seals and clay documents. .A.t the same time from tLe manner· 
in which they wcee used on the blocks of Minoan building" it seem rea onable to conclude that they 
stood rather for igns than letter . It i clear that some of them, like the doublP-axe, had n religious 
value. 
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marks the earhest tructure. of t.h Later Palace at Knossos, which r pre ent the 
closing pha e of th Middle finoan Period ( L M. III.). 

In the Palace it elf it is extremely rare to e more than two sign together 
on the same block. Th re is indeed a . ingle in tance of a compound figure 
made up of two igns being a . o iated with another. The Ro al Tomb, how
ever, has supplied a hitherto nnparallel c1 example of four of th e igns following 
each other on the same ton . rrhi · intere ·ting phenomenon oc urred on a narrow 
block, a metre in length, and 20 centim tre high, which from th po ition in 
which it was found emed · o have originally erved a the coping tone of the 
niche at the back of the main chamber. (Fig. 146.) Of the e i ·n that on the 
extreme right exhibiting an eight-ray cl tar in a circle i ne v to the eries, 
though the eight-rayed tar it elf is common enough . The oth r ign , namely 
the double axe, the branch, and the trident, are of special fr quency on block 
belonging to the earlier tructnres of the Later Palace. 

( 
Fig. 146. Coping "tone with incised sign , from niche of the Royal Tomb at Isopata. 

The double-axe ign, which is the mo. t con tautly recurring of all those found 
in the Palace, had certainly a igni:ficance as the emblem of th principal Minoan 
divinities. In the Royal Tomb, too, it is in the a cendant, oc urring in a con
Rpicuou po iLion on the wall north of the ntrance of the main chamb r, twic 
in the n01·tb niche of the fore hall, and eh;ewhere . The plain cro , al o known 
on the Palace site, i also found, and two more tridents on a singl block. 

Thus not only the character of the inci ion but the choice of the signR 
correspond with that in vogue on the Palace blocks of the Third Middle Minoan 
Period. 

Whether then we regard th earlier part of the contents of the tomb or the 
, ign on its block , we are taken back for the elate of its construction to a period 
long anterior to the closing days of the Later Palace. It can hardly be suppo ed 
indeed that Minoan Kno sos, which to the la t seems to have exerci eel a dominant 
infl.u nee on the arts of mainland Greece, wa unable, during the period which i 
marked by the great domed chamber of Mycenae, to produce at lea t their 
Hchitectural equivalent. The cro s ection of the main chamb r here, with it 
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pointed. tunnel vault, bear , it is true, ome resemblance to that of the circular 
vault of the Trea ury of Atreus, but structurally the latter represent a great 
advance on the former. The workmanship i finer, the area covered in the ea e 
of the Treasury i over three times as great, and the domed vaulting is in accorcl
ance both with tatic and dynamic principles. 

truck by these contrast. , and approaching the matter from th purely 
a1 ·chit ctural tandpoint, Mr. Fyfe arrived at a conclu ion regarding the com
parative date of the Isopata Tomb which i quite in agreement with the indication. 
already referred to. 

"From tructural evidence," he write , "we are on the whole ju tified in 
regarding the Kno so· Tomb as of earlier date than any built tomb on the main
land at Mycenae or el ewhere." H e note as an early feature the ab ence of a 
lintel over the doorways as contra. tecl with the later work at Mycena . He 
observes, howe-ver, that "it should be noticed in thi eonne ion that the very 
timidity which restrained the Minoau builders from throwing a ·tone lintel acrosR 
the full width of an opening (see entrances to sepulchral niche , P lates XCVI. 
XUVII.) made them adopt a door head with an attempt at an open arch, which 
ultimately became a morP. permanent form than the ma si1·e lintel with a relieving 
arcl1 over it displayed at Mrcenae. 

It must also be borne in mind, a indicating a difference of date, tl1at in its 
plan the I opata Tomb is not a mere enlarg ment of that . een in the ea e of 
th chamb3r -tomb.;; of the Late-Minoan Cemetery, but differ from thi in ome 
e sential particulars. The fore-hall, with it ide niches, and the niche at the 
back of the main chamber, are altogether divergent feature . On the other hand, 
it iR interesting to note that the e very point how a curiou conformity with the 
. cheme of ome typical Egyptian tomb belonging to the am approximate period 
as the earlier class of imported alavastra described abo-ve. .An example of the e 
horn Hawara" is gi-ven in fig. 147. We see here a loping pas age approached by 
a ·well or pit, which to a certa.in extent recall the abrupt ·a cent at the upper 
end of the I ·opata d1·onws . This leads to an antechamber, the epulchral chamber 
its lf, on the floor of which the sarcophagn had . tooc1; whil behind the chamber 
is a square niche. The whole i in this case cut out of th rock, and the ma taba 
or sepulchral chapel originally rose on the ground le-vel above t l1 e chamber. 

The parallelism here pre entecl to the arrangement of the Minoau tomb 

a Pehie, Knhm~ . Gm·ob, and Hawnra, plate 'ii. ~. 
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mio·ht suggest a su I icion that the arly Egyptian influence on he epulchral 
cult of prehi toric Crete went still furth r, and that the mound abov the summit 
of the great chamber may have been here too crowned by om kind of heruon 
an wering to the Egyptian chapel. hint of ome such epulchral u age ·eems 
indeed to be upplied by the painted arcophagu li cov r l by the Italian 
Mi sion at Hagia Triada." Upon this various ritual cenes ar cl picte l, includino
tb.e worship of the double-axe mbl m N of the divine pair of Minoan religion, in 
presence of a figure which has been recognised as that of th deceased person, 
who stands at the entrance of what may well have been ome uch epulchral 
shrine. 

Fig. 147. P lan and section of n. Twelfth Dynasty Egyptian tomb 
at H n.wara (n.fter Petrie). 

In thi connexion a special int r t attache to a pa age of Diodorus, 
describing the traditional tomb of Minas near the Sicilian Minoa. The tomb, 
according to thi account, was of a doubl nature, the actual epulchre beino· 
below, while above it was reared a shrine of Aphrodite, for long a centr of 
Sicilian worship. The Aphrodite of Mino we now know. he is the Gr at 
Mother of prehiRtoric Knos os, la ly alike of the double-ax , of the lion and of 
the dove, in some re pects Rhea, in other the .Aphrodit Aria.dne of later cult. 

a L avm·i e egniti dalla llfissione .A~·cheologica Italiana, etc. (Rencliconti della 1· . ..Acad. dei Lince·i, 

xii. Luglio 1903) . 
y 
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It is also worth noting that the story of the death of Minos in Sicily at the hand 
of King Kokalo is identical with that of Agamemnon at the hands of Clytem
nestra, according to the version pre erved by .2Eschylus. Both were murdered in 
their bath . When we remember that the receptacles of the dead in the Minoan 
chamber-tomb were often nothing el e than clay baths, we have a very probable 
source for the o·enesis of both stories. 

To resume. The earlier of the sepulchral relics found, the signs on the 
blocks, the character of the construction itself, and the remarkable conformity to 
the plan with rock tombs of the Twelfth Dyna ty, all combine to indicate that the 
chamber -tomb of Isopata goes back to a period contemporary at least with the 
close of the Middle Empire in Egypt. In other words it was most probably built 
in the Third Middle Minoan Period. 

The clo e of that period at Kno sos wa marked by a considerable catastroph 
in the Palace, which was largely rebuilt and remodelled during the succeecling 
Late-Minoan Age. It looks a if towards the close of thi later Palace Period 
the original grave cist, the contents of which had been already probably rifled 
and cattered about, had been once again made use of for an interment of some 
importance. The rough covering-slabs found certainly clid not belong to the 
grave as :fir t con tructed, and were probably placed there after this econd 
sepulture. To the interment of this Late-Minoan Age would naturally belong tbe 
fin e painted vases in the P alace Style and the other contemporary object 
enumerated. 

Then came the still later violators of the grave, and the remains of the econd 
interment wer e thrown about the floor of the chamber and el ewhere to mingle 
with the alr ady cattered relics from the original deposit. At a still later period 
the whole vault was used for promiscuou epulture, or possibly as a public 
ossuary. 

The later history of the Royal rromb in fact curiou ly reproduces that of 
the Palace it elf and of its principal dependencie . Ju ·t a the once royal and 
eignorial }Jall were parcelled out and divide 1 up by poorer denizens, so the 
pacious vault, originally we may believe con t ructed as a la t resting-place for 

king of Minoan stock, became in days of ruin and decline a common burial-pit: 

H oc mi ·et·ae plebi stabat commune sepnlchrum. 

The ize and conspicuous position of the Isopata tomb led me, when :fir t it 
wa opened, to make the sugge tion that we might have here the legendnry 
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re ting-place of Idomeneus, the leader of the Cretan contingent of ighty ships 
again t Troy, who e grave was pointed out near Knossos in ellenic times 
together, clo e be ide it, with that of hi colleague and half-brother Meriones the 
son of Molos. According to Diocloro " it wa. marked with tbi epitaph : 

Kvwo-£ov ' I8oi-'-EliYJO~ opa Ta(j)ov. , VTap l.yw 'T'OL 

7TA:ryo-£ov Z8pv/-'-aL MYJpL011'YJ~ o M6 X.ov . 

Idomeneus was the grandson of Eno , which would probably make him out 
too late in the serie for the original occupant of the I opata tomb. The later 
interment may be thought to he hardly important enough for o oTeat a prince, 
yet there is always a pos ibility that in times of decline and perhap of pres:::;ing 
danger the later cion may have found a resting-place in an ance tral vault. 
Indeed it is hard to imagine that the grave cist of thi impo ing tomb wa. usecl 
again for one who was not of some account. In pite of e 'hau tive r earches no 
trace of any like built tomb could be found in the neighbourhood. A few metres 
to the south, however, there came to light a chamber-tomb cut in the rock, of 
omewhat irr gular form, but containing fragmentary remains of painted va es in 

the P alace Styl contemporary with tho e of the neighbouring vault. Could thi 
otherwi e quite i alated epulchral chamber be the traditional tomb where Meriones 
was laid, hard by the re ting-place of his half-brother? 

Such que tions may never be an wered, but the possible ur-vival here of 
local traditions cannot he gainsaid, e pecially when it i rem mb red that the 
later use of the vault went on apparently into the Geometrical Period. At any 
1·ate the ite would have been specially appropriate for the tomb of the Cretan 
prince who 1 cl the largest naval contingent of any of those who took part in 
" gamemnon's expedition. A a matter of fact the height on which it stands 
directly overlook the extensive maritime town of Kno o , the existence of 
which a little ea t of th pre ent town of Candia has been a certained by the 
researches of the la. t season . It eem , too, that the tomb lay clo e to the 
ancient roadline, bringing the Palac and inland town into communication v-vith 
t he port. 

In the day when the summit of the great chamber, it elf ri ing ome three 
metres above the rock urface, was capped by a motmd, and that perhaps in turn 
surmounted by a ~StelcL or hm·oon, it mu t have been a most con picuou landmark. 

a V. 79, 4. 
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The panorama from the plateau of the tomb is certainly the most extcnRive 
of any in the neighbourhood of the ancient Kno sos, tbougl1 the Palace it elf in 
its somewhat low-lying ba in i shut off by a nearer hi]]. The eye range· from 
the snow-clad ridge of Icla to that of Dicta, with tbe pyramid of the Cretan 
Stromboli rising to the we. t :mcl that of Mount JuktaR, the site of the traditional 
tomb of Zeus, immediately to the soutu. The vie"· takes in alike the Venctian 
, ,·nlls of Canclia and the site of th0 Minoan port, while to the north it extends far 
across the Mgean waters from the near lying islancl of Dia, the stranding-place 
of Ariadnc, to where on clear cln~"R M:eloR and the volcm1ic cliffR of Sautori11 are 
faintl v rliRcer11iblc. 


